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ABSTRACT

The West Sepik Province of Papua New Guinea (PNG) is one
of the least developed of the nineteen provinces in the country. The
West Sepik is also one of the country's two provinces bordering the
Indonesian province of Irian faya. As such, it faces the security
problem of the presence and operation within provincial borders of I
rebel group opposd to Indonesian sovereignty in lrian ]aya. The
international border is therefore a potential source of friction and
tension between Indonesia and PNG and the lack of border security in
the West Sepik is an issue which can impact on the national interests of
Indonesia, PNG and Australia.

The province is a prirne example of the complicated relationship
between infrastructure development and security. The purpose of this
volume is to contribute to a better understanding of the relationship
between infrastructure development and security issues in an
undeveloped area of PNG. It describes the geography of the West
Sepik; outlines the development of the province from the first
European settlement up to the counbl/s independence; describes the
eisting infrastructure and the goverrunent and administrative
structures; examines the relationship between security issues and
infrastructure; discusses development and security prograrns in the
province; and, finally, proposes some alternative development
strategies.
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Our responsibility is to ensure that there is efficient infrastructure
developnrent in order to improve the intensity of the disciplined forces
operations.

The OPM operations on the Indoneian side of the border are totally
controlled because they [the Indonesiansl have prioritised and allowed
infrastructure development in their border areas. This has helped
them increase the intensity of the operations of their security personnel
along the border. The implication is clear, if we can achieve the sarne
status of infrastructure development on our side of the border, our
disciplined forces can control the activities along the border. This may
reduce threats and fear which inhibit positive attitudes along the
border.

Egbert Yalu
Premier
Sandaun Provincial Government
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The West Sepik Province of Papua New Guinea (PNG) is one
of the least developed of the nineteen provinces in the country.
Development of the province has been erratic and spasmodic.
Infrastructure development in particular has been both driven and
constrained by many and varied considerations and motives. The
province has suffered accordingly. As well as being underdeveloped,
it is also one of the country's two provinces bordering the Indonesian
province of Irian )aya. As suctr, it faces the security problem of the
presence and operation within provincial borders of a rebel grouP
opposed to Indonesian sovereignty in Irian faya. The province must
also deal with low-scale but persistent traditional tribal fighting and a
comparatively minor but rising law and order problem. West Sepik
Province is a prime example of the complicated relationship between
infrastructure development and security.

The purpose of this volume is twofold. Firstly, it provides
information on the West Sepik and the relationship between security
and development in the province. Secondly, it proposes some
alternative development strategies for the province. The intention is to
contribute to a better understanding of the nature of security and
infrastructure development issues in an undeveloped area of PNG.
Discussion will concentrate on provincial rather than national
perspectives, since it is at the provincial level that the problems and
issues are most apparent.

The province, with its border with Indonesia, is of particular
security significance because of the importance of a secure, tension-
free intemational border, not only for the two neighbours, but also for
Australia and the maintenance of its friendly relationship with both
Indonesia and PNG.

Indonesia plays an important part in defence considerations
for both Australia and PNG. The country forms a barrier to the
northern and north-western approaches to Australia and PNG's
western flank is also protected by the archipelago. A strong and stable
Indonesia therefore provides a buffer to its non-threatening and stable
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neighbours to the east and south who, providing they themselves
rcmain stable, in turn probct Indonesia's flanks.

Each of the three cpuntries therefore relies on its neighbours
having strong, stable and non-threatening govenun€nts. PNG and
Indonesia also rely on each ottrer O maintain an effective government
presence and administration along their corurxrn border.

Conversely, it can also be argued that the Indonesian
archipelago provides a convenient bridge for a hostile extenurl power
or Indonesia itself to prosecute actions against eittrer PNG or Australia.
It is this aspect which has in the past generated much cpncern in
Australia and PNG, particularly in the 1960s and at the time of the
Indonesian invasion of East Tirnor in7975.

The Indonesian annexation of Irian faya, together with the
tbttfrontasi campaign against Malaysia in the mid-1960s, the invasion
of East Timor in 1925 and, b a lesser extent, the increased impetus of
the trian laya bansmigration pro{tram in the late 1970s and early 1980s,
have all developed varylng degrees of suspicion in PNG and Australia
about an Indonesian security threat. However, many observers have
seen the Indonesian actions as individual events rather than as
prccursorc to any long-Erm strategy to invade PNG or threaten
Australia.l Indeed, over the last two decades, Australia has
increasingly played down the significance of an Indonesian threat in
Australian strategic and defence planning. None the less, many in
PNG have remained nervous about Indonesia's intentions to the east
and it has only been in rec€nt years that there has been an appreciable
change in PNG assesments of Indonesian intentions. Significantly, in
early 1991, PNG's foreign minister, Sir Michael Somarc, stressed that
Indonesian was 'no threat' to PNG.2 This view has recently been
supported in Australia by a pint parliarnentary committee on foreign
affairs, defence and trade, which determined that'there is no evidence

For example see J.A.C. Mackie, 'Doeg Indonesia Have Expansionlst Dedgns or
Papua New Guinea?' in RJ. May (d-), k aan Ttn Netims: Tlu ltutotrrlb-Pepur
Ncu Guitu bnb aad t/I6t Pqs Neliotrr,lism (Rob€trt Brown and Assodatee,
Bathurst, 19E5); and Harold Crouctr,'lndonesi. and the Security of Awtralia and
PNG'in Desmond Ball and Cathy Downee (e&t Srdr.rity eill Dcfancc: Peclft arul
Globel Paspccti*:s (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 190).
'Emphasis to be Pr.rt on lnternal Scurity', Papte Nant Guina Por,r{-owia,26
February 191,p.3.
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that Indonesia wishes to undermine territorial integrity of Papua New
Guinea'.3

Harold Crouch has argued that there are several circumstances
involving PNG and Indonesia which would be of concern to
Indonesia.4 The first would be the establishment of a hostile PNG
goverrrment supported by foreign powers unfriendly to Indonesia.
Such a scenario would involve PNG as a whole and not just the border
.uea. Furthermore, development and military expansion in PNG,
including development of the West Sepilg has a long way to go before
Indonesia could regard PNG as a threat to the stability of Irian |aya, let
alone to the country as a whole.

A second imaginable situation which would be of concern to
Indonesia would be the breakdown of PNG's national political system
and the emergence of dissident provinces that would seek support for
their causes from external agencies hostile to Indonesia. A hostile
West Sepik would certainly be a nraior cause for concern for Indonesia,
especially if support was given to the rebel Free Papua Movement
(Agani*si Papua Mudeta or OPM) in ib efforts to overturn Indonesian
sovereignty in Irian faya. Physical intervention by Indonesia would be
more likely to be limited to the border area and, as Crouch suggests, to
be in support of the national PNG government.

A twist to the sc€nario, however, could be that a dissident
West Sepik would look to the Indonesians for support first. This is
conceivable when one considers past approaches for development
assistance from the province's governments, the present close ties
between Vanimo and fayapura, and the increasing resentrnent being
shown towards the OPM by West Sepik politicians, administrators and
population. The Indonesian response would depend very much on its
relationship at the time with the central PNG government. In either
case, Indonesia could well steer away from military intervention
following its difficult experiences in East Timor and with the OPM in
Irian faya and instead rely prirnarily on diplomatic negotiations to
resolve such issues. In any event, as Crouch argues:

Parliament of the Commonwealth of Aushalia, Joint Committee on Foreign
Affair+ Defence and Trade, Austrelia's Rebtions uith Papue Nat Guha (Senate
Publistring and Printing Unit Canberr+ Decetxtber 1991), p.158.
Harold Crouch,'Indonesia and the Secrrity of Austsalia and PNG'.
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Ialqrta has no interest in the political disintegration of
PNG. Its basic interest is in the maintenance of a
sEong government in Port Moresby, friendly towards
Indonesia and capab-le of preserving stability
throughout i ts territory.5

Relations between Indonesia and PNG have been dominated
by events along their conunon land border. At various times tensions
have arisen between the two countries over border issues, particularly
Indonesian military incursions into PNG, Indonesian transmigration
plans for Irian laya refugee crossings into PNG and their subsequent

rclocation or repatriation and Indonesian development in the border
area. However, successive PNG governments have steadfastly
recognised Indonesia's sovereignty in Irian Jaya and both countries
have worked to improve cooperative administrative arrangements to
deal with border problems.

Instability in the border area could impact on Australian
relations with both Indonesia and PNG, a point recognised by the
Australian parliamentary pint committee on foreign affairs and
defence:

... the implications of the crcntinuing unsettled security
and political situation in West Irian cannot be ignored
within the context of examining potential sources of
conflict in which Australia might become involved ...6

The currently minor, but none the less irritating, problem of
the OPM has been and will continue to be a principal source of friction
between lndonesia and PNG. The OPM has exercised an influence on
both sides of the border far greater than its size or fragmented
organisation would suggest it should. Although many of is leaders
and followers have died, been captured or simply given up, the
movement has not died out nor the cause been forgotten. Rather, it
remains with the potential for future development, perhaps sparked
by evenb or causes unconnected with those which led to its
establishment. An increase in resentment towards the lndonesian
government by Irian |aya Melanesians prompted by issues sudr as

ibi4,pp.392393.
Parliament of the Gommonwealth of Ausbalia, Joint Committee on Fordgr Alfairs
and Defance, TbuE to AustfiJia's fuurity: Tlub Neturc erul Prrofirbtlity (Ausbalian
Covernment Publishlng Sendce, Canberra, 19Bl), p.37.

5
6
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land ownership transmigration or heavy-handed governrnent or
military actions could well lead to an increase in OPM support and
activity. It is also possible that the movement could gain impetus or
support from a reduction in civil law and order along the PNG border.

Over the ye.rs, PNG responses to border issues have been torn
between the official recognition of Indonesia's sovereignty and the
empathy towards fellow Melanesians and their cause in Irian Jaya.
Despite this, there appeani to be have been a hardening of PNG
attitudes towards the OPM and refugees, giving rise to a more
pragmatic approach to border circumstances.

The attitudes of commanders and senior officers of the Papua
New Guinea Defence Force ONGDF) towards the OPM have been
outwardly sbicter than those presented by the national government.
This has occured despite meetings between senior PNGDF personnel
and OPM leaders in the years immediately following independence.T
The hardening of PNGDF attitudes could well be attributed to the
closer relationships which have developed between the military forces
of the two countries, particularly as more PNGDF officers undertook
military courses in Indonesia. In part, PNGDF attitudes could well
flow from the frustration of not being able to prevent OPM activity on
PNG territory and the repeated incursions by the Indonesian military,
which the PNGDF have been unable, for the rnost part, to detect or
prevent.

At the tenth meeting of the |oint Border Commiftee, held in
Port Moresby in late 1991, it was considered that the security situation
on the border was stable principally because of the closure of border
camps and the repatriation of refugees. Much discussion at the
meeting cenhed on the promotion of trade across the border in order
to encourage economic development of that area. Both countries saw
such development as a means of correcting the drift of population to
the urban areas of |ayapura and Vanimo and the social problems
caused by this drift.

Both PNG border provinces are underdeveloped in
comparison with other provinces in the country and the neighbouring

It is understood that during at least 1975 and 1974 service aircraft were used to
bansport OPM leaders to meeting venues with government officials and
politicians. In August 79V the then PNGDF commander, Brigadier Ted Diro, met
with OPM leaderc in Wewak
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trdonesian province of Irian jaya. This lack of development has

contributed b the difficulties faced by each country in understanding
the other's motives along their qcnunon border, which in turn have led
to tensions between the two countries. Furthernpre, in PNG the lack
of economic and infrastsucture developnnnt along the border, the lack
of security, and deficient governncnt presence and services are the
key interrelated and interdependent factors which have made it
difficult to etabtish a stable international border free from inter-
government tensions and misunderstandings.

The difficultie faced in maintaining security in the West Sepik

can be appreciated following an examination of the terrairg climate,
history, attempts to develop a governn€nt Presence and a physical
infrastructure and the impact of security issues in the province.

The maintenance of security in the West Septk, as with the
development of infrasbucture, is influenced by the geography of the
prcvince. Chapter 2 examines the province's stsucture, geology,
seismic activity, river systems, climate and vegetation and commenb
on the difficulty of surface movement throughout the province.

The difficult dirnate and terrain, together with the east-west
physiographical bias of the province, have placed severe limitations on
development. From the tinre of the first European settlement in the
1880s until shortly before PNG independence, development was
centred on the eastern coastline. Chapter 3 provides an overview of
colonial development of the province and points out that, for much of
that period, the West Sepik was a forgotten outPost, with much of the
limited development that did occur being dominated by colonial
ecpnomic endeavours. For the most part, security concerns cenbd on
protecting the non-indigenous population and conbolling tribal
fighting. The Second World War had little effect on the province, as

battles were limited to the north-western coastal corner. Although the
pace of developrnent picked up after the war, it was not until the 1960s

and the Indonesian annexation of Dutdr New Guinea (Irian fayd that
a flurry of activity along the inbrnational border saw some
infrastructure developncnt to rneet security conc€rns.

By the time PNG gaind independence in 1975, the West Sepik
had little physical infrastructute, a tenuous goverrurrnt presence
throughout the province and a difficult security problem along its
border with lrian laya. Colonial development had not adequately
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prepared the province for the changes to the political and
administrative structure that were to follow. The Sandaun Provincial
Government and the Deparbnent of Sandaun were creatred to
administer the West Sepik Province and took a number of years to
become reasonably effective.s Chapter 4 describes post-independence
development and provides a detailed description of the efsting
administration and infrastructure, together with comment on
provincial dermgraphy and economic activity.

The rnaintenance of security in an underdeveloped but
populated region such as the West Sepik depends on the presence of
an appropriate physical infrastructure to facilitate the delivery of
government services, the establishment and maintenance of a
government presenc€, and the speedy response of security forces to
problems. A continuing goverrunent presence and the provision of
services throughout the province in turn depend on an efficient
infrastructure and a secure environment. Chapter 5 discusses the
relationship between the province's administration, security and
poorly developed infrastructure and their overall impact on
development.

The province has not lacked attempts to provide developrrrent,
but a thread running through all development and security planning
has been the lack of coordination between programs and between
levels of goverrunent and administration. Chapter 6 describes and
comments on past, present and fufure development plans and

Pro8rarns.

Overlying the considerations of security and infrastructure in
the province is a strong east-west bias which has determined much of
the province's administration and development. The incorporation
into provincial plans of a strategy to correct this dynamic through a
north-south strategy would assist the development and cohesiveness
of the province. Chapter 7 summarises the key aspects of security,
administration and planning in the province. An examination is then
made of an alternative strategy based on planning zones delineated to
correct the east-west bias, assist program coordination and focus

The Melanesian Pidgin word snileun is derived from English and means
'sundown', 'sunset' or 'west'. West Sepik provine is commonly referred to as
Sandaun hovince; that is, the province in the west, However, the name has not
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infrastmcture development on the principal security alrlC

administrative problems in each zone.

beor gazetted and the offlcial title reurains West Scpil although Sendaun'has
been officially accepted into the titles of the governurent and the @rtment



CHAPTER 2

THE NATURE OF THE WEST SEPIK
The Province at a Glance

West Sepik Province, located in the exhenre north-west of the
PNG mainland, is one of only two PNG provinces with an
international land border. With an area of approximately 3{i,001
square kilometres, representing 7.8 per cent of the country's total area,
it is the third largest province in the country behind Western and East
Sepik provinces. The West Sepik is diverse in nature and contains
many of the geographical characteristics and features found elsewhere
in the oruntry.

The province generally lies between the latitudes of 2o 35' and
5" 23'south and longitudes 141o and 143o 5'east. In the west it borders
the Indonesian province of Irian laya for a distance of approximately
265 kilornetres. There are land borders with three mainland
provinces. To the south is Western Province and to the south-west the
Strickland River forms the border with the Southern Highlands
Province. East Sepik Province lies to the east. The sea boundary with
Manus Province lies on the line of latitude 2" south and varies from 70
to 150 kilometres from the coastline. A group of small islands lies
immediately off the eastern coast.

Essentially the province consists of the Sepik basin flanked by
the coastline and the Bewani and Torricelli ranges to the north and the
counblr's central mountain range to the south.

Ttre exposed coastline runs north-west to south-east with the
Oenake Range and Serra Hills forming the western half of the
coastline. The Bewani and Torricelli ranges, rising to heights of 1500
mehes, cross the border @ kilometres south of the coast and run west
to east across the width of the province. To the south, the mountains
drop off to the flood plain of the meandering Sepik River, the longest
river in the country. In the southern portion of the province, the Victor

Sources vary on the area but that quoted is from the Departrrent of Trade and
Industry, Statbtia,l Digest7990 NVaigani, 1990), p.5.
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Figure 21
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Figure 22
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Emmanuel, Thurnwald and Mittag ranges, with elevations in excess of
3J00 rnetres, are a continuation of the country's central rnountain
range. Tlrey contain high rnountain valleys and fast-flowing rivers
typical of the central range.

Most of the province is covered with dense rain forest
although the vegetation varies from mangroves tro alpine shrubs and
gra!$eg.

Although the north-west and south+ast monsoon seasons
influence the weather of the West Septk, the physiology of the
province has a rnarked effect on Emperatures, rainfall, wind and cloud
cover. Temperatures change little throughout the year and are
influenced more by elevation than season. Daily temperatures range
from 14 to 25 degrees C-elsius at Telefomin in the central ranges to 23 to
3O degree at Vanirno on the coast. All parts of the province receive
rain throughout the year with the centsal range arei$ having the
highest annual averages. Annud rainfall varies from 2,0fl) millimebes
at Ossirna (between the Oenake and Bewani ranges) to 3"530

millimetres at Telefomin.

Structure and Topographyz

New Guinea and its islands straddle the iunction of the
Australian and Pacific plates, two mairr crustal plates of the earth's
surface. The present plate boundary is located a short distance off the
West Sepik cpastline. The mainland sits astride a highly mobile zone
of inEraction between the Pacific PlaE moving westwards and the
Australian Plate moving to the north. The maior fault areas in the
province run through the Toricelli and Bewani ranges and the central
range.

To describe the gmlogy of PNG, the country can be divided
into rnairr structural regioru (Figure 2.4). Those regions included in
the West Sepik are the Bewani-Torricelli Ranges, Sepik-MarlJnm
Depresion, New Guinea Mobile Belt and the Papuan Fold Belt.
Although the coastline, including the Oenake Range and Serra Hills, is

This sector ir based on Ernst Loffler, furrroryMogy ol Pryu Nant Guitut
(Ausbalian Nadonal Univeedty hess, Clnb€rra, 1974.
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Figure 23

Cnrstel Elements and Fault Patterns
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Figure 2.4
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7 TheSouth-EastPapuaVolcanic
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b. The Quaternary Volcanic Arc

11. The Bewani-Torricelli Ranges
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Arc
a. The Palaeogme Volcanlc Arc
b. The Quaternary Volcanic Arc

Source: Based on Loffler, @rology $ PaVu Nant Guitru.
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usually included in the Bewani-Torricelli Ranges region, it will be
described separately.

The Coastlittc

The coastline of the province is exposed, with no protective
off-shore reefs. It is some 280 kilometres in length, runs from north-
west to south-east and varie from steep mountains and Nlls,
particularly in the west, to areas of coastd swamp. In the western half
of the province the Oenale Range and Serra Hills form a chain of
mountains and hills which hugs the coastline. They begin at altitudes
of around 700 rnetres at the Indonesian border, rise to Mount
Bougainville at7p20 metres and then fall to low hills near Sissano, 110
kilometres to the east.

The boundary between the Australian and Pacific plates lies
immediately off shore and uplifting of the coastline continues with
maximum uplift rates being in the order of 3 millimetres each year.
The ranges and hills fall steeply to the coast and the fall continues to a
depth of 2,000 metres between 15 kilometres (in the west) and 35
kilometres (in the east) off shore. While there are areas of narrow
coastal plain and swamp in the eastern half of the province, the
coastline is formed predominantly of narrow coral platforms and
terraces and steeply sloping river delta fans.

The Oenake Range consists of a mixture of coralline and hard
crystalline limestone surrounded by raised coral and alluvium. Poorly
developed pyramid and doline karst is found to the south of Mount
Bougainville. Friable coral material (commonly called 'coranus') and
limestone suitable for construction material are readily available and
accessible. The Serra Hills are composed of more geologically recent
limestone but are also sunounded by raised coral and alluvium. The
shoreline is composed of either alluvium or, to the west, uplifted coral
shelf.

Off shore there are no protective reefs and the entire coastline
is exposed to the weather, particularly during the north-west monsoon
when the swell and surf can be heavy. Narrow fringing reefs occur
along the coast from Vanimo, west to the border. The reef is broken by
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Figure 2,5

The Oenake Range near Vanimo
(looking south)
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only a few beaches, which are usually steeply sloping.3 The maximum
tidal range along the coast is around three metres.

A group of small islands, consisting of raised coral, lies off
shore from Aitape. Seleo Island,30 metres high, is 15 kilometres to the
east of Aitape. Stretching back towards Aitape, Ali Island (35 metres
high) is two kilometres to the north-west and Tumelo Island, the
largest and 63 metres high, is a further eight kilometres to the west and
three kilometres from the mainland. The area between the mainland
and Tumelo and Ali islands is known as Aiape Road and provides a
fairly sheltered anchorage during the south-east trades. However the
most sheltered anchorages in that season are in Aitape harbour in
depths of around 30 mekes.

Vanimo harbour provides the best anchorages along the coast
throughout the year. Sheltered anchorages are possible in all seasons
except during north-west winds which, when they do occur, rarely
exceed 15 knots. Bougainville Bay, two kilonetres from the border,
provides very sheltered anchorages during the south-east trades in
water depths of 20 metres.

The B ew ani-T o rricelli R ang e s

The Bewani-Tonicelli Ranges, rising to between 1,000 and
1500 metres, form a continuous chain across West Sepik Province and
through into East Sepik Province. The comparatively low (700 metres)
chain of the Border Mountains runs south and south-west from the
western end (in PNG) of the Bewani Range for some 55 kilometres
within the province. Although they were raised later, the ranges are
part of the maior geosyncline to the north of the Mobile Belt and
consequently they received large quantities of sediments from the
lifting Mobile Belt during the Neogene period. The ranges were

Vanimo harbour and lbbekuang and Bougainville bays are the main areas free oI
ftinging reef.
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Figure 2.6

The Bewani Range
(looking south)
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faulted, folded and uplifted in late Pliocene and early Pleistocene
tirres.4 Uplift is continuing.

The main Bewani-Torricelli Range areas are formed by
relatively uniform, steep and ruggd ridge and V formations of
igneous and metamoqphic rock with rnany fault-controlled river
courses. Flanking slopes and hills are of sedimentary material,
predominantly sandstone and siltstone. At the western end of the
range, hard crystalline limestone occurc on the lower northem and
southern (to a lesser extent) slopes of the Bewani Mountains and the
higher sections of the Border Mountains.

This is the rrpst seismically active region of the province and
the area has been subjected to severe earthquake activity this century,
which has resulted in many landslides. I-andslides have also been
observed to occur as a result of forest cover reaching a critical height
and weight, although the process is not restricted to this area of the
country.

Skeletal weathering has occurred on the highest sections of the
ranges with immature weathering on the immediate slopes. The
southern foothills show mature weathering whilst the northern coastal
fringe is unweathered.S

The SqikDepression

The Sepik-Ramu-Markham Depression is a section of a maior
depression running the length of the New Guinea island from the
Huon Gulf in PNG to Geelvink Bay in Irian |aya. The Sepik section is
the widest portion of the depression on mainland PNG and has been

The Neogene period is the later half of the Tertiary period and indudes the
Pliocene and earlier Mioqre epochs. The Pleistocene epodr follows immediately
after the Plioene epoch. Thus the sediments were laid down ovet a period
between about 10 and 15 million yearc ago and the ranges uplifted between one
and two million years ago.
'The degree of weathering is descriH as mahre, immature, and skeletal. Mature
weathering means that a very hrge amount of clay minerals and a very small
amount of rock fragurents are presenL while the reverse is the case for skeletal
weathering lmmature weathering describe an intermediate position.' loffler,
Cffinotf,rology of Papu N at Gubra, p.730.
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an area of subsidence since the Tertiary Period. It is now filed with
land-based sediments which have creabd-large alluvial fans.5

The Sepik Depression is marlced by extensive swamps and
meandering rivers in wide flood plains. The area to the south of the
Sepik meander belt is predominantly swamp, which extends up to the
bounding foothills of the central range. Rivers in this region appear to
have been drowned with sedimentation extending into the mountain
front. This is likely to have been caused by th. subsidence of the
depression. Swamps are fewer to the north of the river, although there
are some between the river and the Border Mountains in the vicinity of
Green River. The area between the Sepik and the Bewani-Torricelli
Ranges is characterised by dissected fans, which is cpnsistent with the
recent and continuing uplift of the ranges. The Sepik Depression is

mainly unweathered and the predominant material found in the
depression is alluvium and swamp deposib consisting of sand, gravel,
silt and some clay.

The Neur Guinc a Mobile B elt

The New Guinea Mobile Belt is a maior fault zone extending
the entire length of the New Guinea island. To the norttu in the West
$pik, the belt is covered by the sediments of the Sepik Depression
while in the south it butb against the southern fold mountains of the
Papuan Fold Belt. The metamorphic Thurnwald and Broken ranges

are a continuation of the cenbal range and include some of the highest
and rnost ruggd portions of the country. Mountains with elevations
in excess of 3,(X)0 rnetres are corunon and the highest mountain in the
province, Mount Cup"tt", has an elevation of 3,993 metres. The area is
characterised by high, narrow mountain ridges with long, steepsided
slopes forming deep V-shaped valleys. The valley floors are strewn
with boulders and q)arsre gravel and have steep gtadients. Sorne

immature and skeletal weathering has octurred.

In the northern section, the belt is composed of recent
(Miocene) volcanically derived greywacke and siltstone and crystalline
material such as granite grandorite, schisb and gneiss. The southern

6 ft has been suggested that the subsidence could be down-warping from
compresdon forces between the Australian and Pacific plates. tbid., p.14.
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section is composed of older $urassic and Cretaceous) shale, silbtone,
sandstone and greywacke. Limestone occurs throughout the belt.

The PapuenFolilBelt

The Papuan Fold Belt lies to the south of the Mobile Belt and
on the upturned and folded margin of the Australian Plate. West
Sepik Province includes the north-western dge of the belt, where the
outcrop rock is almost exdusively lirnestone and limestone strike
ridges and karst formations are common.T The karst and associated
sink hole areas can be extremely difficult to traverse because of their
steep nature, lack of uniformity and shortage of surface drainage
channels.

The southeastern section of the Victor Emmanuel Range
includes many high limestone cliffs, including the 700 metre high
Hindenburg Wa[,E which severely restrict accessibility to the area. On
the north-western edge of the belt, in the extreme south-western corner
of the province, Scorpion Mountain and Mount Capella are exceptions,
since they are metarnorphic in origin and have been modified by
glacial action.

Earthqunkes

PNG is one of the most seismically active areas in the world
and the West Sepik lies ashide the most seismically active zone in the
country. The majority of earthquakes in the province are centred in
the Bewani, Border and Torricelli mountains although their effect is
felt province'wide (Figure 2.7). lt has been estimated that the Bewani-

In this area the karst formations are commonly distinctive cone formations,
interspersed with pyramid or pinnacle features, They are formed because their
constihrent rock is dissolved more readily ln natural waters than surrounding
rocks. They are often acrcompanied by dosed depressions or 'sink holes'. Most
drainage is by underground channels.
The Hindenburg Wall lies on the southern provincial border with Western
Province.
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Torricelli Range area experiences between 10 and 20 shocks of
magnitude six or greater per square degree per century.g

In September 1935, two earthquakes of magnitudes 7.9 and 7.0

in the Torricellis caused extensive landslide darnage. Both
earthquakes were shallow, occurring at depths less than 60 kilometres.
The epicentre of the first was sorre 20 kilometres west of Lumi while
that of the second, an aftershock of the first, was about 20 kilometres
south+ast of Aitape. Sirnonett observed that the effect of shocks on
the granites forming the spine of the range was greater than on the
surrounding sedimentary materials. He estimated that on the granite
areas some 2.5 million cubic mehes of debris was moved Per square
kilometre, which was equivalent to a layer 400 millimetres thick.lo

Earthquake and tremor-induced slumps and slides are
common along the Vanirno-Bewani road and cause clcnstruction and
maintenance problems. Sudr problems will be greater along the
Bewani-Imonda alignment through the steeper and mote seismically
active Bewani Mountains.

River Systems

The river systems of the province are dominated by the Sepik
River and its tributaries, the largest system in the country. Except for
two srnall areas in the province, all rivers drain into the Sepik. The
nanow northern watershedll of the Bewani-Torricelli Ranges drains to
the coast while in the extreme south-east corner of the province
drainage is to the Fly River, the second largest system in the country.

Within the Sepik Depressiory river gradients are slight and
rivers slow flowing. In the central southern section of the Torricelli
Range the water from rnany streams drains into swamps before
entering the Sepik. Elsewhere rnost rivers are fast flowing in deep

DS. SlmonetL 'Landslide Digtdbution and Earthquakes in the Bewanl and
Torrtellt Mountains, New Guinea' in J.N. fenningp and f.A. Mabbutt (eds),
Izndlottt Studb frorr Austrdia erul l*u Gdna, (Ar.rshalim Nadonal Unlversity
h€s, Canberr a, 1967r, p,8.
ibid,p.Z).
In the west the watershed is 60 kilometr€ wide but it reduces to a width of 10
kilonretses in the east. It is l€s than 40 lilocretres wide over 80 per cent of ib
lmgth.

10
t1
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Figure 2"7

Earthquakes ln Wcst Sepik Province

Source: D. Denhan and G.A.M. Taylor, 'Earthquakee and Volcanoes in Papua New
Guinea' lnPeryNao Guitu Resoure Allas (Jacaranda Press, Melbourne, 1974).
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fault<ontrolled valleys. lvlany coastal rivers can be forded by vehicles
near the river mouths. The rivers are good sources of sands, gravels
and crushing mabrial, although the grading and presenc€ of binders
varies .12

The Sepik Riou

The Sepik River rises in the central ranges in the vicinity of
Telefomin and flows north-west as a typical steep, fast-flowing
mountain river. As the river breaks out of the Thurnwald Range its

charurel becomes strongly braided with banks of gravel and coarse

san4 although the cument remains fast. After crossing the Indonesian
border the river runs north for approximately 70 kilometres before
swingrng north-east back across the border and then east through the
province. About half-way along the north-running section the braided
pattern changes to a meandering course, which continues for the rest
of the rivey's length. The total length of the river is some 1,1(X)

kilometres, about 300 kilometres of which runs through West Sepik
Province. The river's total catchment area is in excess of 78,N0 square
kilometres.

Through the flood plain the river course is characterised by
point bars and scrolls. There are no levee banks. The river crosses the
border at an elevation of about 50 metres and therefore the gradient of
the river bed downstream is slight. The meander belt is relatively
narrow, being only five to ten kilometres wide throughout the river's
length, although the rate of change of the meanders is great. Loffler
describes the Sepik plain as 'a veqy youn& vigorously changing
alluvial depositional system'.l3

The Sepik River is navigable by shallow draught vessels and
barges operate to Dio landing, in the vicinity of Green River. Water
depths up to Dio Landing vary between one and three metres
depending on the seaeon. It is reported that tidal effecb also influence
depths in this area. Upstream from Dio landing as far as the

12 We[-graded materials are thce containlng an assortment of parddes corering a
wide range of dzes. Sudr materials usually comPact more easily and adrieve
hfgh€tr sh€ngths. Bind€rs rre thce materials that provide oohesion and ln river
alluvials mainlv lndude silb.nd davs.

13 l',rlfflrl', ca wiltdogy $ Pc,pu |bzt euha, p.95.
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Table 21

Flows in the Sepik River

Station Telefomin Green River

Elevation
(metres)

Catchrnent area
(square kilometes)

Mean flow
(curnecs)

Instantaneous
maximum flow
(cumecs)

Instantaneous
minimum flow
(currrecs)

Maximumdaily
mean flow (currrecs)

Minimum daily
mean flow (cumecs)

10m

610

57

768,7

%7

40

9500

1090

37M

277

270

3109

Indonesian border, water depths vary between one and two metres.
Further upstream, navigable depths rarely exceed one metre. The
river can be considered to be unnavigable once the braided channels
begin.

River gauging stations on the Sepik were established at
Telefomin and Green River in 1976 and 1969 respectively. Dscharge
rates are shown in Table 2.1.14

14 Bureau of Water Resources, Departmmt of Environment and Conservation,
Hydrorutric Yeer Book 7985 (Port Moresby, 1986).
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Maj or Sepik Tribut aries

Except for the Yapsei River, the mapr Sepik ribuaries in the
province rise in the Bewani-Torricelli Range and the
Border Mountains.

The Yapsei (August) River rises on the opposite (northern)
side of the Ttrumwald Range b the Sepik River and irins the Sepik 15

kilometses east of tlre border after it rc-enters PNG. The Yapsei, and
its tribuAries, parallel ttre Sepik for some 140 kilomebes, at tinres
coming as close as two kilonctres. fire river is navigable to depths of
between one and two metres (depending on the season) for about 15

kilometres. D.rring high waErs it is reported to be navigable b a
depth of 0.7 metses up to the iunction of the Wagarabai River (about 70

kilomebes upstream from the Sepik-Yapsei iunction).

The Ocbber River rises in Irian |aya in the Border Mountains
and flows south-east to meet the Sepik 16 kilornetres upstream from
the Sepik-Yapsei junction and 11 kilometres east of the border.
Although it flows through PNG only for a distance of about 25
kilometses, it is of significance that the river is navigable to a depth of
one metrre up to the border.

Other rivers pining the Sepik, from west to east, are the
Hauser, Dio (Faringi), Horden/North and Yellow rivers. The Hauser
River rises in Irian faya and crosses the border due west of Green River
station. All are usually navigable for some distance upsheam, the
Hauser as far as the border, for craft drawing less than 0.5 metse.

Coastal Rioets

The maprity of coastal rivers and ceks, rising in the Oenake,
Bewani and Torricelli ranges and the Serra Hills, begin in steep fault-
controlled valleys. On leaving the hills the maprity have short
rneander beltsrs an4 although most flow through flood plain or
swamp areas in the immediate hinterland, they enter the sea through
shallow, single mouths with no delas. The crcastal rivers are
comparatively short in length and none is navigable. Between the

15 Theoneexcepdon ls the PualRiver.
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Figure 2.8

The Dio River after Overnight Storms, Green River - Amanab Road
Crossing
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Indonesian border and Vanimo the creeks (there are no rivers) are
short, narrow and shallow and are easily forded. The longest is
Daundo Creek immediately west of Vanimo, some 15 kilometres in
length.

The Pual (Neumayer) River is the largest coastal river in the
province. It separates the Serra Hills from the Oenake Range and
drains the inland slopes of those features together with most of the
northern slopes of the Bewani Range. The river rises in the Bewani
Mountains as the Puwani River and enters the Bewani plain area eight
kilometres south of Bewani before passing within a few kilometes of
that station. From that point it meanders through mainly forested
flood plain past Ossimal5 before entering the sea 18 kilornetres east of
Vanimo. The river's meanderbelt is between one and three kilometres
wide. The river can be forded in places along its length but depths,
current and bank and river-bed conditions vary greatly.

The creeks draining the northern slopes of the Serra Hills are
small. Hinterland flood plain and swamp areas are natrow, being only
a maximum of 1.5 kilometres in width. The Arnold (Bliri) River drains
the eastern end of the Serra Hills and the Bewani Mountains and the
western end of the Torricellis. The river enters the sea approximately
18 kilometres west along the coast from Sissano.

East of the Serra Hills, running off the Torricelli Ranges, there
are wide areas of forested flood plain and swamp, which disappear as
the Ranges dose on the coastline. The largest river draining the
northern slopes of the Torricellis is the Rainu, which discharges a few
kilomehes east of Aitape. The greater majority of rivers and creeks
along this section of the coastline can be forded easily by vehicles near
the river mouths.

76 Bewani and Ossima are two suFdistrict headquarters. Ossima is 25 kilometres
due south of Vanisro and Bewani a further 19 kilomehes to the south-west.
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The StridelanilRioa

The Strickland River, the mairr tributary of the Fly River,17
forms the provincial border in the far south+ast corner of the province
and drains that area. The river flows very quickly through a narrow
valley which is up to 1,000 metses deep and at places the valley floor is
less than 2CI metses wide. The river has many rapids, floods to depths
of over 15 metres and is very difficult to cross.

Climatels

The physiology of the province has a large effect on the
climate and although the north-west and southeast monsoons
influence the clirnate of the West Sepik, they do not produce extreme
wet and dry seasons. Rather all areas of the province receive rainfall
throughout the year and monthly rnaximum temperatures vary little.
On the coast the wettest months are December to March while the
same period is the driest for Telefomin in the central ranges. Daily
mean maximum temperatures on the coast arc around 30'C, with
minima about 23oC. In the central range area, maxima are in the order
of 24to 25"C and minima 14 to 15oC.

Tropical cyclones do not occur in the region.

Rainfall and temperature are recorded at over twelve locations
in the province; however the period over which readings have been
taken varies. The Papua New Guinea Weather Service holds the
individual daily records of provincial weather stations but none of the
records have been consolidated into climate data for the stations.

The Fly River is the second largest in 0re country after the Sepik and &alns south
into the Gulf of Pap,ua.
This section on dimate has been based on f.R McAlplne, G. Ketg and K Short,
Clinutic Tabla lv Pepue Nant Gur'nar, Dvldon of land Use Research Technical
Paper No.37 (C-onrmonwealth Scientific and Indusbial Researdr Orgnisation
(CIRO), Melbourne, 197$); and J.R McAlpine, G. Keig and R. Falls, Ainub of
PerllnNap Grinae (Ausbalian National University Pres, Canberra, 1983).

17

t8
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Surface Winils

Surface wind records are not available for the provincn but
records for Wewak, locabd on the coast in neighbouring East Sepik
Province, provide a guide b coastal wird conditions in the West S"pik.

The Oenale, Bewani and Torricelli ranges have a rnarked
effect on coastal winds. During the northwest monsoory the morning
southerly land breezes and katabatic winds off the ranges tend to
oppose the monsoon winds. However, in the aftetnoon, northerly
anibatic range breezes reinforce the monsoon winds.r9 During the
south+ast monsoo& the PNG land mass, together with the coastal
ranges, screens the coastline from much of the effects of the seasonal
winds.

Morning winds on the coast during the north-west monsoon,
when they occur, are predominantly wesErly at speeds up to five
knots. By mid-afternoory winds can be expecred from the north-west
at speeds usually up b 15 lanots. D.ring the southcast rnonsoon,
moming winds are similar but from the south-east. Afternoon winds
during this season are weaker and tend to the north+ast and east.

In the higher central range areas of the province the winds are

mudr lighter and less frequent and are mostly generated by the
heating and cooling of the mountains and enclosed valleys.

Rainfall

PNG is one of the wettest areas of the globe and all areas of the
province receive rain throughout the year. No weather station has a
mean annual rainfall of less than 2,flX) millimetres (mm). Ossima has
the lowet annual mean of 2,026 while Telefomin has the highest of
3527 mm o Imonda and Nuku have the lowest montNy mean

f9 lGtabadc wlnds ocqtr at night on urountaln alopes when the alr cools, becour€s
deerser, and f,ows doyrrhill An badc winds cur as the air ls heated during the
&v erd lbrw up the slooeam Frt6da River uriring cairp, locaed tr the qrbal range foothllls qr the border
between Weet and Erat Sepif pr,ovinoee, |lr reported to have en mnual tatnfdl otr

7,49lmsr. West S€p& hrtegnted Dwdoputcnt Sttdy, ltLsl Scptk Dae-lopwnt:
h*gtotord mil Rannmantbtbtrs, Pt p"r"d fc the Natbnal P'Ltmlng OIf,ce and
San&un Prcrftrdal Coverncrelrt (Wew.la 1$J21, p.17.
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Figure 2.9

Mean Monthly Rainfall
(miUlmebes)
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Figurc Z9

Mean Monthly Rrinfdl (contlnued)
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Figure 2.10

Mean Monthly Maximum and Minimum Temperatures
(degrees ccntigrade)
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rainfalls of 85 ard 84 mm respectively, ocurring in !une, and Green
River the highest of 448 mrry occurring in lv{arch.

Along the coast arut the slopes of the Bewani-Torricelli Ranges
the wetEst rmnths are December to March and the driest August to
October. An exception is Ossirna, where the rainfall varies little
thrcughout the yea" n'ith the wettest nronths being April and May (195

mm) ard the driest August (1tt4 mm). Green River, lying in the Sepik
plain between the Bewani-Torricelli Ranges and the central range, has
an annual rainfall t'?ical of the central range area but with an annual
pattern similar b the oast. The wettest months are December to April
ant the driest June and fuly. In the south of the province, in the
cenbal range area, the rnonthly variation is less marked than in the rest
of the province, but the wettest perid occurs around September and
the driest around November and December.

Information on rainless perids at stations throughout the
province is scanty. At Vaninp the mean length of dry periods
throughout the year is two days.

Tempa thne enil Htmiility

There is little seasonal variation in temperatures across the
province and variatiom are dictated more by elevation than by
weather pafterns. On the coast the mean temperature range
thrcughout the year is between 23 and 30pC while at Lumi, at an
elevation of 535 rnetres on the Torrictlli Range it is between 20 and
2fC. Telefomiry at 1520 metses, has a rnan annual temperature
range of 15 to 25'C. The Sepik plain is the hotEst region, with mean
maximum temperaturcs in the range of 32 to 34oC (the mean minimum
range is 19 to 23"C), and the cenbal range area the coldest, with mean
maximums of between 15 and 25"C and a rnean minimum range of 5
to 13'C.

While average maximum bmperatures throughout the
province are not particularly higlu relative humidity readings do
rcmain comparatively high throughout the year. Readings rarely drop
below 75 F cent and then only in the high central range area. At
Vanimo, the mean annual humidity levels at 0900 and 1500 hours are
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85 per cent and 78 per cent respectively, at Aitape 80 and 90 per cent
and at Lumi 78 and 89 per cent.

Day Length Sunrisr end Sunset

There is little difference between the longest and shortest days
in the West Sepik. At Vanimo, the shorEst day, ocrurring in June, is 12

hours 2 minutes long whilst the longest day, in December, is 12 hours
17 minutes long.

The province lies in the 'Kilo' time zone 10 hours ahead of
Greenwich Mean Time, as does the remainder of PNG. At Vanimo
sunrise is earliest in November when it occurs at 0613 hours (local
time) and latest in fuly at 0642 hours. The earliest sunset occurs in
May at 1831 hours and the latest in February at 1855 hours.

Clouditpss

Throughout the province cloud q)ver can be expected
throughout the year with marginally more cloud in the north-west
monsoon season. The afternoons tend to be slightly more cloudy than
the mornings. The Bewani Range and, more particularly, the Oenake
Range appear to increase the chance of doud over Vanimo. Light
aircraft operations in the central ranges in the south are hampered by
low cloud, particularly in the afternoor1 and turbulence. Morning fogs
are corunon on the inland mountains, hills and plains.

A table of mean monthly cloudiness at Aitape, Lumi,
Telefomin and Vanimo is contained in the Appendix.

Soils21

Generally the soils in West Sepik Provinc€ are not of high
quality. Furthermore, large areas of the province are unavailable for
agricultural development because of the difficult terrain.

27 This section is bas€d on Weet Sepik Integrated Developmmt Studt West gpik
Dcoclopcnt: kcQraund enil Rccomncnilalbrs; and P. Beeker, 'Soils'in Pepru Ncttt
Guinea Rcrlurce Atlas (lacaranda hess, Melbourne,l9T4), pp.10 and 11.
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On the narx)w coastal belt b the south and west of Vanimo
and the slopes of the Oenake Range, shallow, finebxtured, limestone
soils are found. The topcoil is dark and netrtral to alkaline.

In the Pual River valley and the crcastal plain bounded by the
Sena Hills (b the west) anC the Tonielli Range (to the south), the soil
is predominantly alkaline and developed from recent alluvial deposits.
Poorly drained and swampy areas ar€ likely to qcntain thin peaty
layers close to the surface. The welldrained soils are very suitable for
croPs.

The Border Ranges and the slopes of the Bewani and Toricelli
ranges have soils which are slightly acidic, moderaEly weathered and
uniform in texhrre. fire soils are variable in depth and their
agricultural use is generally restricted to pasture and tree crop
development.

The soils of the Sepik plain are either peaty soils or recent
alluvial soils with low fertility and poor drainage. The area is not well
suited to agrictrltural development, although arable crops can be
grown on the lerrees and terraces.

The soils in the rnountairu to the south of the province are
predominantly slightty to moderately weathered days and shallow
loams. Steep slopes and difficult access severely limit agricultural
developrnent, although the gentler slopes, particularly in the
Telefomin and Oksapmin areas, are suitable for crops.

Vegetation

The vegetation in the province is predominantly rain forest
and, although large tracb are inaccessible there is much good+quality
timb€r. Areas of grassland occur around Green River, Telefomiry
Oksapmin and acr''oss the southern foothils of the Torricelli Range.
These are likely to be the result of clearing for gardens.

On the slopes of the Oenake Bewani, Torricelli and Border
ranges and on the Serra Hi[s the vegetation is lowlands rain forest,
gpically 30 rnetres high, containing good to highnuality timber
suitable for milliag. At elevations above about 300 nrtres the timber is
of poorer quality and accessibility is limited. The area is considered to
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be one of the rnaFr crcmmercial timber areas in PNG.22 Comnrercial
species available indude Agathb, Caturium, Celfts, Intsia, Nanaucla,
Pometia, Syzy gium and T qmirulia.a

Vegetation on the river plain of the Pual River, the narrow
coastal plain north of the Torricellis, and the northern Sepik plain
consists of swamp and lowlands alluvial forest. Although there are
regions of mature trees, the growth is crcmparatively stunted and there
are fewer species than in the rain forcst areas. Limitd supplies of
average quality timber are available.

Along the Sepik and Yapsei rivers the vegetation consists
mainly of scrub with some alluvial forest. Nipa, sac-sac (sago) and
pandanus palms are conrmon. There are limited quantities of timber
available but access is very difficult because of the swampy nature of
the terrain.

From the Sepik plain and valley vegetation progresses quickly
through lowlands and foothill rain forest to mid-mountain rain forest
on the central ranges. The mid-mountain or lower montane forest
contains timber which, although it probably is of the best quality and
quantity, is generally inaccessible. There are areas of montane cloud
forest above the mid-mountain forest between 2,7fi metres and 3,000
metres and above that elevatiory in the exhenre south-western corner
of the province, an area of alpine grassland. Areas of grassland occur
west of Telefomin and west and south-west of Oksapmin.

Cross-Countr5l Movement

Off-road cross-country movement, except by foot, is virtually
impossible throughout much of the West Sepik. In the limestone areas
in the south, particularly in the karst formations, even movement on
foot is severely limited. The going for military tracked vehicles on the
Iower slopes of the Bewani-Torricelli Ranges is reasonable while the
going on the outer Sepik plain areas is fair in the drier times of the
year. In areas where cross-country vehicular movement is possible,

Peter I. Eddowes, &tttnlcrcinl TilrrrDrrs of Pepu Ncu Guhee Tluir Pmpaties anil U*s
(Department of Primary Industsy, Port Moresby,TW),p.14.
Some common names are: Agothis lebilleiliai - kauri pine; Crl rrlrium irulicum -
galip; Iztsie - kwila; Pottutb - taun; Sytygium - water gum.

22

23
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the soft creek and river banlcs, bank heights and wabr depths make
cncssings difficult. From a military point of view there are no cross.
country movement corridors across the province in either a north-to-
south or east-to-west direction.

A Lasting Influence

Throughout the province's history, the varied and difficult
phpiolory and climaE of the West Sepik has resbained development
and the establishment of an effective infrastructure. A narrow
coastline with few nahrral protected hatbours, backed by mountain
ranges, discouraged early exploration and the sprcad of government
influence and services. Further inland, the meandering Sepik River
has provided actess to ttre heart of the province but flanking swamPs

and-forested lowlands, running back into mountairu, have further
isolated the West Sepik. The high cenbal ranges to the south have
isolated a sizeable portion of the province. Along the international
border with lndonesia, nountain ranges with a continuous heavy
cover of rain forest have restricted access and provided a haven for
rebel groups croosing from Irian laya. Poor soils and an
unsympathetic climab have together hampered attempts to expand
local economies by the intsoduction of a wider variety of agriculhrral
products.



CHAPTER 3

DEVELOPMENT OF THE
WESTERN SEPIK:

COLONISATION TO INDEPENDENCE

This chapter ercamines the historical development of the
western Sepik from its prehistory and early contact periods to the first
German settlement in the Aitape area in the 1880s, the German
administration and the Australian administration, from the First
World War up to PNG independence in 1975.

Prehistory

Little is known of the people who lived in the coastal region of
the province before Asian and European contact. Recent excavations
of rock shelters in the Vanimo area show evidence of a human
prtesence in the area sorre 35,000 years ago. A dam-shell adze found
in the Freida River area is believed to be about 5,000 years old.l
Fossilised human skull fragnents, found in the Aitape area in 1929,

were originally considered to be from the Pleistocene period; however
later radio-carbon dating indicated that the skull fragments were only
about 5,000 years old.2 Lapita pottery has been found in the same
area. Such pofteqy, dating from 3,600 to 2,500 yearc ago, is found
distributed throughout the New Guinea islands and is associated with
the earliest settlemenb of Samoa and Tonga in western Polynesia. The
age and coastal locations of the such pottery finds would suggest that
the pottery was used by westward-moving colonising grouPs. Flint
implements and charcoal cave drawings have been reported in the
Green River area.

Austronesian languages are found in the immediate coastal
areas east of Aitape, from Paup east to Suain, in the Aitape Islands

1 P"p.o New Guinea National Museum, Tlu Se4ik'Rtmu: An Introiluctbn (National

- Museum, Port Moresby, 1988), p.18.2 Pamela Swadling (el, faptc'oJ the West Se?* @s4 Reord Nunber 7 of the
Nadonal Museum and Art Gallery (Nadonal Museun and Art Gallery, Port
Moresby, 7979), p.9.
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and the immediab area of Aitape, Sissano and Serra. These
Austnonesian languages are the only ones which show any clear
rclationship with languages beyond PNG, eastern Melanesia and the
Solorrpn Islands. The remaining languages in the province are non-
Austronesian.

The more r€cent seventeenth- and eighteenth<entury
movements into the Vanimo area .ue believed to have cnme from
firstly I€itre (to the east), then the Ossima area and, more lately, from
thelayapura area.

It is believed that people were collecting food in the higNand
areas sonre 26f[0 years ago and had settled in the highland valleys
about 20,m0 years ago. Settlerrents werc agriculturally based and
usually found at elevations of betr'veen 1,4(X) and 2,(XX) metres above
sea level.

Early Asian and European Contact

The western Sepik was the iunction between the western,
Asian-influenced half of the New Guinea island and the Melanesian
and Polynesian haU. Although European exploratory expeditions
passd along the coast in the sixteenth cantury, contact over the period
up to German ccorpation was predominantly from Malay bird of
paradise hunters. Their hunting and minor trading was generally
limited to the coastal areas of Vanimo and Aitape and the immediate
hinErlan4 although they did hunt in the area of Ossima in the
nineEenth century, when it is believed they inEoduced vegetable
crops such as pumpkin, beans and pawpaw.3

In 1848 the Dutch claimed West New Guinea as far east as the
141st rrcridian, basing their daim on their authority over the Malay
Sultan of Todore. The Dutch administrative influence extended
slightly east of the meridian in a number of areas until 1962 and it is
lilely that this influerrce is responsible for the knowledge of some
Malay in villages west of Bewani, Imonda and Amanab. Malay and
Chinese Eaders travelled down the coast at least as far as Aitape and

3 l.ttt. Herlihn Always We Are Lash A Study of Planning Development and
Disadvantage in Melaned+ unpubllshed dodoral dlsserhdon (Aushdian
Nationd Univerdty, Canberr+ 1981), p.148.
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Chinese traders had established themselves on the islands off Aitape
by the time the Germans anived.

Gennan Colonisation

German occupa.tion of New Guinea began in 1884, when the
first Germans arrived in the Aitape area and a European settlement
was established on Tumleo Island.a In 1885 a private German
company, the Neu Guinea Kompagnie, began administration of
German New Guinea (Kaiser Wilhelmsland) under the authority of
Imperial Charters.S In 1896 the company established a station on Seleo
Island on land purchased from the estate of a deceased German
trader.5 A mission station was established on TumleoT in 1886 bv the
Roman Catholic Mission of the Divine WordS and, in 1896, land
acquisition began for another mission at Aitape (Berlinhafen) when the
company established Aitape as an administrative sub-district
headquarters. The mission, led by Father Eberhard Limbrock, placed
commerce before conversion and set out to establish a sound economic
base for itself. As Stewart Firth wrote:

Of the missions in New Guinea, only the Sacred Heart
owned more land at the end of World War I and none
had developed copra plantations so quickly. For
Father Limbrock land, plantations, boats, boathouses,
cranes, winches, sawmills and cattle came first.9

By 1898, Seleo was being used mainly as a trading station
exporting principally copra but also trepang, tortoiseshell and pearl
shell. Company staff consisted of a manager, one assistant and a
carpenter. Six trading posts had been established by Malays, Chinese

The Office of Information, Prooines of Nao Guinea: West Sepik (Konedobu, 192),
p.3.
Much of the detail on German colonisation is based on P. Sack and D. Clark (eds),
Gentun Nant Guince: The Annuel Reporls (Aushalian National University Press,
Canberra,1979).
For a short time Seleo was called Sainson.
Tunleo is also referred to as Tamara, the local dialect name. The European nane
Dudemain had fallen into disuse by 1E97.
Its firll title was The Holy Spirit Mission of the Society of the Dvine Word.
Stewart Firth, Nao Guinea wilq tlu Gemaas Melbourne University Press,
Melbourne 1 983), p.I 38.
ibid., p.152.

4

5

5
7

6
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and one European on the rnainland and surrounding islands. A postal
agency was established on Seleo in either 1898 or 1899, with the North
German Uoyd (Norddeutscher Uoyd) shipping comPany providing a
mail service to Europe everyeight weels.

The company's vision of developing vast areas of land to be
sold at a prrofit to settlers did not maerialise. Iocal villagers only
worked for short periods to satisfy their immediate needs and could
not be relied on to provide a regular volunteer labour force for the
plantations. The settlers sucrumbed to rnalaria and dysenFry and the
local people to intsoduced European diseases, especially influenza.
While the developnrnt of the New Guinea islands to the north went
ahead steadily, 'developrnent of the mainland coast deteriorated into a
fiasco'.lO The attempts to establish exotic crops such as tobacco, cocoa
and cotton on the rnainland failed, but the coconut plantations on the
islands expanded arul copra exports climbed. The Aitape ccast,

however, with ib reliance on copra, was spared the development
failures of much of the rnainland.

New Guinea rernained a qcmPany colony until November
1898 when, initially for a trial period of three yeats, it canrc under the
dir€ct conbol of the neictu which was rcPresenhd in New Guinea by
the Imperial Crovernment of German New Guinea. In theory the
administration of the colony was beyorucl the control of the German
Parliarrent or Reichstag since, under the then German constitution, all
colonies werc the domain of the lGiser and his executive. None the
less, the Reichstag did become involved when funds under their
conbol were needed to support the colony, although events in other
German colonies often meant that New Guinea was forgotten. The
Reichstag did, however, have more funds at its disposal than had the
Neu Guinea l(ompagnie. These were put to use to develop the New
Guinea economy and establish an administration.

With the ehange of adminishation, the emphasis changed
from the mainland to the islands of New Britain and New Ireland,
where four new govemmelrt stations were established. Aitape, the
first of the new mairilana stations, was not established until 1906.11

10

1l

J. Griff,n, FL Ndcm and S. Hrth, Papua Nao Guina: APolitial Hislory (Hdnemann
Educadqral Austnlia, Melbourng 1yl9), P.:5.
The orpany gtadqt qr the mainland at Ma&ng had been converted to a
governmat stetbn.
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The Neu Guinea Kompagnie had not been in a strong position
to control the population because of the paucity of policing resources,
a lack of easy acc€ss to the troubled areas and its inability to maintain
influence over all village gtoups. Consequently, according to Firth,
administration by the company was carried out by:

sporadic and effectual punitive expeditions, burning
huts and shooting women, children, pigs, dogs, hens
and occasionally a warrior. [t was not a form of
goverrunent but a succession of raids.12

ln contrast, the new goverrunent stations, run by a district
officer, became the centre of all administration and influence. From
the stations patrols, consisting usually of one govemment officer and
up to 40 armed police, would move from village to village appointing
men as government representatives or luluais. Patrols would also
conduct a census of each village, assist labour recruiters, round up
rumway labourers and help settle local disputes. It was a method of
government and conbol which was to last some 80 years until
independence.

Although the later German administration in the Aitape region
was determined not to make the sarne mistakes as the Neu Guinea
Kompagnie had, it similarly resorted to force to deal with those who
interfered with traders and missionaries. In March 1900, at the request
of the local missionary, a naval and police force was dispatched to the
villages of Pro and Vokhau to burn down traditional sacred houses.13
Like the Neu Guinea Kompagnie, the administration was faced with a
continuation of local security problems cenbed on inter-tribal clashes,
resentment towards the compulsory road work and attacks on
recruiters. Along the Aitape coast the large villages, at times amassing
up to 1,000 warriors, proved too much for the fifty police at Aitape to
handle. Between 1908 and 1913, the unrest necessitated repeated visits
by vessels of the Gerrnan navy to not only the Aiape area, but also to
all the maior settlements betwecn the Sepik River and the Dutch
border.

During the period of German administration, from 1899 to
1914, the Reichstag continually pressured the colony to pay its way.

Firth, Nezr Guinca undn tfu Germans, p.43,
ibid., p.68.

t2
13
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To povide public utilities and b assist the profitability of plantations,
young village rnen and wonren wer,e conscripted to work on
government roads or private planations. The 1903 forced labour
regulation required New Guineans to work for tlre government for
four weeks of the year. From 1907 they could pay a head tax instead,
usually from money earned from plantation work.

The recruitrnent of cheap labour for plantations, often by force,
was a mapr activity during the Gerrnan administration. The supply of
labour was essential to the viability of the pLantations, the rnainstay of
the local economy. As one historian has pointed out:

The Germans' most remarkable success was in
mobilising the villagers of coastal New Guinea as a
plantation labour force. About 20,m0 villagers
worked for the foreigners by 1974, most of tlrem under
indenture, crompared with fewer than 3000 in 1899.14

However, a heavy price was p.id by the villagers for their
involvement with ttre Europeans. As early as 18!)5, when tlre German
snrvey vessel the Moue visited the islands off Aitape, the commander
of the vessel obsened that smallpox had killed about half the
population.ls In the period between 1906 and the end of 191O 1,110

re<rrib were drawn from villages in the Aitape arca in comparison
with only 142 from the hinterland. Thus the rrpre actessible areas
became depopulated as a result of both infection with diseases and
over-zealous labour recruiters. As a consequence, the administration
clooed some villages in the Aitape area to rccruiters.

Villagers along the coast from Sissano to the east of Aitape had
banded together to form large crcmmunities in order to protect
themselves from raiding parties from villages in the Torricelli
Mountains. The strengthened coastal villages wene, as Firth points out,
sufficiently strong to attempt to 'modify the terms on which they
acrepted the colonial governnrenl'.l5 Mor€over, they were suitably
placed on the inland trade routes to take advantage of the trade with
the Europeans and also to waylay inlanders returning home from

ibid.,p.167.
ibid., p.36.
ibid", p.94.

14
15
16
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plantation work. The heavy recruiting of the Aitape people,
particularly males, helped negate some of the advantage gained from
the congregation into larger village communities. Attacks on the
coastal villages continued, strengthened by resentment arising from
their dominance of trade. In tum the coastal people saw the German
labour recmiters as a principa.l cause of their lack of manpower and
hence strength. Recmiting and government patrols were resisted,
often violently, throughout the German period of administration.

Government administrative patrols rarely ventured beyond
recruiting areas and those localities where unrest threatened the
European settlements. In contrast, scientific expeditions became a
hallmark of the German colony. Expeditions along the Sepik (Kaiserin
Augusta) River dominated exploration in the western Sepik, with one
of the first mairr expeditions sefting out in fune 1897 and reaching the
Yellow River area.l7 The river was determined to be navigable for
some 700 kilometres for tessels with draughts up to almost three
metres.

Numerous visits and expeditions along the Sepik followed. In
February 1910 a combined German and Dutch expedition began to fix
the border between the protectorates. The expedition was attempting
to reach the Dutch4erman-British border junction and managed to
follow the Sepik about 960 kilometres to the border and reach the point
141" 15' east, 4o 49' south, well into the head-waters of the Sepik
(north-east of Defakbil village). They fell short of the border junction
by only some 30 kilometres, but had they continued they would have
had to negotiate the Sar Mountains, which have elevations in excess of
3500 mebes. Another maior expedition in 1972, continuing until late
1913, explored all the Sepik tributaries and the slopes of the Bismark
Range, claiming to have reached 'the watershed in the centre of New
Guinea'.l8 That expedition established a base at Malu, near Ambunti
in the presentday East Sepik Province, and explored south along the
Hunstein Range.

Other exploration of the German Aitape district appears to
have been limited to the Aitape hinterland and the coastal area around
Vanimo (Angriffshafen). In contrast to the British administration in
Papua, little use was made of the German expeditions to develop

17" Sack and Clark (eds), German Neu Guinze: The Annusl Rcports,p.7,ru ibid., p.353.
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administrative crontrol: 'German exploratory enterprise was ... scientific
and economic ratlrer than administrative in purpose'.l9

Road works in the Aitape area were bego. shortly after the
establishment of the station and by 7974 a road ran east along the coast
for some 150 kilonretres connecting Aitape to Boiken (now in East

Sepik Province). A coastal road also ran west as far as Sissano.

Although few of the rivers were bridged, a public ferry service
operated on the rivers and lagoons. A 165 metre long bridge had been
constructed across the Rainu River (Raiu or Ailo) five kilometres east

of Aitape in 1911, but was washed away in the same year.

Several attempts to construct permanent wharfs and a stone

breakwater at Aitape were partially sucressful. The North C*rman
Lloyd ships ceased calling into Aitape in 1904 because it was an
uneconomical port of call and thereafter sNps called only on an
irregular basis.

Gqman Colonisation in Summary

The German colonisation of New Guinea, and with it the
western Sepik, the subsequent developnrent of infrastructure and the
maintenance of law and order were driven by commercial factors.
Aitape and Vanimo were established first as trading Posts and
plantation areas. Subsequently, Aitape was developed as a centre of
administration to support those commercial activities as well as the
recruitnent of labour. The roads that were constructed linled the
coconut plantations along the coast to AitaPe harbour, through which
flowed all the small quantity of imports and exports. The maintenance
of law and order centred on the protection of commercial activities, the
European population and, to a lesser extent, the rnain sources of labour
recruits. In the western SepiL, German Presenoe, influence and contnrl
did not extend beyond a narrow strip along the coast.

By 1914 the administration considered that, overall, it had
developed conhol over the population along the presentday West
Sepik coast. That control was, however, sornewhat tenuous and
punitive expeditions were still required to deal with attacks on coastal

19 Firth,Naro Guinaundct the Canuns,p.l6l.
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villages from villagers in the Tonicelli Mountains and attacks on
recruiters and Malay bird of paradise hunters. Hahl, the German
administrator, had continued with the Neu Guinea Kompagnie policy
of developing New Guinea for European economic benefit with the
establishment of plantations and the utilisation of cheap labour. In
contrast to the Neu Guinea Kompagnie, Hahl envisaged the planned
and ordered extension of control, the establishment of new districts
and the opening and management of new recmiting areas. However,
despite his intentions and plans:

Liftle of Hahl's vision of a regenerated New Guinea
survived practical politics and tight budgets. The
settlers resisted him. The Reichstag ignored him until
it was too late. And when the Australians landed at
Rabaul in 1914 they found a colony dominated by
planters.2o

Australian New Gu ine a, 1914-79 4221

German rule in New Guinea ceased on 17 September 1914,
when the Australians captured Rabaul. Military rule continued until
1921 when New Guinea became an Australian-administered League of
Nations mandated territory. Administration, corrunerce and
development in the western Sepik ground to a halt. Australians were
keen to take over expropriated German properties and businesses but
they often lacked the necessary skills to maintain their viability.
Furthermore, rrurny of the experienced German settlers were removed
from the area between Aitape and the border to prevent them
communicating with Germany through Dutch contacts.22 Australian
civil administration was slow to be established in the westem Sepik
and, once established, slow to develop influence.

To administer the Sepik District (which included both the
eastern and western Sepik areas), the Australians continued with the
district office established by the Germans at Aitape, although staff
were not positioned there until early 1915. Until that time, the area

?9 ibid., p.r35.zt This section is based, for the mct part, on Commonwealth of Aushalia annual
reports to the League of Nations for the period September 1914 to 30June 1940.zz Herlihy, Always We Are Last, p.150.
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was administered from Madang. Once etablished, the administration
at Aitape consisted of a military officer (who served as the district
officer), a detachment of about 10 soldiers and 10 native police: a
much srnaller contingent than that of the Gerrnans. There was also a
garrison of one setgeant, four soldiers ard Otirty native policemen
itationea at Angorum on the Sepik River (now in East Sepik Province).
Between them ttrey were required to exercise contrrol over an area of
873f[ square kilometres, the largest district in New Guinea. In 1916

two policemery who had previously worked for the Cermans, were
moved from Aitape to establish a police post at Vanimo, but the first
resident Australiah official did not anive until 1920.ts

On l september 192O the Australian Sovemrnent established
the Expropriation Ordinance to resume C'erman properties and
busineeses which wer€, in the opinion of the administrator:

managed or crcntrolled, directly or indirectly, by or
under the influence of or wholly or mainly for the
benefits or on behalf of subiects of Ccrmany or
persons resident or carrying on busines in C'ermany,
of any person whom the Administrator should declare
to be in his opinion a Gerrnan national.2a

By March 1921 the property of most Cerman nationals still resident in
the Teritory had been expropriated and the Germanowned
plantations sold to Australian ex-servicemen. Provision was also
made under the Deportation Ordinance of 1927 for the compulsory
deportation of Cerrnan nationals from the Territory. The Rornan

Catholic missions found it difficult b obtain supplie from Europe,
especially as ttle area became even nnre isolated when the Aushalian
1921 Shipping Act forced foreign ships out of New Guinea waters.

The dates givm for the egtablishment of Vanimo PGt differ. The PNG National
Strdstical Office gives 1914 but Grifffn ct d. give 191E. National Stadstical Offfe,
Notablc Eents: 7t90 Natlmel Popt latiot Carsrrs (Wards Strip, Port Moresby, 190),
p.75; and Griffin c, .1., P.W N@ Gvitrrl': A Politiul History, p.8.
The treaty of peace with Geturany, ratified qr 10 January 1920, gave the porrer to
Allied governhents to d€port Cgman nadonalg from forurer German obnies and
lesume their properdes and interests. The Parliammt of the C-onrmqrwealth of
Austsalia, Rcport to'|fu Lryru q Nefitns on tb tutminbtrurlrln q ilu Tcnitory of Nao
Grina, lron Wafiq 7914 to Nth ltou 7927 (Aushalian Governsrmt hrblishing
Sevice, Melbourne, 19T2), p.17.
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Military control of New Guinea was handed over to a civil
administration on 9 May 1921. District staff at Aitape then consisted of
the district officer, two deputy district officers, three patrol officers,
one clerk, one plantation overseer and one assistant, but Aitape was
never to return to the level of administrative importance it held under
the Germans. In 1932 the stamp was put on Aitape's decline as the
administrative centre of the Sepik. It was decided to move the
headquarters of the Sepik District from Aitape to Wewak because of
the lafter's better harbour, access to river and land transport facilities
and its more central location in the district. A lack of funds delaved
the move until 1935.

In the 20 years up to the Second World War, much of the time
of the district officers and their staff was taken up in colonial
administration, the collection of taxes and recruiting matters rather
than establishing and nuintaining contact with the district's
population.2s The number of indentured labourers in New Guinea
rose from 17Fm in 1914 to over 41,(n0 in 1941 as plantations, gold
mines and other industries, supported by the Australian
administration, continued to draw on the resource of cheap labour.26
The increasing demand for recruits called for greater attention to
recruiting administration, to the extent that successive reports to the
League of Nations in 1939 and 1940 stated that:

The Sepik District is one of the main recruiting sources
of the Territory and in consequence much of the time
of officers stationed in the district is devoted to this
aspect of administration. All possible attention was
given to it during the year.27

During the 1920s and 1930s'administrative' patrols to collect
taxes, take censuses, inspect labourers and settle complaints greatly
oubrumbered 'penetrating' patrols, which were used to extend
goverrunent influence. Occasionally special patrols were also made,
usually in coniunction with mineral exploration expeditions. In the

GrtIfn et al.,Papta Neut Guinea, p.52.
The 1914 figure given by Griffin el aI. conflicts with Firth's figure of about 2O000.
No doubt some labourers returned to their home villages during the drange of
adminishations and business ownerships. Griffin at d., Papta New Guinea, p.54.
The Commonwealth of Aushalia, Reprt to Tlu Council of The lzague ol Netians on
the Ailministmtion of t u Tenitory of Neu Guittu, fron lst luly 7939 to 30th lutu 7940
(Australian Govemment Publishing Service, Canberra, 1941), p.28.
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fuly 1933 to fune 1934 reporting period a rnapr patrol was carded out
from Aitape to Vanimo through the Wapei and Bembi areas, on the
southern (inland) slopes of the Torricelli Range. A special patrol in
fuly 1934 was made to the Wapet area and south to check rcports of
gold discoveries in Weni Creek. The patrol then continued down the
previously unexplored (by the Australian administration) Yellow
River, of which the Weni is a tributary to the Sepik arxl then to
Wewak. Another patrol was made the following year into the Lumi
area. The first patrol into the Pagei (Bewani) and Imonda areas was
made in 1934.

The Telefomin area remained one of the least known areas of
the country.ln1927, Telefomin was visited by Champion and IGrius
during their first south to north crossing of the country. They travelled
up the Fly and Palmer rivers, across the Hindenburg Range and down
the Sepik River. The next white visitors to the area were nrembers of
the f. Ward Williams expedition prospecting for gold in 1936 and 1937.

That expedition established a base camp at Telefomin, constructed a

srnall landing ground and carried out mineral exploration in the upper
Sepik area. By 7939, further patrolling had been conducted in the
Telefomin area by patrols from Mount Flagen, particularly that of J.L.
Taylor and J.R. Black during their Mount Hagen-Sepik patrol of 1938

and 1939.4

Champion and Karius later visited Green River, during an
expedition in 1937 from Telefomin down the Sepik River. In the same
year extensive mapping of the Green River area was carried out in
conjunction with the establishment of a temporary patrol post in the
area.

At the beginning of the Australian administration it was
considered that government influence had not penetrated further than
the strip of coast between Wutung on the border and the mouth of the
Sepik River. The 1923 report to the League of Nations showed that
government influence was limited to 'effective control' over only the
narrow coastal strip and foothills of the Bewani-Torricelli Ranges and
'partial control'over the remaining northern portions of the ranges. By

28 See Ivan F. Champon, Aooss Nant Gubla fronr thc Fly b t E Scpik (Constable and
Co., I-ondon, 1932); David Dexter, Tlu Ncw Guitw Offensiocs (Australian War
Merrorial C-anberra, 1961), p.B3; and Janes Sindair, K&p (Pacific Publications,
Sydnen l9El), p.25.
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1939, governrnent control had not extended much further in the
western Sepik. The coast and the northern slopes of the Bewani-
Torricelli ranges were regarded as being under complete government
control, while portions of the southern slopes of the ranges were only
considered as being under partial governnent influence. Patrols had
penetrated along the Yellow River, the Sepik River up to the Dutch
border and the arca around Telefomin.

In the first days of Australian administration, information on
the district was sketchy and it was thought that a road ran from
Vanimo, then a tsading and recmiting post for the Neu Guinea
Kompagnie, along the coast to the Sepik River and another from
Aitape about 65 kilometres to the south. It was recognised that there
was no road:

which strikes into the heart of the distric! and, apart
from difficult and hazardous native tracks, access to
the hinterland of swamp, forest, tableland, valley, and
mountain could be gained only by the great waterway
of the Sepik.n

The 1922 report to the l.eague of Nations detailed the
completion of a further 88 miles of road and the conunenc€ment of an
extension of the 44 miles of road running south to the Sepik River from
Aitape. That report included a map showing a road running along the
coast from the Dutch border to well west of Madang. Up until the
1925 report there were no other reports of road works. Indeed, that
1926 report pointed out that the previously reported roads were in fact
not roads at all but rather 'bridle backs'. By 1939 there were only six
miles of road in the entire district (probably most of which were in
Wewak and, to a lesserextent, Aitape) and 832 miles of bridle track.

The First Australian Ftpnience

Like the preceding German administration, that of the
Australians between the wars was also driven by commercial motives
in the development of the western Sepik. The military administration
between 1914 and 1921 did little to either develop or police the area

29 S.S. Mackmzie Tfu Austrelians rt R;rfrrut (A"g* and Robertson, Sydney, 1942),
p298.
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other than to octupy the Aitape administrative centre and establish a
post at Vanimo. With the establishment of civilian administratiory
contact was established with much more of the regions population
than had been the case under the Germans. 'Peaceful contact was one
of the few achievements of the mandate Administration'.s However,
pabolling and the opening of new areas in the western Sepik appears
to have been driven by a desirc to increase the base for recruiting and
the collection of head tax and to support mineral exploration: The old
German priorities were maintained by the Austrdians: business first,
and all else afterwards'.3l

Although a new patrol post was established at Vanimo and a

temporary post at Green River, in all but the immediately accessible
areas comparatively little time or effort was spent on developing the
area's infrastructure or maintaining harmonious relations between
villages and tribal groups. Although more effort was directed towards
policing tribal law and order than had been the case under the German
administration, less effort appears to have been applied to the
establishment of infrastructure in the region. By 1942, the German
coastal roads out of Aitape were considered to be nothing more than
bridle tracks. Indeed there was probably no rrore than one kilometre
of trafficable road in the entire western Sepik. The one light airstrip, at
Telefomin, had been constructed to support mineral exploration in that
area rather than to support any administrative purpose.

lapanese Occupation

The japanese first bombed Rabaul on 4 january 7942, and
followed this with landings at Rabaul on New Britain and Kavieng on
New lreland on 23 fanuary 79A. Authority for the administration of
New Guinea had been handed over to the Australian Militarv Forces

C'ri6tm ct d.,PqueNm Guiaa,p.52,
ibi4,p.9.
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Figure 3.1

The Aitape Area
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two days earlier, on 21 fanuary 1942.32 Later in the year Vanirno and
Aitape were occupied by |apanese detadrments, with Vanimo being
used as a small base for coastal freight vessels. Local history has it that
the fapanese evacuated all residents from Ali Island, off Aitape, to the
mainland to allow the establishnnnt of a stores anea on the island. A
camp was also established at Wutung.s

Towards the end of 7%2 allied knowledge of the fapanese
pnesence along the coast between Vanimo and Aitape was sketchy and
it was planned to position a Patrol in the Torricellis to maintain a

wakh on that area. A patrol, led by Lieutenant H.AJ. Fry"t, arrived in
the Lumi area in |uly 1943 after walking from Bena Bena airstrip (near

Goroka). Fryer's pabol remained in the area to the south of Aitape
until September, when it was aftacked by unfriendly villagers at
Seinam and forced to withdraw to Wamala Creek, a tributary of the
Yula River. Fryer's pabol continued to oPerate in that area and to the
east in coniunction with other patrols located in the Sepik area.s

A second patrol led by a Dutchman, Sergeant Stavermanry had
accompanied Fryer's paEol to Lumi but continued on to establish a

base to observe Hollandia (Jayapura). That patrol rnoved along the
coastal rnountains but was attacked near the Dutch border and its
members killed or captured.

In mid-1943 the fapanese attempted to establish rear air bases

at But, Boikin, Aitape and Hollandia. However the bases could not be
established to the level desired because of the loss of a substantial
number of aircraft in Allied attacks on Wewak in August. Nonetheless
they constructed three runways at Aitape and Tadii (10 kilornetres to
the east of Aitape). By early 1944 the fapanese XVIII Army was

'I\e 79t647 annual report to the United Nations pointed out that requireurents
under the l.eague of Nations Man&te had meant that'the Territory was entirely
unguarded hom a defmce point of view'. The limitations were not repeated in the
1%6 United Nations Trusteestrip Agreeurent Conmonwealth of Aushalia, Reporl
to Tlu Caonl As*-lnbly of tlu fnitcd Netia.rs on tlc Administrelfum of ,ru fcrrilory of
Nclat Guiwa frnr 7st luly 7946 to 30th lutu 7947 (Australian Governmmt Publishing
Service, Canberra, DA, p,7,
The dates of ocupation of Ore three ctnkes are not dear. The National Statbtical
Office date of 19{l for Wuhrng and Vanimo cannot be corred. Mair states that
Aitape was occupied in Decerrber 19{2. National Statistical Offie, Notabh Etttts,
pp.75,77; and LP. Mah, Austrelb h Nan Gvilna (Christophers, London, 19'lE),
p.r&4.
Dexter, Tlu Nan Guiaee Offnsius,p.E9.
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planning to consolidate in the area between Madang and Flansa Bay
following defeats to the east and south-east. Instead it was ordered to
withdraw to Wewak, Aitape and Hollandia - which was to be
developed as a mairr base.

Following their capture of the Admiralty Islands in March
19,14, the Allies decided to cut off the Japanese forces along the
mainland coast between Wewak and Hansa Bay with simultaneous
landings at Aitape and Hollandia.3s

The Allied assault at Aitape occurred on 22 April 19114 in the
area between the presentday villages of Pro and Lemieng. Opposition
to the landing was minimal and the Tadji area was secured that day.s
The overgrown fighter airship on swampy ground about a kilometre
from the beach was prepared within 48 hours for fighter operations.
Although that airstrip was later covered in steel rnatting, it was
unsuitable for continuous aircraft operations. Therefore, the similarly
overgrown but also cratered bomber runway some 7(X) metres further
to the south was repaired. The bomber airstrip at Tadii, still with its
steel matting surface, is now used as an airstrip to service the Aitape
area.

The defensive perimeter around Tadii extended 20 kilometres
to the east along the Driniumor (Drinumor) River, although patrols
operated east as far as Ulau on the Dundriwad (Dandriuad) River (a
further 18 kilometres). The Japanese launched an attack across the
Driniumor on 11 july 1944 and forced the Americans back about five
kilomehes. The attack had been expected and the Aitape forces
reinforced and the river line was recaptured by 18 fuly. Despite a
second major Japanese attack, the Americans had advanced to the
Dundriwad by mid-August.37

The |apanese aftack against Aitape was their last maior attack
on the PNG mainland. Following their defeat and the cutting of their

The Japanee had been withdrawing from Madang which was occupied by the
Allies, with little reistance, on 24 April 1944.
The Japanee strength was about 1,000, of whom only 24O were combat personnel,
Allied casualties were two killed and thirteen wounded. See Dexter, The Narl
Guinea Offensioes, p.8(X; and S.E. Morison, New Guinca aail tltc lvhrbnas: Ivlnrch
7944-August 194 (Little, Brown and Company, Boeton, 19EI),p.70.
Between 22 April and 25 August the fapanese had lost about 8,8fi) killed alnost
all in fighting around the Drinumor River. The defenders had lost 450 killed.
Dexter, The Na o Guinea Offensiacs, p.W7.
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supply lines, numbers of Japanese established themselves in villages in
the Bewani-Torricelli Ranges. One group, described as 'several
hundred', moved into the Bewani area but died of starvation and
dysentery.$

In October, troops of the Ausbalian 6th Dvision began

moving into Aitape to relieve the Americans and etablished outposts
in the Torricelli foothills about 15 kilometres out from Tadii. They
patrolled the trails leading south over the Toricellis and as far east as

the Danrnap (Maum or Danop) River before commencing operations in
December to move east to Wewak and south to Maprik, to clear the
remaining IaPanese.

[.ate in 1914, the explorer and prospector MJ. Leahy and a
detachrnent of Australian and American military engineers were
landed at Telefomin in four gliders to lengthen and upgrade the
landing ground for use as an emergency airstrip.39

The war left the western Sepik with a new airfield at Tadji and
an extended airstrip at Telefomin but little other developncnt. Many
of the o<isting tracks and bridges had been destroyed or damaged,
although 30 kilometres of road from Aitape to Paup rernained in
reasonably good condition and it was possible to drive to Wewak on a
four-wheeldrive track. Villages and gardens had been pilfered,
darnaged and, in sorrc cases, destroyed. Unexploded bombs and other
munitions hindered the reestablishment of gardens and plantations
around Aitape and in the areas of fighting to the east. fapanese
influence during the war centred on the coastal fringe of the western
S"pit, particularly Aitape and the northern sloPes of the Torricellis,
while Australian contact, up until the landings at Aitape, was limited
to the area to the south and east of Lumi. Even following the landings,
Australian influence did not spread much beyond the area between
Aitape and the Sepik River. Consequently, the supply of governrnent
services to the western Sepik ceased throughout much of the war.

Nationd Statisdcal Office, lStaDIc Eutrts, p.76.
It is poesible that the emergmcy airstrip was required for aircraft flying to and
from Hollandia. At the time there were no other airships between Hollandia (and
Tadi) and Merauke on the south coast of the Nerv Guinea island. See Sindair,
KieV,p25.
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From the War to Independencem

In July 1945 the Australian Parliament passed the Papua-
New Guinea Provisional Administration Act, to provide for the
administration of the territories of New Guinea and Papua. On 30
October 1945, civil administration was restored to Papua and the
portion of New Guinea designated iN south of the Markham River
with the remaining area remaining under control of the Australian
Military Forces. The remaining areas of New Guinea were
progressively returned to civilian control with the transfer of the S€pik
Dstrict in February 1945 and the final area around Rabaul in fune
1945.4r On 13 December 1946, the United Nations approved a
trusteeship agreement for 'The Mandated Territory of New Guinea'
and designated Australia as the administering authority.

Administration

Civilian administration returned to the western Sepik with the
reestablishment of the sub-station at Aitape and the patrol post at
Vanimo. A patrol post was opened at Lumi in 1945. Two years later a
sub-station was opened at Telefomin which, although located in the
Central Highlands District, was administered as part of the Sepik
District because of the air transport facilities available at Wewak.

In the years immediately after the war, government
administration was carried out by the Departrnent of Dstrict Services
and Native Administration (DDS&NA). Dstrict officers were
responsible for the coordination of the activities of all government
deparhnents in the their respective districts. Despite this arrangement
nurny of the technical officers of other departments continued to work
to their parent departments in Port Moresby. In 1951, in an attempt to

This section is based on Commonwealth of Australia annual r€ports to the United
Nations on the Adminisbation of the Telritory of Papua New Guinea for the
period I fnly 1951 to 30 June 1973; and National StatisUcit Athe, Notable Eoents.
Complete details are: Papua and south of the Markham, 30 October 1945; Huon
Peninsula Madang and Sepik Districb,23 February 19,15; Manus Dishict, 15 May
195; Kieta District, 2lMay 1!45; New Britain, exduding the Gazelle Peninsul+ 31
May 1946; New lrelan4 S Iune 1945; and Gazelle Peninsula,24 Iune 1945. S€e J.K.
Murray, Tlu Prooisimel Ailminis*ation of tlra Tarituy of Papue-Neu Cfitua: Its
Policy anil Its Mlarrs (University of Queensland, Brisbane, 1949), W.2324.
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overcome this problerrg the title of 'district officer' was changed to
'district commissioner'. In r€sPect of native affairs, the district
commissioner was resPonsible to the DDS&NA and in respect of the

affairs of other departments, to the Sovernnrent Secretary. In fuly 1955

the DDS&trlA was reorganised and retitled the Departnrent of Native
Affairs (DNA).42

To assist in the establishment of a political system, the Native
Village Councils Ordinance was passed in 1949 to allow the Territory's
administrator to establish village councils to provide public services

and cater for the peace, order and welfare of the community. Further,

they were intended to provide the next level of government below a

future national governrnent. Elected councillors replaced the
government-appointed luluis as the elected representatives of the
p*pt". For the first tinre villagers and townspeople had a say in the

manner in which government funds were spent on roads, schools and

health centres. Beides the granb from the cantral adminisbation,
councils were empowered to levy rates and taxes for the services
provided. Local government was slow in coming to the western Sepik
ior, although the first councils were established elsewhere in the
Territory in 1950, it was not until May 1961 that the first council in the
district was established in the Aitape area (Siau Council). Another
eight councils were established to cover the bulk of the district's
population over the next six years.a

Extensive administrative and exploratory Patrolling was
conducted in the Telefomin area in the late 1940s and early 1950s,

which resulted in government contact with people over a wide area.

Other patrols covered much new ground between Vanimo and Green

River, while pabolling continued in the AitaPe area. New pabol posb
were established at Green River (1951), Nuku (7957) and Arnanab
(19s9).

In November 1963, the DNA was again reorganised and
retitled the Deparbnent of District Affairs (DDA) and the Drector of

42
,a Sindair, (icp, p.181.

The following village ouncils were established: 9au in 1961; Vanimo in 1!X2;
Wape{ (Lumi) in f e6a; Green River, Pagei and Walsa (Imonda) in 1960; Nuku and
Amanab in 1955; Tdefourin i^ 1967, C-ommonwealth of Austsalia, RtPlt to ttu
Gawnl As*nrbly of thc lJnitql Netiotrs: y'd,mkbtmtlm of tuferrito?y $ Natt Guinu
7luly 796630 jurc 7%7 (Australian Covernmmt Publishing Service, Canberra,
1967),p.//6.
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Dstrict Administration was appointed to the Central Policy and
Planning Committee. This gave a direct line on policy administration
from the Administrator of the Territorv to the district level. The new
DDA:

had a clear-cut coordinating role within districts, and
rvas specifically charged with the responsibility for
promoting political awareness at all levels.&

In late 1966 the Sepik District was split into East and West
Sepik districts, with headquarters at Wewak and Vanimo
respectively.4s The West Sepik Dstrict was in turn divided into the
sub-districts of Vanimo, Aitape, Amanab, Lumi and Telefomin.

Work continued throughout the period to bring the entire
district under govemment influence. According to Australian reports
to the United Nations, by the end of the lfti0s the only area in which
access was restricted was an area of 150 square miles stretching across
the Thurnwald Range from the Sepik River head-waters towards
Hotmin. Restricted access to that area was finally lifted in March
7971.M However, Karl Staclg a patrol officer in the West Sepik for
nuny years, maintains that the Waina Sowanda census district (on the
border south of Kamberatoro) was never proclaimed an unrestricted
area.0

The Dutch Enclaoes

On their side of the border the Dutch expanded their
administrative influence out from Hollandia and in the immediate post
n/ar years established posts at faffi and Waris. Dutch astronomical
observations in 1956 and 1961 placed the two stations 11 kilometres
and 150 metres west of the border respectively. A Dutch mission

y Sinclair, Kiap,p.227.+r The change was foreshadowed in the 196>-196{, report to the United Nations and
recorded in the 19561967 report. Sindair gives the date of change as October
lYA. Sindair, Kbp, p.24.

'rc In June 1951 the terms used to describe areas under government influence were
changed. The descriptions 'under Administration control', 'under Administration
influmce', 'under partial Adminishation inlluence' and 'penehated by pahols'
were replaed with the terms 'unrestricted' and 'rehicted'. Access to restricted
areas was limited to government pabols and the indigenous population.

'it lnterview with Karl Stack, Port Moresby, 25 November 1991.
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station was also established at Amgotro, due west of Amanab and
some eight kilometres on the Dutch side of the border. Dutch
administrative and mission influence gradually spread eastwards
forming what was to become known as the Waris and jaffi endaves.
In the Waris enclave, Dutch administrative oontrol extended through
the villages as far east as (and irrcluding) Inronda, whilst
administrative control in the faffi endave extended over the border
about half-way to Amanab (about 12 kilometres) and included the
villages around Kamberatoro. The area between the two endaves (the
presentday Waina Sowanda ctnsus district) was considered to be
under Dltch influence. North of the Waris enclave and the Bewani
Range, the village of Skotiaho, two kilornetres east of the border and
due west of Bewani, was also administered as part of the Drtch Arso
District. Such was the extent of the Dutch influence, there were 13

mission schools in the Dutch-administered area and residents werc
included in Dutch censuses.s

The Dutch appeared to be more concerned with ttrc border
anomalies than the Australian administratiory which was content to let
matterc lie. Dutch officials in Hollandia raised the mafter with their
Australian counterparts in 1951 and again in 1956, but the Sepik
Dstrict Commissioner stated that he:

preferred the present situation, in which the Dltch
authorities are in control of this area to be
perpetuated, until the boundary line has been
definitely established by a boundary commission.4e

Therefore, it was not until April 1%2 that the Territory's
Director of Native Affairs, no doubt prompted by events in Dutch
New Guinea, agreed to a pint patrol to the enclaves to inform the
inhabitants of possible changes in administration. A ioint patrol in
|une of that year coincided with the Dutch aceptance of the United
States' proposed solution to the Dutch and Indonesian West lrian
conflict. Australian patrols in late 1962 and early 1!)'63 raised
Australian flags in the border villages and placed border rnarkers at
Skotiaho and in the Waris and |affi enclaves.

Paul W. van der Yeur, fuch fur Natt Guina's Borotillrir lron Tonu Streit to ,tu
Pacifc (Australian National University heso, Canberra, 1966), p.18.
ibid.,p.101.
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Figure 32

The Waris and Jaffi Enclaves
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Dnelopment anil *urity Issues

Health, education and agricultural services grew slowly and
steadily after the war but were conc€ntrated in the eastern end of the
province. In the 1960s the pace of development in the western Sepik
quickened, driven by a number of factors. Most noticeably the
Australian government wils placing more errphasis on the
development of the country as a whole and this spilt over to the
western Sepik. Additionally, the Indonesian occupation of West New
Guinea contributed towards increased goverrunent activity on the
PNG side of the border. Further, there was increased prcssure from
within and without the Territory for self-government leading on to
independence.

The incorporation of Dutch West New Guinea into Indonesia
in 1962 prompted a level of activity not before seen in the district.
Patrol posts and airstrips were established in the border area and
government inlluence established in the old Dutch enclaves, since:

the possibility of communist government on the other
side of what was by then a land frontier with an Asian
state, had modified the focus of Australian defence
strategists.s

Indonesia's'confrontation' with Malaysia over the period 1963
to 1966 further heightened Australia's interest in the Papua New
Guinea-Indonesian border. Hence, during the yean from 1962 to 19&,
pahol posts were hastily established along tlre border at Irnonda
(7962), Pagei (1963), Wutung (1%4) and Atbalminsl and district staff
were given instmctions to accord priority to border surveillance at the
expense of other activities.S2 The DNA-manned border stations
maintained a 'thin fragile line facing the Indonesians and relations
between Indonesia and Australia were for a long time clouded by
suspicion.s

Grrffim ct el., Papue Ncu Guina,p.739.
Pagei was to be later develo'ped as a sub-disEic-t headquarters and renamed
Bewani. Atbdmin was an alea name and the pet was actually esbblished at
Tumolbil.
Herlihy, Alwap We Are Last, p.122.
Sindat,Kbp,p.22O.
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The change to Indonesian sovereignty in West New Guinea
caused an immediate inllux of indigenous West Irianese into the
border area of PNG. The Australian administration preferred to
ignore the political motivations of the border-<rossers and instead
treated the crossings as traditional movements, encouraging as many
as possible to return to Irian Jaya.

The activities of the dissident group (the OPM) against the
Indonesians were not confined to Irian |aya. In the western Sepik most
refugee and OPM activity centred on the Skotiaho and Kamberatoro
areas and, to a lesser extent, Wutung. As both resistance to Indonesian
rule and the Indonesian response to dissident activity escalated, so the
flow of border-crossers increased. The OPM practice of seeking
sanctuary and establisNng camps on the PNG side of the border led to
violations of the border by Indonesian military units as they conducted
operations against the OPM and the refugees. From the time of first
Indonesian involvement until today, the poorly defined border, the
ruggd and remote nature of the border area and the lack of
infrastructure have all contributed to thwart attempts to control the
OPM along theborder.il

The difficult terrain and sparse and isolated population and a
lack of interest in the area rneant that a road network in the district
would be a long way off. Besides walking tracks and some river
travel, aircraft were the only means of nrovernent about the western
Sepik. In the 1950s airfields were constructed at each patrol post as it
was established. In addition, this period of development saw many
private, usually mission-owned, light airstrips constructed. Air
services of the time consisted of weekly flights operated from Wewak
to Lumi, Aitape and Vanimo. Telefomin was serviced by air from
Wewak, but on an irregularbasis.

Missions were quick to establish themselves in the Telefomin
area and they completed airstrips at Eliptamin and Tifalmin in 1958

and 1959 respectively. Missions with servicing airstrips also spread
through the Aitape and Lumi area and provided the basis of what was
to become a network of light airstips throughout the West Sepik area.

54 For a detailed discussion of the Indonesian-PNG border i*sue see R.J.May (ed.),

Betueen Tun Nations: Tlu hnlotusi+Papu Nao Guinu brila anil West Papnr
Natiotulism (Robert Brown and Associates, Bathurst, 19E6).
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[n7962, a new airstrip suitable forF-27 Fokker Friendship and
DC-3 Dakota airctaft was completed at Vanimo. By 1975 there were 11

goverrunent and some 40 private airstrips throughout the district.s
Regular air services operated on at least a weekly basis to all
government airstrips exc€pt Oksapmin. A mission air service, the
Missionary Aviation Fellowship, provided regular services between
the rnain government airstrips and about onequarter of the mission
airstrips. Although the district was well served by airstrips, the high
cost of air transportation to move themselves or their produce was
beyond the means of most villagers.

A mapr difference in the level of development in districts at
independenc€ was the extent of district road networks and West Sepik,
together with the Western and Gulf districts, probably had the least
developed road networks in the country.56 By 7975 there were
approximately 700 kilornetres of road in the district, but much of that
length was of a low standard, suitable only for four-wheeldrive
vehicles, and many rivers were unbridged. The lack of an all-weather
road network hindered the developnrent of the districg as one
Australian researcher pointed out:

Personal discussion with the West Sepik Dstrict Rural
Developrnent officer confirmed the view that
inacc€ssibility poses a mapr constraint on economic
development in the Amanab SubDistrict.sT

The gravel-surfaced Sepik Highway, ccmpleted in the mid-
7g7}s,connected Lumi to Wewak via Maprik (East Sepik District).s8 A
lower standard road connected Nuku to the highway. A community
development group, the Lumi-Aitape Road Developnrent Association,
had begun a road to connect the Lumi area with Aitape, but work
ceased once the highway reached Lumi. A similar community
development scheme had been established to construct a road from

The governmmt airstrips were Vanimo, Aitape, Tadji, Lumi, Nukq Pagei
(Bewani), Imon&, Amanab Green Fiver, Telefomin, Oksapqrin.
This ass€sm€nt is bas€d on a comparison of disbict areas, populations and road
lengths at the time.
M.M. Philpott ct el., Eolontic *aclo?ntc^t in tlu 97ik Rioet Bnsill,: An AVpmiul of
Tmnsprt Nuls erul Pobntiel in 1977-7972 (PNG Departn ent of Transport,
University of Papua New Guinea and New Guinea Researdr unit of the
Australian National University, Port Moresby, 7972), p.53.
Australian r€ports to the United Nations state that the road was ompleted in
1973. IGrl Stack insists that it was not completed until 192.
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Bewani to Green River through Imonda and Arnanab. Short sections
of lowdass road had been completed out of each cenfe, induding a
section linking Green River with the landing at the iunction of the Dio
and Sepik rivers. A road connected Wutung with Vanimo and
continued, at a lower standard, east to the Pual River. From Aitape, a
coastal road extended as far east as Paup and to the south-west a road
serviced the Romei area.

By 1950, the government-owned Papua New Guinea Coastal
and Inter-Island Shipping Service had begun operating a regular
service from Wewak to Aitape and Vanimo, each of which had a
single, low-capacity wharf. When timber exports from Vanimo b"gury
the loading of export timber logs at Vanimo was carried out by barge
or by floating the logs out to the ships. The wharf at Aitape was often
closed during the north-west monsoon period because of rough seas.
At independence, Green River and Amanab were still being serviced
by river barges operating on a very irregular schedule along the Sepik
River and a short section of the Do River. The irurney to the two
goverrunent stations would be completed using tractors and trailers.
By 7975, except for air transport, Green River could:

only be reached after a sometimes hazardous 1 to 2
hour trip up the Dio River [to Dieru villagel and a 10.5
kilometre walk to the Patrol Post (unless the station
tractor and trailer happen to be at Dieru).s9

Goods were also moved into the area, on a low scale, by trade store
owners from Ambunti (on the Sepik River in East Sepik District), who
occasionally traded along the river by canoes and small boats as far as
the West Irian border.O

For many years corununications throughout the West Sepik
were based on goverrunent (and, to a lesser degree, mission) high
frequency radio networks, which were able to access the radio
telephone system based at Madang. By mid-195Q radio telephone out-
stations of the Madang exchange were located at Aitape, Lumi,
Sissano, Vanimo and Telefomin. Aitape was the only centre in the

The only rdiable details that could be located on the Green River service were
1!172 details of an annual trawler service. Philpott et el., Ecoomic *Tclofrant in
tlu Seprk Riur ksin,p.53.
ibid., p.50.
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western Sepik to have full postal and telegraphic facilities. It was not
until 1965 that a local 3Gline rnanual exchange was installed at
Vanimo, and this was upgraded eight years later to a 20Gline service.
An automatic exchange was installed in 1973, together with a 15-
channel tropospheric scatter bearer between Vanirno and Wewak. The
latter provided the firct external telephone service for the West Sepik.
A private manual branch exchange system was installed at Aitape at
the same time. The remainder of the district, including external
services from Aitape, continued on the radio telephone system.

At independence, postal facilities in the district were limited to
a post office at Vanimo and agencies at Aitape and Lumi. At all other
cenbes mail was passed through the government stations and patrol
posts.

Immediately preceding independence the National Broad-
casting Commission established a station at Vanimo. The station
broadcast local interest programs over a limited broadcast schedule.

Seanrity Agencies

A permanent defence presence in the district began in 1960,
when the Australian A-y established a forward operating base at
Vanimo. Routine patrols were conducted in the border area and, to a
lesser extent, the remainder of the district by elements of the 2nd
Battalion of the Pacific Islands Regiment (2PIru based at Wewak.
From the time of selfjovemment in 1973, the Papua New Guinea
Defence Force continued with the border patrols.

A further defence presence was maintained from the mid-
1960s to early 7970 when Australian Army warrant officers were
located in all border stations. As community development officers,
they wore civilian clothes and assisted with minor community
development proiects. A further purpose was, however, to maintain
an intelligence network along the border. They maintained their own
separate radio network and were regularly supported and resupplied
by Aushalian military aircraft.5l

6l hterview with Karl Stack.
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The first police station in the district was established at
Vanimo in the mid-l%0s and the town declared a 'special police
districf .@ This meant that the Regular Constabulary were, for the first
tinre in the district, completely responsible for police duties in a

defined area. The police force crcntinued to be divided into the
Regular and Field Constabulary. The former was the rnain operational
component of the police force, responsible for police services in the
defined police zones. Ttre Field Constabulary was comprised of the
field officers of the DDA (that is the district officers of the stations and
patrol posts) who exercised police powers in areas other than police
districts, supported by srnall detachments of police from the Regular
Constabulary.

The State of Deoelopment

Although much had been done by 7975 to develop the West
Sepik in the way of providing services and spreading government
control and influence, much more was needed in the provision of a
physical infrastructure. Transportation within the district was
dependant on expensive air transport, unreliable Sepik River transport
and a very limited road system. The high cost of air transport meant
that air travel was beyond the means of most villagers. The district
headquarters at Vanimo, later to become the provincial capital, was
not connected by road to any of the subdistricts. Only two of the six
subdistricts, Lumi and Nuku, were interconnected by road, which in
tum linked them to the headquarters of a different district (Wewak).6
Moreover, only two headquarters, Vanimo and Lumi, had a road to
another cenbe within their respective subdistricts. As a comparisory
in the HigNands, all districts were connected by road and npst had a
reasonable internal road network.

A 7975 study of the level of developrnent of the country's 79

subdistricts revealed that two West Sepik subdistricts, Vanimo and
Aitape, were iust in the top 20 of the most developed. However the
remaining three subdistricts (Lumi, Amanab and Telefomin) fell in the

The terrr 'special police district' was later changed to'police zone'.
The connection of Lumi and Nuku to East S€pik was later to have the effect of
pulling interest and, to some extent, allegiances towards Wewak.
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boftom 20 (the least developed) of the ranking.6{ The relatively high
ranking of Vanimo and Aitape subdistricts can be attributed to
comparatively high levels of population acc€ss to employment, town
centres, health, education and other services within the two sub-
districts. The study did not take into account the cost or difficulty of
delivering services into the subdistricts or the status of infrastructure
development.

Economic Development

The non-village economy of the westem Sepik after European
contact was centred on low-scale primary production and the supply
of labour to plantations outside the area. By 1975 the output of both
primary and secondary industries represented less than half of one per
cent of the national output whilst the district contained iust under four
per cent of the national population.

Coconut plantings were concenhated in the Aitape and
Vanimo sub-districts and, in 1974-75, produced 242 tonnes of cnpra.6
Robusta coffee was introduced into the Aitape, Lumi and Nuku sub-
districts in the early 1970s and Arabica coffee into the Telefomin area
in the mid-1970s. Coffee production in 197G77 was 277 tonnes.56 A
rice industry was begun in the Lumi and Nuku areas and by 197G77
was producing about 270 tonnes of paddy rice annually. Minor crops
included chilli and cocoa. Cattle holdings in the district totalled 87
head. Timber, in both milled and unmilled forms, was also produced,
principally for local consumption.

Although mineral exploration had been conducted in the
district, mining was limited to small-scale alluvial gold mining carried
out by villagers in the Lumi and Amanab areas.

The study was conducted by R. Kmt Wilson. The rankings quoted are &awn
from Klaus de Albuquerque and Eddie D'Sa, Spntiel Inequalitbs in Papu New
Guinza: A Dstrict Lnel Atulysis, Dirussion Paper No.49 (lnstitute of Applied
Social and Economic Researdr, Boroko, Port Moresbn 1986).
These figures and others quoted in the following paragraphs for the same
statistical year are drawn from statistics provided in Bureau of Statistics, Rlral
Irulustrbs 1974125 (Port Moresby, 195).
\\e 197G77 figures are provided where no production was given n 79+75.
Bureau of Statistics, Rlral Industries 7976177 (Port Moresby, 197).
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There had been little development of secondary industries and
those that were established catered primarily for local demands. In the
1974-75 statistical perid, secondary industries in the district consisted
of nine factories, including one baPery and five sawmills, with 200

employees and anoutput vllued at K111,000.67

Ninety Years of Development

The C,erman colony, established for economic gain, brought
with it a form of district administration which has lasted, in one form
or another, until today. The recmiting of labour for plantations, taxes

and compulsory work on goverrlment roads was introduced into the
coastal area of the western Sepik. They were measurles to be adopted
by the Ausbalian administration and used throughout much of the
West Sepik District. The C*rmans had focused on establishing full
control only in limited areas, especially those centred on plantations
and concentrations of European populations. Their Australian
successors in New Guinea expanded goverrunent influence and
conhol but without the levels of force used by the Germans. Like that
of the Ccrmans however, Australian administration and development
in the period up to ttre Second World War was driven by commercial
considerations rather than any desire to provide development for the
people of the West Sepik.

The Second World War brought destruction and much
disruption to the coastal areas of the western Sepik but few perrnanent
changes to the infrastruchrre. Developrnent, government control and
the supply of services to rnost areas ceased throughout much of the

|apanese occupation. The limited infrastructure development that did
occur consisted of the re-establishment of a short section of road east
from Aitape and a jeep track to Wewak, the construction of airfields at
Tadii and the extension of the airstrip at Telefomin.

The greatest expansion of infrastructure, provision of services

arul government control in tlre western Sepik occuned over the period
from the end of the Second World War up to PNG independence in
1975. Driving this expansion was a greater Australian commitment to
development, the Indonesian occupation of West New Guinea and

67 Bureau of Statistics, Sca nibry lrutustrislgTllZi@ortMoresby, 195).
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pressures to grant independence to pNG. The greater portion of
infrastructure development rernained centred on the construction of
airfields and the physical infrastructure in the district consisted of a
network of airfields and some low-capacity roads. port facilities for
coastal vessels at vanimo and Aitape were basic. Vanirno was the only
centrg t9 have telephone access to the rest of the country and th-e
remainder of the district continued to rely on high frequency radio and
a radio telephone service for communications.

At independence, government presence and conhol, although
tenuous in some places, was considered to exist over the entire west
sepik District. The district had been divided into sub-districts, each
with its own administrative headquarters serviced by an airfield.
Health, education, police and agricultural services were being
provided, to varying degrees, throughout the district and there was a
defence presenc€ in Vanimo to deal with problems on the border with
Irian jaya. Although villages were generally safe from attack from
others and tribal fighting had been minimised, the administration
continued to face the disruptive problems of border-crossers from
Irian jaya, oPM activity and border incursions by the Indonesians.
The district's economy continued to be limited to subsistence
agriculture and some cash cropping.

By 7975, an inadequate infrastructure had been unable to
overcome the geography of the western Sepik. In essence, the West
sepik District consisted of islands of administration based on six
separate subdistricts, each with its own servic€s, linked only by a
network of airfields.



CHAPTER 4

ADMINISTRATION AND
INFRASTRUCTURE

The years since the country's independence have seen some

significant changes in the goverrunent and administration of the west
S€pik. Provincial Sovernment was introduced after a deLay, but its
first years were not particularly successful. The bulk of gove-rnment

administration was transferred to a provincial department which, in
the early years, was poorly prepared to rnanage its responsibilities.

The physical infrastructure, especially roads and telecrcmmunications,

e*pahaea but remains ill+quipped to handle the administrative and
security requirements of the province.

This chapter describes the development of the provincial
political and administrative systems and the existing infrastructure in
the West Sepik.

Population

Preliminary figures from the 1990 census show that the

resident population of West Sepik Province has risen to 135,000 from
the 1980 c€nsus count of 113^849.1 Although this represents an 18 per
cent increase in provincial population in the ten years between census

counts, the increase is consistent with national population increases.

Indeed, over the last 26 years, the province's population has been a

constant 3.8 per cent of the national total. There are six provinces
(excluding the National Capital Dstrict) with smaller populations but
only two with smaller population densities.

In 1966 the Sepik District was split into the West and East

Sepik districts and this may have affected the census counts,
producing some inconsistencies in the comparisons between the 1966

and 1971 population figures. In addition, the West Sepik lntegrated
Developrrcnt Study (WSIDS) points out that the 1971 census may have

Only preliminary figures from the 1990 census were available at the time oI
wriiing and this section is therefore based on data from the 1980 census.
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Table 4.1

West Sepik Province
Population and Changes 196&1990

Year Population Percentage of
National Population

Percentage
Change

1965

1971

1980

1990

99,647

93,979

173,849

135,000

-1.1

2.2

78.2

3.8

3.8

3.8

3.8

under-counted the rural population.2 A 1985 analysis of inter-
provincial migration by Crosbie Walsh does not give a 1971 total but
states that the population change between 1966 and 1971 was +1.2 per
cent.3

The population density of the province is 3.1 persons per
square kilometre (3.7 based on 1990 preliminary figures). However the
density varies greatly throughout the West Spit, from 28.5 persons
per square kilometre in the Seim census district (Nuku District) to 0.1

in the Upper Ieonard Schultz and Om census districts, both of which
lie in the north-east corner of Telefomin District.4 Figure 4.1 shows the
population distribution in the province.

Based on the 1980 census, iust over 105,000 or 93 per cent of
the population lived in traditional rural villages. Of the remaining
population, five per cent lived in the main urban centres of Vanimo
and Aitape (3,051 and 3ffi respectively) and two per cent in rural

West Sepik lntegrated Developmmt Study, West Sepik DaebprnL p.13,
A. Crosbie Walsh, Inter-Pnokcial Migmtiln in Paye Neu Guinca, Researdr
Monograph No.3 (National Statistical Office, Port Mor€by, 1985), p.13.
The figures quoted are from the West Sepik Integrated Development Studn Wesl
Scpik Dcaelopnlcnt, W.71,12. The figures quoted in National Statistical Offie
(NSO) publication have not been used as the total provincial area of 52,G10 square
kilomehes used for calculations is some 4l per cent higher than that provided in
other soure, induding other NSO publications. National Statistical Office,
Prcoinciel Dete Systcm Rural C-ommvnity Rcgista: Wcst fiik Ptooincc (War& Strip,
Port Moresby, 1983), p2.

2
3

4
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Figure 4.1

West Sepik Provincc
1980 Population Distribution
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non-village areas such as govenrment stations, missions, private
company settlernenb, refugee camps and rural high schools.

Census records from 1966 and 1971 show a steady seven per
cent migration loss from West Sepik Province to other provinces.
However, over the perid 1966 to 1980 there was a 0.4 per cent drop in
the number of emigrants and a 45 pet cent increase in immigrants,
grving the province a net migration gain over the period. Crosbie
Walsh puts the change down to a drop in plantation employrnent in
the Islands region although the establishment of Vanimo, firstly as a
district headquarters and then a provincial capital, could also have
conbibuted to the change.s Much of West Sepik's inter-provincial
migration has been a bilateral flow between the province's Lumi and
Nuku districts and neighbouring areas in East Sepik Province.

The province is linguistically diverse, with some 95 languages
spoken. Austronesian languages are found in the coastal and island
areas around Aitape whilst the remaining languages are non-
Austronesian. The largest language has around 11,000 speakers, the
srnallest about 50 and only fifteen languages have more than 1,500
speakers.5

G overnment and Administration

Under the Australian adminisbation a political system based
on a national government and local government councils had been
established. Administration was effected through a district system
which was highly centralised in Port Moresby, with only the largest
deparhnents being represented at district level.

At independence, the political structure was changed to a
provincial system based on the old districts, and provincial
goverrunent was established in each province once it was considered
that the necessary framework had been developed sufficiently to
support a governrnent. The administrative responsibilities of most
national deparEnents were also devolved to provincial deparhnents.
In West Sepik Province, as with most provinces in the country, the

5
6

rNalsh, Intq-Prooincial Migtation in Papua Neu Guinea, p.95.
West Sepik Integrated Development Study, Wast Septk D@elontmt,p.74.
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changes to the political and administrative structure caused disruption
and cnnfusion. For at least the first 15 years after independence there
was a lack of planning and crcordination, stagnated development and a

marked reduction in local government council influence and
importance.

Prooincial Goonnment

The system of provincial government was established in PNG
when the Provincial Government (Preparatory Arrangements) Act of
1974 became law on 23 luly 7974. That Act provided for the
devolution of administrative powers and functions, including those
relating to financial matters, to provincial bodies. Subsequently, the
Organic Law on Provincial C'overnment was certified on7 May 7977,

allowing provincial governnrenb to be established by means of a

Grant of Charter.

The WSIDS points out that, despite the intentions of the
national government to devolve political and administrative
responsibility to provinces, over the period 7975 to 1978 the province
was administered by the West Sepik Provincial Coordinating
Committee. As a result, 'ther€ was no significant political or
administrative decentralisation of power from the National
Government to the Province',7 thus leaving the province ill-prepared
for both provincial governmmt and provincial administration.

The Sandaun Provincial Government Charter was granted on
9 Novernber 7978 and an appointed provincial assembly of 19
members was formed to constitute a provincial governnent and pass
the nec€ssaly bills (constitutiory electoral boundaries, etc.) in
preparation for the first provincial elections. The elections were held
in 1980 and the first elected provincial government appointed in
December of that year. Elections have since been held in 19&4 and
1988, with the fourth due in September 192.

The existing Sandaun Provincial Assembly consists of E
members elected for a four-year term. A premier, deputy prcmier,
speaker and deputy speaker are elected by the assembly. The

7 ihid.,p.N.
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provincial constitution places executive Powers in the provincial
cabinet (also known as the provincial executive council), which
consists of the premier, deputy premier and four ministers selected by
the premier. The nine ministerial portfolios include national functions,
home affairs, financ€, district services, forests, health, trade and
industry, education and primary industry.S

In addition to the elected members, the provincial constitution
also allows for the appointment of two members to the provincial
assembly, one representing women and the other the church groups in
the province. Both members can participate in assembly debates but
cannot vote. Neither of the last two goverrunents has made
appointnrents to the assembly positions. The present premier, Egbert
Yalu, points out that, in the case of the women's rePr€sentative, this ls
because they have been unable to identify a suitable candidate with
the time and inclination to accept the appointrnent. In respect of the
churches' representative, the churches in the province are unable to
work together to select an appointee. To overcome that problem, the
churches have been attempting to form a provincial council of
churches to make the necessary selection.9

Since the total population in each provincial electorate is
around 5,000 and the average number of voters around 2,300, the
elected member is well known to his electorate and much is expected
of him. Meetings of the assembly, especially in the early years, have
tended to be dominated by members' attempts to air constituents'
grievances and gain support to satisfy constituents'demands.

Most members of the present assembly are only partially
educated and speak very little English. A few members have been
local government councillors, from which they gained a little political
experience, but members have mainly been elected because of their
traditional status in their electorates. Many have held lay preaching or
'catechist' positions in missions.

8

I
Under present arrangemmts the premier is also minister for national functions
and the deputy premier, minister for home affairs.
Interview with Egbert Yalu, premier Sandaun Provincial Government, Vanimo, 29
November 191.
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Ailministr atio e Structure

With the establishment of the provincial political and
administrative structure, funding for the provinces was provided from
various sources, predominantly national goverrunent depa.rtrnents, to
either the provincial government or the provincial departnents.
Unlike the old district system, therc was no longer a single, or at least a
coordinated, budgetary system or clear delineations between the
responsibilities of national departments and those of the provinces. To
help overcome this shortfall the national government made grants to
the provinces to establish a secretariat to undertake planning and
policy formulation in each of the individual provinces. The
administrative structure in the province, then, was originally
composed of two components: the provincial secretariat and the
Departnent of West Sepik.

The provincial constitution allowed for the establishrnent of a
policy secretariat composed of nrembers appointed by the provincial
governmmt. The secretariat consisted of a provincial secretary,
provincial planner, legal, finance, research and administrative officers
and a support staff of about 10 personnel. Ib role was to provide
policy advice and administrative support to the cabinet and assembly.

The public service component in the province was organised
into the Department of West Spik, comprised of divisions
representing the national departnents. Those national departments
carrying out purely national functions, such as Foreign Affairs, Public
Works, Police, Defence, Labour and Corective Institutions, wer€
excluded from the Departrnent of West Sepik. The department was
headed by the administrative secretary, the senior public servant in the
province, who was appointed by the national Public Service
Commission after consultation with the provincial government. The
administrative secretary supervised the departnent in accordance
with public seryice regulations but was responsible to the provincial
goverrunent in matters of policy.

The provincial secretariat and the Department of West Sepik
suffered problems familiar to other provinces where a similar
administrative structure had been established. Lines of authority
between the provincial government, secretariat and adminisbative
secretary becarne confused, as did those between the headquarters of
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the national deparEnents in Port Moresby and the respective divisions
of the Departnent of West Sepik in Vanimo.

The WSIDS identified a number of difficulties faced by the
Secretariat which constrained it 'from effectively fulfilling its
leadership, planning and management role'.l0 There was confusion
between the two administrative arms of the provincial government.
Public servants in the Departnent of West Sepik considered
themselves responsible only to the administrative secretary while the
secretariat tended to operate in isolation to the departrrcnt. Members
of the secretariat were political appointees not public servants and
held office at the discretion of the provincial cabinet. There was no
career structure or irb security, thus rnaking it difficult to attract the
better staff to the secretariat.

The Department of West Sepik also suffered from its share of
problems. The WSIDS reported that it:

views with concern the fact that the province is not
well managed. There is little sense of direction, the
planning, coordination, implementation and rnonitor-
ing of services and projerts is generally poor and staff
are not obtaining the direction and support that they
require...

Morale (particularly of field officers) is
disturbingly low and nuny experienced officers have
for this reason, left or are leaving the province.
Experienced replacements are becoming increasingly
difficult to attract and hold ...

discipline is infrequently exercised and €rs a
consequenc€ poor standards of iob performance, poor
punctuality and attendance, and a lack of
responsibility among public servants persists...

Political interference in the day to day
workings of the public service is also adversely
affecting morale and causing confusion in many areas
throughout the province.ll

l0
ll West Sepik Integrated Development Study, West SspikDe?cwct t,p.240.

ibid.,pp.242P43.
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The author can attest to the poor quality of proiect and
financial qrntrrol in West Sepik Province at the tinr. ln 1981, ttrc
province agreed to share the costs with the Souttrern Highlands for a
footbridge across the Strickland Rjver, the inEr-provincial boundary.
On completion of the work, the Deparbnent of Works and Supply
@WS) in the Southern Highlands requested ard received funds from
West Sepik Provhce for their share of the propct. Although a receipt
and letter were despa.tched, a second cheque for the same arnount was
received a few months Later. That cheque was returned but was
followed with a third cheque for the sanre iunount. The last cheque
was deposited in the Southern Highlands Provincial Covernment
works acrount and the funds used to meet the cost of a new house for
Southern Highlands ltovincial Govemnrent staff use.

Auditor4eneral reports of the early 1980s were also highly
critical of funds and projert management and political interference in
the administrative functions of the province. Such was the extent of
misrnanagement that the report for 7982 was to lead directly to the
suspension of the provincial government.

The provincial government originally formed two commiftees
to plan and manage the province's development. The Provincial
Planning C-ommiftee Grc), chaired by the provincial secretary, was
intended to plan and cmrdinate all development in the province. By
1982 the Prc had ceased to function. The secrond committee, the
Provincial Management Team (PMT), was chaired by the
administrative secretary and consisted of all divisional heads,
representatives of the provincial secretariat and representatives of the
national deparhnents located in the province. The role of the PMT was
'to co-ordinate the activities of the Departsnent of West Sepik and to
discuss provincial policies and sbategies'.l2 However, since the PPC
did not function, the PMT became the key planning agency in the
province, although the committee tended to nreet only when problems
arose rather than on a regular basis. The result, as the WSIDS
observed, was that:

72 ibid.,p.243.
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The failure of these committees has led to irregular
procedures and to an uncoordinated and inefficient
ipproach to planning and implementation.l3

In recent times, the PMT has begun to meet more regularly, although it
does not appear to have reached its full potential in the management
of provincial affairs.

The WSIDS recommended that the two administrative arms of
the provincial government be amalgamated under one secretary
appointed by the Public Service Commission, after consultation with
the provincial governmmt, and answerable to both the Commission
and the provincial government. Most other provinces had already
made the change and West Sepik Province was later to adopt a single
administrative structure. In the meantime, both the provincial
government and the administration staggered along attempting to
come to grips with the decentralised political and administrative
power and responsibility given to them until the provincial
goverrunent was suspended in May 1987.

The Suspension of the Prcaineial Goaernmeat

The report of the Auditor{eneral into the operation of the
Sandaun Provincial Government for the 1982 financial year was
submitted on 4 February 7987 after the auditors had experienced
considerable difficulties in obtaining the necessary records,
information and explanations when conducting the audit. Indeed, the
report advised that the auditors were unable to make any comparison
between revenue and expendifure since expenditure ledgers were not
maintained.l4 That audit prompted Prime Minister Wingti to suspend
the provincial government in April 1987 for financial and
administrative mismanagement, noting that the Auditor4eneral's
report:

ibid.,p.244.
Auditor-Gmeral's Office, Report of the AuditorGencrd for Paya New Guinea on
Senilann Prooincbl Gourament for tlu Fiscal Yur Enilcil 37 Deccmber 7982 (broko,4
February 79t!7),p.10.

13
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observed the most unsatisfactory pnctices, believed to
be the worst of all, worce even than any Previously
suspended provincial govenurur1.lS

The atrdit reports for 1983 and 1984 were no bter, but they werre not
presented to Parliament until SeP,tertber ard Ocbber of 1989, such
was the pmr state of ttre provincial records. An administrator was
appointed to run the province until the lifting of the suspension in
April 1988 and the su@uent formation of a rrew governnrent the
following August.

The first administrator, Baltazaar Makehr, lasted only a few
months before the national minister of provincial affairs replaced him
with Chris Vihruri, who remained administrator until the forrnation of
the new government. Vihruri established a commitbe to investigate
the misuse of funds, but in 15 months was unable to crcnduct any
investigations since the provincial departnrent did not have a legal
officer or an internal auditor. Moreover, to complicate matters, Vihruri
maintains that few financial and asset registers had been maintained
and that national deparhnents gave little assistance in his endeavours.

The West Sepik was not alone in having its governrnent
suspended. It was the sixth of eight provincial goverun€nts to be
suspended for misrnanagenrent.l6 However its financial,
administrative and political rnanagement shortcomings were probably
more o(bnsive than others'and many of the faults can be blamed on a
badly structured and ill-prepared political and administrative s)tstem.

As Sean Dorney, a long-tinn residmt and reporter, points out:

Sandaun was one of the provinces wherc few facilities
ard minimal administrative stmctur€ were
established during the colonial Period. The Auditor-
General's report reveals the size of the problems that
resulted from trying b set up from scratch an
administration with few qualified people and no
existing system to refer to.17

15

l5

Sern Dorney, Pepu l,leo Gubra: Paph, Politics end Historg Sitrrz 7973 (Randoat
HouseAutsdi., Sy&rey, 190), p.170.
The otlrers were Enga, Manus, Chimhr, Fly, WesFn HitNands, Cenbal and
Morobe provlndel governmenb. The North Solqrqrs Provindd C'orrernment
was suspendedbecau* of hw ard cder ard secesim probleau ot Bougrinville'
Dulney, Papu Nco Guitu, p.l70.17
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Vihruri claims that staff discipline still needs to improve and is
critical of what he sees as a less than adequate level of leadership in
some divisions of his departnent. He is also critical of the inability of
nurny staff to develop plans and obiectives for their areas of
responsibility. None the less, the new provincial governnent and re
structured Departrrrent of Sandaun appear to be overcoming the rnapr
problems which beset both the government ad administration in their
early years. The planning and coordination of finances and proicts
have improved althougtU as described later, the management and
coordination of proierts in outlying areas by Vanimo-based staff is still
a source of discontent arnongst staff on outstations.

District Administration

The province is divided into six administrative aneas (the pre-
independance subdistricts) of Aitape, Vanimo, Amanab, Telefomin,
Lumi and Nuku districts. The administration of each district is the
responsibility of the district rnanager, a member of the District Services
Division of the Department of Sandaun. Other divisions are
represented by branch officers depending on the size and status of the
district although Health, Education and Primary Industry are
represented on most district headquarters. Subdistrict offices have
also been established at Sissano (Aitape); Wutung, Bewani (Vanimo);
Imonda, Green River (Amanab); Yapsei, Oksapmin (Telefomin);
Edwaki, Yangkok (Lumi).

The district-level adminisbative structure follows that of the
Australian administration, although the effectiveness of the
administration has declined after independence. The WSIDE report
observed that:

Rapid localisation and the substantial administrative
and political changes following the advent of
provincial governnent have meant that districts are
often staffed with inexperienced officers who are
requircd to adiust to a completely new operational
situation. The difficulties with which district staff are
consequently faced have been accentuated by a
general lack of support, advice and supervision from
their provincial headquarters. As a result, lack of
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directiory alrnost no coordination and widepread
inactivity tend to be the norm in many districts.rS

There appears to have been little improvement in
administration at the district level since 1982. In mid-191, Vihruri, the
provincial secretary, advised the national Public Actounb Committee
that his public servants had not been visiting Proie'ct sites in the
outlying districts or coordinating their funds or activities. In an
attempt to rernedy the situation he proposed to establish a P^lanning
and coordination division within the Deparrnent of Sandaun.lg

Local Goaernmeat

Although village councils were first established in PNG in
1950 under the Australian Native Village Councils Ordinance of 7949,

the first council in the province was not established until lfti1 (Siau

Council in the Aitape area). By 7967, nine councils had been
established covering most of the population. A tenth council,
Yangkok, covering the East Au and West Au census districts, was
established in 7977 after those areas broke from the Wapei Local
Government Council.T In January 1980 the UPPet Eliptamin area
withdrew from the Telefomin Council and formed ttre Batku
Association.

As late as 1982 there were still isolated small populations not
included in council areas, some still with village officials (Luluais and
Tultuls) appointed by the Australian administration. In the Oksapmin
area some 2500 people lived outside council areas, but they have
subsequently been incorporated in the Aptei Council area. In 1975 the
border villages of Mink, Kwek, Popa& Pendesi, Swach Baru and Um
were supposedly prevented from pining the Walsa (Imonda) Council
by the Departnent of Foreign Affairs because of their proximity to the
border.2l Tlrey have sincebeen included in theWalsa Council area.

West Sepik Integrated Developnent Study, W.st Scllik D@cloVnrcttt, pp249 pSO.

No C-oordination in Sandaun C,overnment PAC Hears', Tittas of Pcpu Nao
Guircn, 15 August 7991,p.6.
The tersr 'village council' was dranged to local gov€rnm€nt council' in the latter
days of Australian administration.
The villages lay behveen a few hundred metr6 and six kilouretres from the
border. t{'est Sepik Inegrated Development Study, Wcst ScpftDcotJoVttttrt'p252.
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Although first established to provide services and cater for the
peac€, order and welfare of the community, councils failed to fulfil that
role - particularly after independence and the establishment of the
provincial goverrunent. Tax collection was poor and the people came
to expect too much for the taxes they did pay. Councils became
heavily dependent on goverrunent funds for both their projects and
administrative operatiory as they had few other sources of revenue
apart from taxation. By 1980, governrrent grants and subsidies
constituted 80 per cent of council revenue while head tax represented
only nine per cent of the total; receipts had been declining as councils
lost the support of the population. Indeed, at that time, tax receipts
were only one-third of the estimated provincial tax potential?2 In
1981, the provincial goverrunent ceased the payment of grants to
councils because of their failure to beconre self-sufficient. Funding to
local areas was then directed solely through the Rural Improvement
Program, but councils began drawing on those proiect funds to cover
administrative costs. Funds are now allocated on a provincial
goverrunent constituency basis and managed through the District
Services Division of the Department of Sandaun.

Observations on the effectiveness of the councils made in 1982

by the WSIDS still apply today. The study noted that:

l,ocal government councils in the West Sepik Province
have failed to fulfill [sic] their role and have failed to
meet the expectations of the people. They have not
been a success as political organisations as they have
not involved the people in the political decision-
making process at the local level and they have not
played an effective communicating role between the
people and the higher levels of govemrnent. They
have not been a success as agents for development as

they lack an adequate revenue base, are poorly
managed and lack the expertise to successfully plan
and supervise economic and social development
projects. Supervision of councils has been lax and
advice infrequent and inexpert.23

ibid., p.254.
ibid., p.252.

22
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In 1988, the Yalu provirrcial goverrunent suspended all

councils. Although they were later reinstated (in 7990), the provincial
governnent has sought to minimise their autlrority, perhaps because
the councils ane saen to be doser to their constituents and undermining
the standing of the provincial goverilnent. The 191 provincial budget
allocated only K2,00 to each council to support its operations.24

The institution of provincial governnrnt was a key factor in
the reduction of local government council authority, responsibility and
representation. The 11 councils remain but have little impact on the
developrrrent of the province.

Ptooinci al G oo qnment Ra mue an il F.xpmiliture

The provincial government is empowercd to set a range of
taxes, fees and levies in order to generate income. Timber royalties
and levies actounted for 19 per cent of the expected 1991 revenue and
retail sales tax a further eight per cent. Motor vehide registratiorg
drivers' licence, bank and postal agency fees and village court fines
together r€present about four per cent of income. The provincial
government continues to rely heavily on external grants as the main
eourtse of income to fund its programs and in 1991 such grants
constituted 53 per cent of the expected revenue.

A large proportion of provincial expenditure is dirccted
towards capital works in accordance with the govemment's priority to
develop the province's physical infrastructure.2s The planned capital
works expenditure in 1991 was K1.9 milliory 45 per cent of the budget.

Economic Activity

Since the Cermans first settled in the western Sepik in the
1880s, ecpnomic activity has been limited, conducted on a low scale
and based on primary production. The area's isolation, generally poor
soils, difficult access, scattered populatiory lack of a suitable hansport
system and lack of markets have all militated against economic

The base monetary unit is the kina (K), divid€d into 1(X) bea (t).
San&un Provincial C,overnment,7997 Btulgct (Vanimo, 1991), p.iv.

24
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development. Those industries which have developed have relied on
cheap labour in order to remain viable. Except for timber production,
the range of commodities produced has beery and continues to be,
limited and on a low scale.

The C,ermans first reported the eviderrce of mineral oil in the
Aitape area (near Matapau) at the turn of the cenhrry. Despite
exploration for oil in the Sepik basin between the wars, no commercial
finds were reported. Extensive drilling was conducted in the Sepik
basin in the mid-1980s but without success. A further six-year
program was conunenced in late 1991. Gold exploration in the
Telefomin area in the 1930s similarly yielded little detail on
commercial deposits. Long term copper investigations in the Freida
River area by the C-arpentaria Exploration Company have located low-
grade copper and gold deposits but the prospect is presently
uneconomic because of low grades and high infrastructure costs. In
'1,99'1., Carpenters Invetment Trading Company, an Australian
compant reported finding high gold mineralisation and indications of
copper, lead and zinc at Tila Creek and Pepe River in the Bewani
area.25 Gold and silver panning in the Amanab area is at present the
only mineral production in the province. Local estirnates indicate that
the annual value of gold and silver production from the area is about
K250,m.27

Forestry resources in the West Sepik are likely to be the
greatest source of economic development in the immediate future.
Estimates of the accessible timber resourcE vary but the total area is
about 1.2 million hectares.

Timber extraction permits have been granted over two areas in
the Vanimo area. The first and smallest, along the coast west of
Vanimo, covers 14,500 hectares. The second covers a much larger area
of 287,600 hectares of forest stretching some 75 kilornetres east along
the coast from Vanimo to Serra. The agreement between the
MaLaysian cornpany owning the timber rights, WTK Realty, and the
national government allows the exploitation of 300,(X)0 cubic rnetres of

'Gold Disoveredin WestSepik',Tittusof Pe4uNao Guitu,25 April 1991, p.24.
Based on a visit to Amanab in May 1991. In 1980, production was 12"389 grams of
gold and 1,156 grams of silver valued at K160,158 and K457 respectively. West
Sepik Integrated Development Study, West Scp*, DtocIopnart, p.221.

26
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timb€r each year, of which E5p00 cubic rrptres must be milled.28
Additiornlly, the agreernent specifies infrastnrctur€ developrrrent
which WTK must undertake, including the corutnrction of a road from
Vanimo to Serra to connect with the planned extension of the Coastal
Highway from Aitape. All logs and the bulk of the milled timber is
exported, principally to China, fapan and Korea.

Various levies, taxes arrd dutie arc imposed on the timber
extracted from the WTK lease. The provincial government is paid an
infrastructure rnainbnance levy of Kl per orbic rnetre of logs
harvested. Tlre landowners of the area being harrrested arc paid a

premium on logs exporbd which is calculated on five per cent of the
gross export value of the lo{fr.p Additionally, the provincial
government, the Departrnent of Forests and the landowners each
receive a levy of Kl per cubic metre of logs harvested. The provincial
government levy will increase to K2 in 194 and then to IQ.50 in 1997.

fire contribution from timber levie to provincial government revenue
is the highest source of income after national governrnent grants.

Cash cropping in the province began when the Germans
with tobacco, cotton sisal, hemp, coffue and rice before

concentrating on copra, which remained ttre principal cash crop until
the introduction of other crops after the Seqcnd World War. Coqoa
plantations were established in ttrc Aitape area in 1954 and attempts
were rnade to develop a rice industfy in the Lumi, Nuku and border
areas in the 1%0s. Rica failed as a cash crop because of the low retum
for the labour hput and the higher rcturns fromcoffte and cocoa. The
cultivation of pepper was also attempted arpund the sanrc time but
failed for similar rcasons. A cash<ropping component of a World
Bank-funded proiect in the 1980s concentrabd on increased village
level production of vegetables, rubber, coffee and cncrca and has been
somewhat more sucressful, although once again problems have been
encountered with the transportation of produce. Agrictrltural
production now centres on coffee, cocoa, copra and, to a lesser extent,
rubber.

WTK purdresed Vanimo Fqest hoducts (ovrners of tlre timber rights, miU and
asocir.ted f.dli6es) frur Bunning Pty Ltd in Feb'ruary 1991 at en estimated ct oI
K17 million. Vmimo Forest hoducb Se[a out', fhrrrs of Pqu No Guitta', X2
February 1991,p.3.
WTK doee not export lop but sells them all on the wharf.
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Table4.2

Export of Logs From Vanlmo
1985 to October 1990'

Year Volume
(cubic metres)

Value
(K)

Tax Paid
(K)

19E5

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

47,7M

92205

113,603

779,894

103,960

70402

2,il0,670

5,775,M7

9,62,9%

1,0,437,749

8,165355

6,999,743

254p7

517,505

96r.296

\,M3,715

1,,246575

2,ffi,9599

Table 43

Export of Sawn Timber From Vanino
1988 to june 1990'

Year Volume
(cubic metres)

Value
(K)

1988

7989

7990

80s

1,238

328

249832

355,752

112515

r Details provided by Vanimo Forestry Office.
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Trble 4.4

Weet Scpik Agrtcultrud Producdon
19E5 to 1989"

Commodity Year

1986 7987 1988 1989

Coffee

Cocoa

Copra

Rubber

Rice

Massoi bark

Chillies

Fish

Pork

Beef

Chickenmeat

Eggs

Honey

Crocodile skins

(tonnes)

(tonnes)

(tonne)

(tonnes)

(tonnes)

(tonnes)

(tonnes)

(tonnes)

(tonnes)

(tonnes)

(tonnes)

2

0.4

6

t2

40

8

6120

2

78

285

0.6

1

t7

47

9

ffi
3

200

1200

75

130

ffi
7

1

7.2

3

4

%

2

2520

1

300

172

111

400

37

1

0.8

7

7

37

5

6120

2

372

180

702

308

543

u

80

271

481

37

Crocodile'crotchings'

r Details provided by Division of Primary Industst Departm€trt of Sandaun.

There has been little developnrent in secondary industries in
the province sinceindependence. National Statistical Office figures for
1985 show that, in 10 years, the number of factories has decreased by
one to eight and the number of employees was down from 200 to 95,
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although therc was a twent5rfold increase in the value of output from
K111,000 to K2.1 million.s)

In 1980, 22.9 per cent of the population (less than three per
cent were women) in the province over 10 years of age was earning an
income from wages, business, farming or fishing. Of the remainder,42
per cent relied on subsistence farming or fishing for their livelihood, 11
per cent were at school and one per cent were looking for work.3l The
West Sepik percentage of income earners was the fifth lowet in the
country. However that position is likely to have worsened by the 1990
census because of mairr development changes which have occured or
are about to occur in three of the four lower ranking provinces. For
comparison, neighbouring East Sepik Province had a much higher 47.7
per cent of the population earning an income.

Southern HigNands and Enga provinces were the two lowest,
with percentages of money earners of 20.1 and 20.9 respectively, but
their positions should have changed over the 10 years between census
counts and are likely to continue to improve. In the Southern
HigNands the 1980 census was conducted just before the completion
of an all-weather road connecting the western half of that province,
including one district and two subdistrict headquarters, to the
remainder of the province.32 Greatly improved road access, together
with a rnai)r World Bank funded project directed towards economic
development, should have increased the opportunities for income for
the local population. Furthermorc, the developrnent of a mapr oil
field in the province is expected to employ about 4,000 people.s

In the 1980s the World Bank funded similar agriculturally
based income-generating projects in Enga Province. Those projects,
together with the Porgera and Mount Kare gold mines, both of which
commenced production in 1990, can be expected to increase the
number of people in Enga Province earning an inconre. The remaining

Departnrent of Trade and Industry, Steristicel Digcst 7990 (Waigani, Port Moresby,
790),p.32.
The reuraining l0 per cent were listed as being mgagd in other activities but not
looking for work ibid., p.3.
The last section of the Mendi-Tari road between Margarima and Tari was
completed in December 1980.
David Parsons and David Vincent, HiSrr Stakcs: Mitsols anil Pendann Dcoelopnart
in Papta Nao Guinza, (National Centre for Development Studies, Australian
National University, Canbena, 797), p.23.

30

31

32
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two provinces, Gulf and Milne Bay, have rnarginally lower
percentages of the population earning an inconre than in West Sepik
Province (22.7 and,22.5 respectively). The situation in Gulf Provirrce is
likely to improve with the construction of a pipeline and port to
service the oil field in the Southern Highlands.

The West Sepik has not had, nor is it likely to have in the
immediate future, the opportunities eniryed by Southern Highlands,
Enga and Gulf provinces for increasing the number of incorne earnen$

in the population. A comparison of per capita income supports the
comparisons shown above. Based on 1983 figures, Gulf Province had
the lowest per capita income (K198) and West Sepik (I(255) the second
lowest. Then followed Southern Highlands (lC2%r, Chimbu (l<264),

Enga(Y.267) and Milne Bay (K280).s

Infrastnrcture

Since the country's independence in 1975, infrastructure in the
West Sepik has continued to expand. Telephone services have been
improved significantly, additional airfields have been constructed and
air services improved, and a road link between Aitape and Wewak
completed. None the less, the road network remains fragmented and
generally of low standard and the province continues to rely on
expensive air services as the prirne means of transportation.

Roail#s

The road network in the province is based on four
unconnected sections of national road with a total length, around 430

Awtralian International Development Assistanc€ Bureau, Pepu Nao Guinat
Ecrllonric Situl;tion ed ollllclk, Internatimd Developnrmt Issu€ No.ll
(Australian C-vernmmt Publishing Service, Canberra, March 19Q, p.52.
The section on roa& is based qr the authq's obeenratiolrs; and Kampsax
lnternational in asaociation with Beca Gure (PNG) Pty Lld., Ashn DacloVtrctrt Brrnk
Fourth Rmil Imprtlrlrcr.t (Scctm) Pmjcxt Prooincial Rcprt: hnibun (Boroko, c1991),

Fepard fu Department of Transport PNG (hereafter refened to as Kampsax
R€por$; and Deparhrent of Transport" Whitc Pep on Tnnsfi Infnstnctutz
*aclonat Plm (fu and Rmd) Per, II (Covernment Printer, Port Moresby,
Noveurber 191) (hereafter referred to as Department of Transport Developmmt
Plan).
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kilometres.36 Funding for the consFuction and rnaintenance of those
roads is provided by the national government. C,overnment records
list about 550 kilometres of lower standard provincial roads, including
council roads, linking nuny village areas to the national roads.
However the total length of trafficable road is between 250 and 350
kilometres. Road traffic volumes arc low (less than 100 vehicles per
day), seasonal and of short trip distance.

None of the districts have road connections with Vanimo and
only Lumi and Nuku Districts have an interconnecting road link.
None of the roads can be classified as being suitable for all-weather
access by non-four-wheeldrive vehicles for its full distance, mainly
because of unbridged river and sheam crossings or poor surface
materials. [,ess than two per cent of the roads are sealed, although
other provinces have similar low proportions of sealed roads, in
particular Western, Gulf, Milne Bay and Southern Highlands
provinces. The only national road servicing the border area is that
along the coast to the sparsely populated area of Wutung. A low-
standard provincial road links Kamberatoro (six kilometres from the
border) with Amanab.

The unsealed 97 kilometres of Sepik Highway runs east from
Karaitem through Lumi and Yangkok to Warasikau on the provincial
border, from where it continues on to Wewak. A number of provincial
roads of varying standard connect with the highway, the most
important of wNch is the road to the district headquarters at Nuku.
Neither the highway nor the Nuku road is suitable for conventional-
drive vehicles in wet weather because of the poor quality of the
surfacing material. The Sepik Highway and its provincial feeder roads
constitute the maior, although still limited, network in the province.

The second mapr national road in the province is the Coastal
Highway, which runs for 140 kilometres through the province from
Romei east to Aitape, along the coast to the provincial border and then
on to Wewak. The road is unsealed and fewer than half the creeks and
rivers are bridged with permanent structures. A series of low-
standard provincial roads, up to 17 kilomehes in length, services areas
lying off the highway and provides comparatively good access for

36 Details of road lengths and comparisons with other provinces are shown in the
Appendix. The higher figure of national road length quoted above indudes the
reccntly completed section of the road to Amanab.
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most of the populated centres, except those in the western quarter of
the Aitape district, including the Sissano and Sena areas.

The Coastal Highway @ins again at Blackwater, 19

kilometres east of Vanimo. From Vanimo, the road continues for 44
kilometres west along the coast to Wutung. The road is coranus
surfaced and in good condition, although some creeks are spa.nned
with concrete fords that can be impassable for several hours after
heavy rain.

South from Vanimo the unsealed national Border Highway
runs 50 kilometres to Bewani and continues south for a further seven
kilometres to Ainbai. The only provincial roads in the area, excluding
Vanimo town roads, are the 11 kilometre link between Ossima and the
Highway and the 11 kilometres between Bewani and Skotiaho, of
which only six kilometres is presently of good standard and trafficable.
The upgrading of the Skotiaho road should be completed in 1993.

A 69 kilometre section of the Border Highway connects
Amanab, Green River and Dio Ianding (on the Sepik River). Although
a pilot track between Green River and Arnanab was completed in
August 1987, the construction of a trafficable road was not completed
until late in 1990. fire road is unsealed and some unbridged rivers
(notably the Dio River) and the quality of the gravel surface presently
make the road unsuitable for conventionaldrive vehicles. The last
section of the road into Amanab was completed in late 1990 and work
is presently in progress to continue the highway to Imonda with the
intention then to connect with the Vaninm-Bewani section of the
highway.

There are four provincial roads in the Amanab District.
Although referred to as roads, they have rarely provided anything
more than very limited dry weather four-wheeldrive access to the
border areas:

o Kambreap to Green River - 26 kilometres;

o lGmberatoro to Amanab (reconstructed to four-wheel-
drive standard during 1991 and early 192) - 25
kilometres;

r Iafa to Amanab - 21 kilometres; and
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Figure 42

West Sepik Province Road Network
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Figure 43

The CoastalHighwayWest of Aitape
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Figure 4.4

The Skotiaho Road
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o Wasengla to Inrcnda - 11 kilometres.

The construction of the Amanablrmnda s€ction of the Border
Highway is likely to increase the traffic on at least the Wasengla, Iafa
and Kamberatoro provincial roads. The planned highway connection
of Imonda and Bewani would increase traffic on all provincial roads
feeding the highway. The standard of the Provfurial roads is such that
they would be most unlikely to sustain even a small increase in traffic
witirout rnairr maintenance 

"or upgrading.3T

The remaining areas in the province served by road are in the
Telefomin Dshict. Three separate low-standard provincial roads

connect Telefomin to Eliptamin (24 kilometres), Kobramin (three

kilometres) and Bofulmin (16 kilometres). A provincial road links
Tekin to Oksapmin and the intention is to complete the 32 kilometre
connection to Tekap. Access to Telefomin and Oksapmin is by air
only.

Sea and Riaer Transport

Sea and river transportation are the principal means by which
the bulk of goods are moved into and out of the province. Sea

transportation services the provincial capital (Vanimo), a dishict
headquarters (Aitape), 51 coastal villages and four island villages. The

Green River area is serviced by a Sepik River barge, which calls at Do
I-anding. The forms of transport range from canoes, barges and
coastal vessels to ocean going cargo ships.

Wharfs are located at Vanimo and Aitape and a barge landing
site at Dio landing. The cargo wharf at Vanimo is 18.7 metres long
with an alongside depth of 5 metres. The main timber loading facility,
built on filled ground behind sheet steel piling, is some 150 metres
long and has an alongside depth of 8.5 metres. A floating Pontoon
wharf at Vanimo is also used for timber loading. The exposed Aitape
wharf has an alongside depth of 4.3 metres and bad weather during
the north-west monsoon can often close the wharf to shipping. There

37 This assesment is based on the author's experiences with road construction in the
Southern Highlands Province.
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Figure 45

Vanimo
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Figure 4.5

Vanimo Cargo Wherf
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Figure 4.7

Vanimo Timber Wharf
(aerid view)
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Figue4A

Vanimo Timber Wharf
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Table 45

Vanimo Harbour
Tonnages Handled 1985 to 1989'

Year Loading
(tonnes)

Unloading
(tonnes)

C-argo
Wharf

Logging
Wharf

C-argo
Wharf

1985

r9ft6

1987

1988

1989

16,726

4848

8236

856e

7,M

57,324

e5A?m

110"308

79,167

93967

13,775

16.800

17,991

21,017

27,ffi

Source: Provincial Transport Plan, p.2E.

arre no cargo-handling facilities or fuel, fresh water, or sewerage
services at any of the wharfs or landing sites.$

Each year, on average, 24 overseas vessels and 100 coastal
vessels call into Vanimo for international and domestic trade and
social purposes. Approximately 250 passenger Pass through Vanimo
port each month. Vanimo and Aitape are serviced on a regular basis

by vessels of the Lutheran Shipping Company (LUSHIP). A service
between Wewak and Vanimo oPerates about 40 times a year with an
additional monthly return service on the run Wewak-Aitape'-
Vanimo.39 The principal vessels used on these routes are the Wewakof

Mudr of this section is based on Srndaun Provincial Government, funileun
Prcoinciel anit NatiotuJ T',eflsrort Plans by Yur 2000 (Vanimo, lf Jdy 1990)
(hereafter referred to as hovincial Transport PIan); and Wilbur Smith Associates
in association with B€ca Worley lnternational Tmnsqt Efiiciercy Stuty Interim
Rcprt No2: T'lrnsrort Inilustry-Stt:,tctltft anil lllrtcttttoilnl Rclatiotsttips (C-olumbia,

USA, June 1990),'prepared for the PNG Department of Transport (hereafter

refered to as Wilbur Smith Report No.2).
Wilbur Smith Associates in association with Beca Worley lnternational, TransPort

Efficit tcy Study In|rrin Rcprt No.4: Tmnspmt Darurrds (Columbia, USA, Septenrber
t!iSO), pleparad for the PNG Departmmt of Transport (hereafter referred to as

WilburSmith Re,port No4), Table 52.
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1,128 gross registered tonnage (GRT) and the Simbang of 118 GRT. The
Simbang is also licensed to carry 80 passengers. Ship space utilisation
from Wewak to Aitape and Vanimo varies between 95 and 100 per
cent of cargo capacity and 60 and 100 per cent of pass€nger capacity
but vessels on the return trip to Wewak usually utilise only half their
cargo capacity.

The Vanimo-based Delta Corporation operates the 25 tonne
motor vessel Laba to ]ayapura twice a week. C-argo usually consists of
beef and chickens on the forward F,tntey and building materials on
the vessel's return.

The export of timber constitutes the bulk of goods handled at
Vanimo port. The greater portion of coastal cargo movement at
Vanimo is between Lae and Vanimo. This constitutes 75 per cent
(about 10,000 tonnes) of incoming cargo and iust over 80 per cent
(about 4,000 tonnes) of the outgoing coastal cargo. A small proportion
of incoming cargo (14 per cent) originates in Madang. Most cargo is
shipped in srnall boxes although the WaDak can handle 20 foot
containers.

Poroman Shipping Pty Ltd operates ttre Deanel (106 GRT)
along the Sepik River and the Green River station is serviced through
Dio Landing around five times a year. The vessel is registered to carry
60 passengers, although it rarely does so because of the carriage of
inllammable petroleum products. Backloading from Green River
rarely exceeds 30 per cent of the vessel's capacity.

Air Transportation

The surface transportation system is limited to a shipping
service centred on Vanimo and a fragmented and very much
incomplete road system. Air transport predominates in the movement
of goods and people and an o<tensive network of airfields has been
established to service the province.

There are 52licensed airfields and airstrips in the provirrce of
which six are contrclled and maintained by the national Departsnent of
Civil Aviation (DC0. Significantly, DCA controls the rnapr airstrips
in the border area (Bewani, Imonda, Amanab and Green River)
together with Vanimo, Telefomin and Tadji. There are 14 provincial
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government airstrips, 23 belonging to missions, eight have been built
by community groups who now control them and one is owned by a
private company. All district headquarters and subdistrict
headquarters (except Wutung) are serviced by airstrips although
ownership- is spread betrryeen DCA, the provincial government and
missions.0

Vanimo airstrip is constructed of coranus material and was
resealed in 191. It is suitable for use by Boeing B737 and Fokker F-28
type aircraft. The airfield is equipped with visual approach slope
lighting but has no runway lighting and no approach or terminal
control centre (control tower). There are no fire.fighting services,
either at the airfield or in Vanimo town. Terminal areas are small and
barely able to cope with the traffic. A single taxiway leads from the
runway to a small parking apron, which is often congested. The
airfield meets the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO)
Class C requirenrents. It is designated as a'Customs Ailport', which
allows its use by international flights providing 24 hours' notice is
given.

Each year Vanimo airport handles around 2,000 aircraft
movements. Approfmately 8,500 passengers, 450 tonnes of freight
and 5 tonnes of mail are flown out of the airport annually.4l

Tadii airstrip is a Fokker F-28-capable Second World War
airstrip rnaintained by the DCA for emergency landings. It can also
used as an alternative to tlre airstrip at Aitape, which is subject to
flooding after heavy rain.

Many of the airfields in the border area of the province were
constructed in the early 1960s in order to assist with control and
surveillance along the border. ln 1976, Green River airstrip was
lengthened and the pavement upgraded to allow operations by Dakota
DC3 aircraft, then the main transport aircraft used by the PNGDF.4
Table 4.6 shows the largest military aircraft presently able to operate
on airstrips in the border area. The DCA has issued pavement surface
concessions for Caribou aircraft on Bewani, Irnonda, Amanab and

Full details of all airfields in the province are shown in the Apper,dix and have
been collated from DCA information and Royal Auskalian Air Fore, Flrgftl
lnprnation Publicetion Enrcutc Suphncnt: Pacific arul Austrehsia (Aeronautical
Information Service, Melbourne, September 190).
Wilbur Smith Report No.2, Appendix H.
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Yapnei. A concession has also been issued for Green River Out
inciudes some limit on aircraft weighO for C-130 operations.€ A
simil,ar concession also applies to Telefomin aintrip. Sustained aircraft
oprations on airstripo for whidr corrcessions have been granted are
not likely to be possible without upgrading work to strmgthen
pavements and improve surfaces.

Table 4.6

Suitability of Border Airstrips
for Mtlitary Operationo

Airstrip Distance
to Border

(km)

PNGDF
Aircraft

ADF
Aircraft

Vanimo

Bewani

Wasengela

Imonda

trGmberatoro

Amanab

GreenRiver

Idam

Yapsei

Turnolbil

Munbil

v
77

9

79

6

24

20

28

10

2

24

Casa

Nomad

Nomad

Nornad

Nomad

Nomad

Casa

Nomad

Nomad

Nomad

Nomad

c-l30

C-aribou

Nomad

Caribou

Nomad

Caribou

c-130

Nomad

Caribou

Nomad

Nornad

The national carrier, Air Niugini, together with three third-
level airlines, Talair and the Missionary Aviation Fellowship (MAE),

The aintsip had been mitable for Caribou aircraft used by the Australians.
The aircraft referred to are the GAF Nocrad, DHC Caribotl, Airtech Casa ChI-ZI5
and the Lockheed Herctles C-13). The PNGDF presendy oPsrt€ the Noura4
Dakota DC-3 and IAI Arava but plans r@ae the last two aircraft with the Casa kr
l9El ardl992.

a
43
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fly regular routes into and within the province as well as providing a
regular air service between Vanimo and ]ayapura. A variety of charter
aircraft are also based in Vanirno including those of Delta Corporation
(Cessna 4O2< and BN-2 Islander), the Diocese of Vanimo (Cessna 206)
and Heat Aviation (Cessna 205). At the time of writing Talair had
based in Vaninp a DHC Twin Otter and MAF a BN-2 Islander. There
are no helicopters based in the province, although various types with a
range of capabilities are available for charter.

Air Niugini flys into Vanimo twice a week via Wewak. Once a
week the flight goes on to fayapura. Talair and MAF fly routes in the
province six days a week. Most charter runs in the province carry
freight for government agencies or trade store goods. Details of
passengers and freight handled by the third-level airlines are shown in
Table 4.7.

The air traffic figures show the heavy reliance on air transport
for the movement of people and freight around the province. Even
though Lumi and Nuku are serviced by the Sepik Highway from
Wewak, both centres have compa.ratively high levels of passenger and
freight traffic, with the passenger traffic for Lumi being almost half
that of Vanimo and freight traffic being over three times as much.
Both centres lie in the most densely populated areas of the province,
however the figures would indicate that the road does not satisfy the
transport needs of the area. On the other hand the air traffic figures for
Bewani are the second lowest in the province (after the lightly
populated Leitre area) pointing to the usefulness of the road link to
Vanimo. The high freight figures for Green River reveal that the Sepik
River barge does not appear to be satisfying the transportation
demand in that area.4

Provincial goverrunent expenditure on air services is high. As
an example, in 1990 charter cosb alone were K252,200 for 52 services
which were flown only to Oksapmin, Yapsei, Idam, Edwaki, Kabore
and Sissano. That expenditure does not include the cost of passengers
and freight on scheduled flights.as

The high outwards freight figure for Telefomin reults from the delivery of
building materials to that airfield by Australian Defence Force aircraft for
forwarding to Oksapmin.
Details provided by Division of Finance and Taxation, Departnrmt of Sandaun, 15
May 1991.
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Teble 4.7

Third-Level Airline Air Traffic
190

Airstrip Passengers Freight
(tonnes)

OutOut In

Vanimo 2&
79

75

337

455

131

698

246

18

45

605

2830

13

95

327

289

749

555

23
8

22

435

1045

155

573

2432

45

10

3

67

95

2

7ffi

470

5

18

150

7

17

3

155

1

3

9

2

458

38

t4

6

24

5

50

Bewani

Imonda

Amanab

Green River

Tifdmin

Telefomin

Oksapmin

kitre
Sissano

Aitape

Lumi 1769

Anguganak 'l,il

Nuku 681

Wewak (to and from 2207

the province)

Source: Provincial Transport Plan, p.23.
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Public Utilities

There ane no public water supply or sewerage services in the
West Sepik. The primary source of potable waEr is rain water
collected on roof systenrs and stored in tanks. Septic systems at
individual facilities are the main rneans of sewerage disposal.

Electricity generation is provided by diesel generators owned
predominantly by the PNG Electricity Commission (Elcom), the
provincial goverrunent and missions.

Elcom anticipates that Vanimo peak electricity demand will
excd supply Vy iWS and intends instatting addiiional capacity
during the early 199G.

Posts, Radio and Telecommunications

Post offices are located at Vanimo, Aitape and Amanab and
agencies at Telefomin and Lumi. In other centres mail is handled
through district and subdistrict offices of the Division of District
Services.

West Sepik Province has been connected to the national
telephone system since 1973, when a tropospheric scatter system was
installed at Vanimo to provide a link to Wewak. A two-line manual
exchange was installed at Aitape in 1977, providing a facility to
Wewak, and in 1981 Nuku was connected to East Sepik exchanges.6
Drring the 1980s the existing network was replaced with a line-of-
sight microwave system and upgraded to include other centres.
Although not all centres arc connected to the national telephone
serice, the province does have a comparatively welldeveloped
telephone network connecting Vanimo, Wutung, Bewani, Amanab,
Imonda, Green River, Aitape, Lumi and Nuku. The line capacity at
each station varies and is limited at most oubtations. The remaining
government stations continue to operate on the high frequency radio
network of the District Services Dvision.

M The WSIDS glve l97r as the year of installation of the Vanisro systeur but
Australian reporb to the United Nations $ve 7973. West Sepik Integrated
Development Study, West Scpfo Dcoclopnrcttt, p.24.
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Table 48

Governnrent-Owned Electridty Generating Cenbes
in West Sepik Province

Centre Daily
Hourc of

Operation

Generator
Numbers and

Capacity
(kvA)

Total
C-apacity

Vanimo

Wuhrng

Aitape

Lumi

Nuku

Bewani

Imonda

Amanab

Green River

Telefomin

Oksapmin

24 2x100

4v2fi

2x10

2x100

1xl25

1xl35

2x40

2x40

2x10

2x10

2rO5

2x10

1x45

bzs
2x10

12m

20

m

80

80

20

20

50

20

70

5

9

7

6

65

6.5

6

20

Sourcc:
r98E).

Pap,tra New Guinea Electdcity C-oslmission, Tctt Yw Plo.r 79897998 (November
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Figure 4.9

Ossima
(looking south-west)
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Figure d10

Bewani
(looking west-north-west)
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Figure 411

Imonda
(looking west-south-west)
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Figure 4.12

Kamberatoro
(looking east)
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Figure d13

Wasengla
(looking east)
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Figure 414

Ananab
(looking north)
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Figure 4.15

Green River
(looking north-north-west)
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Figure 4.15

Yapsei
(looking north-east)
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Figure 4.17

Tumolbil
(looking north-north-west)
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Figure 4.18

Amanab Microwave Station
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In March 7997 the PNG Post and Telecommunication
Corporation (PTC) announced that it planned to replace sections of the
rnicrowave network with a digital domestic satellite system based on
the International Telecommunications Satellite (Intelsat) standard.4T
An earth station will be built at Vanimo which will then connect with
the existing microwave network in the province.

The national Department of Works (DOW) provincial office
operates a high frequency radio network from its office at Vanimo, to
Telefomin and Oksapmin. A very high frequency radio network
covers Vanimo, Aitape, Lumi, Yangkok, Nuku and Mai through two
repeater stations south of Vanimo and Aitape.s

The National Broadcasting Commission operations a radio
station at Vanimo which broadcasts a mixture of local programs and
national programs relayed from Port Moresby. Daily transmissions
are broadcast between fu.m. and 8a.m. and between 5p.m. and
11p.m.a9 Local transmissions are in Melanesian Pidgin bnly and
concentrate on health, education (particularly primary industry),
business and cultural programs. ATok Saae service is provided to pass
personal messages to remote areas. The station receives a good deal of
response to its programs and the cultural programs are especially
popular in Irian Jaya, although its output (10 kw) is often interfered
with by the more powerful 100 kw Indonesian transmitter at fayapura.

Defence Presetce

The PNGDF maintains a base at Vanimo, which is manned by
companies of the Second Battalion of the Royal Pacific Islands
Regiment (2RPIR) based at Wewak. Each company is deployed to
Vanimo for periods of up to three months and is supported by

1ry9 "Lttt 
lease a tsansponder on the Indonesian Palapa satellite. 'PTC Signs

K2.4m Deal for Satellite Earth System', Pepa Nant Guince Post-Courier,25 M{tch
199r,p.3.
The bansmission frequency is n.975 MHz and the receiving frequency is 73.9BZs
MFlz.
National school programs are broadcast on week days between 9a.m. and 2p.m.
Short wave hansmissions are broadcast on 1935 kHz and medium wave on 3205
ktlz.

48

49
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Figure 4.19

A PNGDF Landing Craft Unloading Stores
opposite the Vanimo Barracks
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baftalion medical orderlies and administrative support staff. A
Defence Security Liaison Officer from PNGDF headquarters and
signallers from the Port Moresby-based signals squadron are also
deployed to support the company group. The strength of the group
varies but rarely exceeds 150 military and civilian personnel. PNGDF
aircraft are not permanently stationed at Vaninrc but instead are
deployed when patrols are inserted into or extracted from the border
area.

The tasks of the company group include the conduct of
routine border pahols, security of proirts in the border area, the
provision of security for governrnent personnel and residents along
the border and assistance in the apprehension of rebels. The
detachment commander is a member of the Provincial Security,
Dsaster and Provincial Intelligence commiftees and attends border
liaison meetings conducted with Indonesian representatives. Border
patrols are usually of 10 days' duration and are often accompanied by
police and border liaison staff.

Police Presence

The provincial police headquarters is located at Vanimo and
police stations are maintained at the 16 district and subdistrict
headquarters throughout the province. Late in 1991 the total strength
of the police was 76 personnel, which fell short of the allowed
establishment and well short of the 130 required to maintain all police
stations at an operational level. Because of the shortfall, rural police
stations at Yapsei, Idam, Edwaki, Telefomin and lGbore have been
closed temporarily.

Besides their normal duties, the police assist the PNGDF and
other national departments in the maintenance of security along the
border. The provincial police commander is a member of the
Provincial Security, Dsaster and Intelligence committees.

C o nstttt ct i o n Re s o ut ce s

The availability of construction resources in the province is
very limited, reflecting, to a large extent, the low level of construction
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activity. consequently there is little competition for the work that is

availa6b and little scope for competitive selection on single or periodic

contracts.

The DOW rnaintains an annual registered price agreerrent for
plant equipment, gving details of items available for hire at agreed

iates wiirun the province. The agreement shows that plant-hire in the

east of the province is dominated by one comPany, wantoks and self
Reliance ana in the west by another, Delta Corporation. There is only
minor involvement by provincially based small business and village
groups in construction activities.



CHAPTER 5

THE IMPACT OF INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT

The state of infrastructurc development in the West Sepik
impacts on the province in three principal functional areas: the
administration of the province and the delivery of services to the
population; internal and external security; and the economy. The
inlluence of the extent of infrastructure development is, however,
neither straighfforward nor independent, since administration,
security, economic mafters and physical infrastructure are
interdependent.

The lack of development along the border contributes greatly
to the difficulties faced by the PNGDF and police in maintaining
security in that area. The lack of security in the border area, together
with a poor infrastructure, in turn impacts on the level of government
administration and influence in the area. Furthermore, economic
development is restrained by limited infrastructure, securi$r and
administration and thus cannot augment overall provincial
development. Conversely, the comparatively welldeveloped road
infrastructure in the east of the province, whilst aiding administration
and raising the level of economic activity, has contributed to a
diminution of securitv with an increase in crime in those districts
serviced by roads.

This chapter will examine the impact of the level of
infrastructure development on provincial administration and security.
It is not intended to examine in detail the connection between
provincial infrastructure and the eocnomy. However, it is necessary to
make some comment because of the nature of the rural economv and
its dependence on a transport infrastruchrre.

The economy of the province is based almost entirely on
retailing and primary productiory with a heavy rcliance on village-
based agriculture. The province has benefited little from the national
economic developments in cash crop participation since, on the wholg
cash cropping opportunities depend for their success on suitable
agricultural and climatic conditions and especially access to rnarkets.
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llhe Australian National centr,e for Development studies has

commentd on the importance of roads for the agricultural economy in

PNG:

The rnost important investment for agricultural
development is in infrastructure. Roads are needed to
bring inputs to farms and crops to markets. Recent

reseirctr,demonstrates that such investrnent is crucial
to raising rural living standards.l

While suitable conditions exist throughout the West Sepik to

support a range of cash crops, access to even basic markets has been

"eiji 
tit"itea. -Despite the reliance of a largc portigl of the p-rovince's

population on agriculture, the average-individual household income

h.r^ tt* crops is-a low K21, the second lowest in the county.2

Although improved infrastructure alone will not lead to

increased agricultural production and improved household incornes,

its absence does impede local economic development notably in the

remote parts of the province.

Administration

When Vihruri, the provincial secretaly, gave evidence to the
Public Accounts Committee in August 1991, he higNighted a

fundanental difficulty in the administration of the province. He

maintained that staff of the Departnent of Sandaun had not been

visiting proiect sites in outlying districts:

National centre for Developurent studies, Austmlig's Rtl&riotrs with Papue Natt
Guirac, Submission to the 

-Sub-comrrittee of the foint Committee 9n Foreign
Affairi, Defence and Trade, Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia
(National Cenbe for Develop'ment Studies, Aushalian National University,
Canberra, September 1989), p.6.
Western proiince has the lowest income at Kl per household. o|lrly six provinces
show incomes less than Klm. Depaftmmt of Agric-ulhrre and Livestock, 71r

Ivhdiun Tctttr Dcoclopnent Stmtcgy fo, lrtc Agtinltun Sib-Sector 79907994
(Konedobn, Port Moresby, Septeurber 19891, p 27.
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There was no coordination of the funds and the
reports. There was no proper evaluation done, people
were not actually going to the proiect site.3

For the commiftee's acting chairman, Galeng [-ang, the solution was
simple, if somewhat impractical:

Public senrants seem to be sitting in their office and
wanting a car to visit proiects. The so called FAS (First
Assistant Secretary) should forget about travelling in
tinted cars. They should always work their way to the
sites and assess proiects.a

Vihruri's observations lvere not new but rather reinforce
comments made in 7982W the WSIDS team on the poor managernent
in the provincg particularly the poor direction and support given to
departnental staff. The team considered that the low morale of the
staff, particularly field officers, was caused by:

uncertainty of rolg lack of clear guide-lines and
support, and failure of provincial headquarters staff to
acknowledge written communications or to make
anything more than fleeting airstrip visits to
outstations. There appears to be some justification in
many field officers believing that their superiors in
Vanimo have little interest in, or knowledge of, the
people, problems, development and staff of the vast
rural area of the Province.S

The comments above identify an administrative problem but
do not take into account the practicalities of administering staff and
projects in remote areas which have limited acc€ss. For public servants
at Vanimo, visib to outlying districts and all but two of the sub-
districts means catching a regular passenger flight or chartering an
aircraft. Telephone communications in the province have improved
since the WSIDS noted that 'inadequate telecommunication links
between Vanimo and all provincial outstations hamper effective

No Goordinadon in Sandaun Covernmm! PAC Hears', Tints $ Papu Ncut
Gnitru, 15 August 7991, p.6.
ibid.
West Sepik Integrated Developr, ent Study, West Scpik DeoebVnn| p.243.

3

4
J
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administration'.6 None the less, visits to outstations are made after
often lengthy and frusbating attempts to cmrdinate arrangencnts
over the single station radio or the few available telephones at some
district headquarters. Only in Vanimo, AitaPe, Lumi and Nuku
districts can staff travel between the district and some subdistrict
headquarters by vehide. For the maprity of subdistricts, access is by
air or foot.

The criticisms directed towards the lack of proiect
management and outstation visits would appear to presuppose that
allocated travel funds are sufficient but not used. However that does
not appear to be the case, as there is no record of consistent under-
expenditure of travel funds. The provision of additional funds for staff
and proiect management could only be a stopgap solution to part of
the managernent problem. Nevertheless, the problems identified do
indicate that the work of the public servants at all levels in the
province continues to suffer because of the lack of a physical
infrastructure conducive to better administration.

Better access to outstation areas gained from an improved
transportation infrastruchrre would facilitate improved proiect and
staff control but would not necessarily overconre the resistance of
some staff to leaving their offices. Furtherrnore, a much improved
road network would commit the provincial govemment to the
additional one-time funding of vehicle purchases and continuing
vehicle operating costs. Indeed vehicle operating costs together with
road maintenance costs could well exceed the present annual
expenditure on air flights and charters. However, road travel for
goverrunent staff provides the opportunity to gain access to all areas,
villages and proiects along the road alignment rather than merely
those clustered around an airfield.

The administration of the Telefomin Dstrict presents its own
particular problems. The physical separation of the distsict, together
with culhrral affiliations with the peoples of the Lake Kopiago area of
the Southern HigNands and the northern mountain area of Western
Province, have helped generate in the people of the Telefomin District
a feeling of being isolated and forgotten by Vanimo. Disruptions to

ibid., p.25.
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the supply of govemment services caused by staff vacancies have also
contributed to the sense of isolation.

The high cost of living, mainly caused by the necessigr to air
freight all supplies (excluding fresh vegetables) into all centres of
Telefomin District, has discouraged governnrent employees from
taking up postings in the district, thus contributing to the difficulties in
providing goverrrment services. In 1988, a lettrer from government
employees to the Secretary of the Deparhnent of West Sepik claimed
that some staff working in the district had left and others had refused
to move there because of the high cost of living, then considered to be
twice that of Vanimo.T The letter requested that government
employees based at Telefomin, Oksapmin and Yapsei governrnent
stations be paid some form of hardship allowance because of the high
cost of living and noted that:

A lot of families are forced to borrow money or get
foodstuffs on credit from trade stores ... It is almost
impossible for some officers to live here and work.8

The physical isolation of the southern section of the province
and a perceived neglect by the provincial government have
contributed towards long-standing feelings in the Telefomin area that
the district would be better off being incorporated in Western
Province. These sentiments resurfaced in September \997, when the
provincial politicians of the area claimed that the Sandaun Provincial
Govemment had neglected the Telefomin Dstrict 9 and again the
following month at a meeting of the Telefomin District Development
Committee.l0 The discussion at the meeting on breaking away from
the West Sepik (introduced by Piamnok Lakurengin, the Telefomin
provincial member) cenhed on the timing of the move. Tempering the
desire to irin Western Province is the realisation that Telefomin is
closer in distance to Vanimo than it is to Daru (the capital of Western
Province). Should Western Province be split into two, and a bill to put

7 6o freight ccts at that time were 9E toea per kilogram on top of a basic cargo
drarge of K5. A libe of keroeene (used for lghting and ookind purdrased from a
bade store cut K1.$. 'High C-ost of Uving Affects Tdefomin', Tittus $ Parya Nao

. Guitru,?$ September 1988, p.5.o ibid.9 T"l"fo-in People Want to Break Away', Tinus of Pepue Neu Gufua,l2 September
191, p.5.
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that into effect has passed its first reading in the national parliament,
then it is most likely that there would be a concerted move for the
Telefomin area to irin the new northern'prcvince'centred on Kiunga
(and the Ok Tedi mine) in Western Province.

The heavy reliance on air transport is not confined to the
Telefomin District. The air nroverrrent of rnaErials, tradesmen and
supervisors around most of the province adds significantly to material
and supervisory costs as well as to the duration of construction and
maintenance proiects. 1 1

The difficulty of maintaining governrnent facilities in the
districts was exemplified in the late 1980s, when the Provincial Health
Inspector, Norman Powai, dosed Green River station in early 1986
after he condemned the governrnent buildings because of poor
sanitation and standard of maintenance.l2 He also attempted to dose
Vanimo station in the same year and succeeded in dosing Nuku
station in1987,both because of sanitation problems. Both the stations
that had been dosed were reopened after maintenance work was
eventually undertaken.l3

The above examples have not been isolated cases. Complaints
about conditions on the outstations have persisted from the late 7970s.

In rccent years,letters from the PNG Public Employees Acsociation to
the provincial secretary have complained shongly about the poor
standard of living and working accommodation provided for public
servants at the district and subdistrict headquarters.l4 The
Departsnent of Works at Vanimo points out that not only are
insufficient maintenanca funds provided, but the funds rnade available
are quickly eaten up in high transport costs, which often at least
double the costs of individual propcb.

10

11

t2
13

Minutes of the Telefonrin Diehict Develop'mmt Courmittee Meeting held at
Telefomin on 10 and 11 October 191.
As a simple example, air freight hiples the cct of a bag of ceurent at Amanab.
'Green River Shuts down', Tittrr'',s of Pepu Ncu Guina, 77 May 1986, p3,
Although Powai's actions were welcuned by at least the government staff at
Green fuver and Powai showed that he was prepared to visit areas outside
Vanimo, the hovincial Secretary, I-eo 9ulep, first suspended Powai then
demoted him to ordinary health inspector (grade one) because of his actions.
'Greerr River Shines at last', Tittrcs ol Papu Nart Gnircr, 13 fanuary 1988, p.4.
An example is the lett€r from the Vanisro brandr of the Public Eurployees
Association to the Secretary, Departmmt of Sandaun dated 11 November 191.
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The physical nature of the provinc€ and the bansportation
infrastmcture that has developed thus far have helped to contribute to
the fragmented nature of the West Sepik. Ttrc connection of Aitape,
Lumi and Nuku districts to ttre East Sepik by road, while providing
services to those districts, has tended to direct affiliations and outlook
towards the East 9epik. Arnanab District must rely on the Sepik River
for all its surface transport. Both situations have led to a strong east-
west bias in those districts, at the expense of provincial cohesion.

Infrastructure development has been, and continues to be, a
sourc€ of friction between the national and provincial governments
and provides a readily identifiable issue for campaigning politicians
and their oppositions, especially during elections. Candidates in
national elections and opposition rnembers of the national government
have attacked the governmmt of the time for its apparent lack of
attention to developing border areas. For example, after the 1987
election, Karl Stack, the sitting member for West Sepik and a member
of the Opposition, accused Gabriel Ramoi, member for Aitape-.Lumi, of
failing to improve the telecommunications network in the province
when he was national communications minister.lS

Although attempts have been made by election candidates to
form voting blocks of politicians whose electorates include the border
areas, such alliances have not materialised since local issues have been
subordinated to national party allegiances.l5 Despite this, some West
Sepik national politicians have been prepared to change their
allegiances to political parties forming the individual governments.
For them:

Party loyalties and even personal preferenc€s were
less important to the West Sepik electorates ... than the
potential access to governnrent resources represented
by stayrng with the strength.tT

The provincial government's frustration with the national
governmmt's efforts in developing the province has resulted in threats

15
16

77

'Ramoi Told b Produce', Timzs of Pepu Nao Cuinea,26 Augrtst 1987, p.5.
For exaurplg see 'Suspensions Worry West Sepik People', Tinus of Pa?ut Nao
Guitru,S lwre 19EE, p.4.
|.Ivl. Herlihy,'Border Developnent: A ?olitical Necessity" again'in RJ. May (ed.),
ktnv r Two Netions: Tlu Inbncsie-Pepu Nao Gyince bnla enil t&ut Pepue
Natiotulism (Robert Brown and associates, Bathurst, 79%1,p.796.
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by premiers b approach the Indonesians to urdertake development
work on the PNG side of the border. In late 1988 Premier Yalu
declared that he would approach the Indonesians if a proposed
Australian Army Engineer unit was not stationed at Vanimo.l8 His
actions did receive some suPPort, notably from Sir |ohn Guise, a
former national minister and governorgeneral who, in his weekly
column in the the Times of PapuaNan Guina,maintaired that Yalu:

must be taken seriously by leadens and bureaucrats
alike as it [border developrrcntl directly affects the
lives and happiness of the border village people -
automatically citizens and voters of the nation, but for
whom we have done very little in the way of agro-
economic development.lg

Although the move was essentially intended to emphasise the

province's need for the unit, Yalu insists that, such was his

dissatisfaction with national governrnent development in his province,
he would have proceeded with the approach to the Indonesians.2O His
threat,like othei approaches to ttre Indonesians which are understood
to have been made by at least one previous premier and the Vanimo
[.ocal Government Council, have, however, never been taken seriously

by central government officials.2l

Despite a reluctance at times at the national level to foster
good relations with Irian faya, traditional affiliations across the
international border have been built on by the provincial government
in an attempt to improve contact, and more especially trade, between

]ayapura and the West Sepik. In particular, a memorandum of
understanding between the West Sepik Commerce Promotion Council
and the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of lrian |aya was signed
in May 1988, whereby both parties agreed to:

Yalu's threat may have been unnecessary' An Aushalian Defmce Force

reconnaissane team, of whidr the author was a meutber, had reommended
earlier in the year that a unit be established at vanimo. llth chief Engineer works
was subsequently established (in Ianuary 1991).
'The herriir is iorrect', Titttts of Papu Nao Gnr'nal, 9 Novecrber 1988, p.10.
Interview with Egbert Yalq hemier, Sandarm Provincid Governm€nt, Vanimo, 14

Mav 191.
See''Commmtary Times', Tittus ol Papu Ncu Gubta, g Noveurber 1966, P.8; and
'Road Threats', Tinusof PrpwNao Gsitlra,2E November 1987, p.4.

79
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the exchange of inforrnation, cooperatiory and
undertaking of various programs of mutual inErest in
the areas of tradg conunetre, tourism, industry,
development and business education and training that
will be beneficial to tlre people of Papua New Guinea
and Indonesia in general, and of the provinces of West
Sepik and Irian |aya in particular.22

It was not surprising, thereforc, that Yalu reacted strongly
when, later that year, no representatives from the West Sepik were
included in the PNG delegation to Diakarta to diruss border
problems. The omission was higilighted by the Indonesians' inclusion
of the governor of lrian |aya in the talks. Yalu maintained that the
national government could not speak on the province's behalf when its
representatives were not aware of the relationship between Vanimo
and fayapura. He insisted that:

the Indonesians have understood and have taken a
positive approach to the border issug while our
government has seen fit to ignore its border
provinces.a

Yalu's comments would appear to ignore the attempts by the
national governrnent to develop the border area using the Border
Developrrcnt Program (BDP). However the lack of success of that
program, its pmr cpordination with other programs in the province,
and inadequate consultation with the provincial government have
merely reinforced perceptions within the province that it is being
ignored on border issues.

Border Security

The activities of the OPM are the mairr destabilising influence
and secrrrity conc€rn in the province. OPM activity is centred on the
Imonda subdistrict but also extends to Amanab Green River, Bewani
and Wutung and has posed a constant if at times low, threat to

tl Mecrorandum of Understanding Betn'eecr the West Sepik C-ommerce homotion
C.ouncil and tlre Ch:mber of Commerce and Industry of lrian faya, signed at
fayapura on 29 May 1988.

z5'GraveMistake',Tina of Pepua Nanu Guina, 15 Novesrber 1988, p.4.
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government administration and village lift. To add to the uncertainty
in the border area, OPM overt activity is sporadic, somewhat
uncoordinated and appears to be based on short-erm aims.
Furthermore, Indonesian incursioru over the border and their military
operations to combat the OPM are perceived by villagers as being a
threat to their security.

Tlrc OPMProblem

Since the OPM constitute the prime source of insecurity and
disruption to life in border areas, it is useful to examine briefly the
organisation's strength, structure, operations and extent of influence as
it impacts on the province.

The OPM organisation consists of two elements: a political
wing (the'Government of West Papua') and a military wing known as

the Liberation Army or Tepetul. The PNG-Indonesian border is
divided into some eight lhtrunilo Daerah Pasulun (KODAP) or troop
command arcas. The strength of each KODAP ranges from only a few
active nrembers to around 100. The total'militaqy'strength is probably
not mor€ than around 200 active personnel. The rank structure and
titles are impressive but overstate the forces under command. A 1991

document issued by OPM headquarters describes David F. Frits febleb
as 'Top Lida OPM' commanding 'Tepenal Force' with the rank of
brigadier general.

The quality of OPM leaders varies grcatly but is usually not of
a high standard. It appears that a leader will comrnand for a few years
and either become too sick from a life in the bush to cpntinue, become
disenchanted with the lack of OPM success or simply tire of the effort
involved in being an OPM leader. Reports describe Hans Bornai, one
leader operating across the border in the West Sepik atrea, as a poor
OPM leader but an effective, if overly aggressive, guerilla fighter.

There is a lack of cmrdination between OPM groupo and
repeated aftempts to achieve coordinated actions directed towards
long-term aims have failed. A meeting to diruss unity and croordinate
activities along the border was held in the Skotiaho area in the
February and March perid of 1991. It is doubtful whether the
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meeting achieved its aims of cmrdinatio& as the gathering was
disrupted by the PNG security force.

The OPM are poorly armed with old civilian weapons and a
few captured Indonesian military weapons. There are reports of
attempts to purchase weapons, primarily shotguns, in PNG. It is
understood that, such is the paucity of weapons in the OPM, one of the
intentions of the Skotiaho meeting was to collect all weapons and then
redistribute them on an equitable basis among all factions.2a

The OPM groups are able to exert an inlluence on the West
Sepik side of the border out of all proportion to their strengttr, mainly
because of the lack of government and security force presence and
influence. Missions along the border, especially those located at
centres without a police presence, are obliged to give at least tacit
support to the OPM cause and activities if they wish to continue their
ministries. There are also indications that politicians, particularly
provincial politicians, whose electorates include border areas are
subiected, usually unwillingly, to OPM influence. Furthermore, the
OPM are also able to reinforce their influence because they are able to
move around the border areas with relative impunity.

The OPM practice of taking hostages generates uncertainty in
the minds of both workers and residents in the border area. In the
past, those hostages taken in PNG have usually been foreigners and
government workers, and therefore the threat to villagers would
appear to be low. None the less, villagers do have conc€rns that they
could be hostage targets of the OPM and these concerns are shared
and reinforced by the PNG government agencies.

Besides the risk of becoming OPM hostages, governrnent
employees and villagers face the hazard of being caught up in OPM
factional disputes. In late 1986, members of an OPM faction raided
Skotiaho village, damaged property of the community school and
broke into teachers' houses, causing the rhool to be closed
temporarily. The raid was undertaken because the faction believed

24 PNG authorities knew of the planned meeting and a combined police and PNGDF
operation captured 13 lrianese and around 2fl) rounds of mixed ammunition.
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that the village was responsible for the disappearance of their leader,
Charles Dog".5

The lack of security for governrnent staff working in border
localities, notably in the Imonda subdistrict and its villages dose to
the border, creates particular problems. Ttrere are difficulties in
encouraging government employees to move b and rcmain at the
Amanab district headquarters and some subdistrict headquarters,
prirnarily because of the threat posed by the OPM. Although the
danger may be less than is imagined, two well-reported incidents
involving govemment ernployees do support local cpncerns.

On 29 fune 1984, Damien Makel, the community school
headmaster at lafar, was kidnapped by two armed OPM members.
Makel was released six days later.26

In a more rec€nt incident in November 1990, the district
manager at Amanab, together with two foreign missionaries and three
foreign construction workers, was taken hostage by a group (allegedly

100 strong) of armed OPM members. Following the incident it was
reported that the station was almost deserted as:

Families have fled into the bush in fear of their lives,
wives of government workers and the Delta road
construction firm employees have been flown out of
the station.2T

Approximately 40 PNGDF personnel, together with four
government personnel, were flown into Amanab the following day.
However, the first contact with the OPM was not made until three
days later, when two OPM members visited Vanimo to report to

Doga's facton had been responsible for capturing and handing over to PNG
authorities the leader of a rival OPM faction, Fisor Yarisetouw. More Refirgees
Flee into West Sepik',Tina of PapuNao Guitu,9 fanuary 1987'p2.
Iafar No.2 is located 12 kilometres north-west frour Amanab. Makel was released
frour an OPM camp in Irian Jaya, north-west from Kamberatoro, oppcite Wahal.
See 3pm Deadline', PaW Nat Guila Post-Couriet,3luly 1984, p.l;'Free at last',
Pt4u Nao Guinea Pat-C-ottrb, 4 July l9E4 P.1; and Teacher rvas over Border',
Peiu Nao Guinca Pat{-ovricr, 5 luly 19&4, p.1.
The incident occurrd on the night of funday 18 November 190. 'OPM
Kidnapping - No Contact', Tittus ol Pcptu Ncw Guina,X|lSttember 1990, p3.
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Premier Yalu (indirectly) that the hostages were safe and to request
medical supplies and mosquito nets for the host"Bs.4

The incident, according to the Deputy Prinre Minister, Ted
Diro, 'highlighted the need for better and improved crcmmunications
and services' along the border.D Such staterrents of concern and
assurances that public servants in the border area would be protected,
given at various times by the government, have carried liftle weight
with those working along the border.30 The ease with which the
kidnapping and message passing were undertaken have reinforced the
well-founded perception that the OPM is able to move relatively freely
within PNG border territory.

Those living in the border area have rcpeatedly expressed
their concerns about the danger from incursions by armed Indonesian
military personnel. It has not been uncorunon over the years for
Indonesians, in pursuit of OPM nrembers, to cross the border and
intimidate Papua New Guineans. In a recent incident in February
1991, Indonesians, seeking information on the OPM, threatened a
teacher at Kambriap, north-west of Green River and three kilometres
from the border.3l Furthermore, border residenb fear that the
Indonesians could mistake them for OPM sympathisers or that they
might be caught up in Indonesians actions against the OPM.32

ln 7982, during a period of high OPM activity and repeated
border incursions by the Indonesians, Premier Amod expressed his
conc€m about the safety of workers in the border area. Sir Michael
Sornare, then leader of the opposition in the national parliament, had
accused Amod of meddling in national matters, to which Amod
responded:

I am sure if Mr Somare's village was in Imonda where
armed Indonesians cross over at leisure he would

The hostages were subsequmtly released, unharme4 12 dap after they were
taken. 'Six Hctages Safe', Tines of Papue Neut Guirce,29 November 190, p.3.
'OPM Kidnapping l-eaders ldmtified', Paput Ncut Guitua Post-C-ouria, 22
Novenrber 190,p.2.
As an example of other assurances grvm see 'Free at last', Pepua Nap Guina Post-
C-auria, 4 luly lS4, p.l.
'Sandaun Presrier Wants Helicopter', Tines of PaputNal GuineqTMarch 1991, p.5.
Villagers Fear Eghting', Tines of Papue l,lcut Guinee, 17 Mardr 19E7, p.5.
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worry about the safety of his relatives and ask the
National Government what the hell is going on.3

All premiers of the province have cnmplained to the national
govemment about Indonesian and OPM activity on the PNG side of
the border and the lack of security for residents and workers. Shortly
afer being elected in 1988, Yalu went further and pressed the national
government to make its position quite clean either PNG wished to
improve relations with Indonesia or it intended to grve its suPport to
the OPM. Yalu maintained that:

Unless our stand is clear,Indonesian soldiers will still
cross into our territories for unknown reasons but will
appear to be always in pursuit of OPM rebels.g

Although the threat to individual safety from lndonesian
militaqy units crossing the border rnay be overestimated by villagers
and government workers alike, the prcsence of armed foreign soldiers
operating apparently freely in PNG territory and overflights of foreign
military aircraft must be disruptive and of conc€rn to those living in
the border environs.

The situation at Amanab in mid-191 typifies the difficulty in
maintaining goverrunent sendces on outstations in the face of an OPM
presence and insufficient facilities. Government employees, such as

teachers, were reluctant to move to the station because of the lack of
goverrunent support and services and concerns about security
(especially following the OPM kidnapping the previous November).
The police had reservations about the locality because governrnent
services were of a lower standard than elsewhere. There was no
district manager (the senior public servant at district headquarters
level). The last incumbent had been one of the November hostages
and was understandably reluctant to t€turn to the border area. There
was no rnagistrate because there was no house or alternative
accommodation available, but there was little point in having a
magistrate at Amanab because there were no police to bring offenders
to court.

'Border Safety a Wotry', Tittts of Pepw Nao Guince,23lwrel%2,p.27.
'Uncertainty hads to Inorrsions Says Yalu', firrr.s of Peye Nart Guina, 9
Noveurber 19E6, p.5.

33
A
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M aint aining B oder Security

The rnainbnance of security in the border area of the province
is shared between tlre police and the PNGDF. The police carry out
traditional law and order functions, including border matters
associated with traditional border-crossers and refugees from lrian
faya, and participate in PNGDF border patrols. The PNGDF patrol the
border area to counter and respond to OPM activity. The history of
security force operations along the border highlights rnany of the
security and administrative conoerns arising from a lack of
infrastructure in the area.

The police strength in the province in late 1991 was 76
personnel. This was well under the authorised establishment of 105.

The provincial police commander has calculated that he rcquires 130

police to bring all stations to full strength. Faced with a significant
shortfall in police numbens, the commander has attempted to nraintain
border stations at full strength, although this has often rneant that
some other stations in the province ar€ not staffed at all. However,
despite this attempt to deal with the most pressing problem, border
stations arc often under strength and sometimes not manned at all.

On top of the additional workload generated by deficiencies in
personnel numbers, police at the more remote stations have the added
problem of a lack of contact with their superiors, a situation brought
about mainly from a combination of the difficulty in visiting some
localities, the high cost of travel and insufficient travel funding.
Regular contact of superiors with their subordinates at remote stations
is necessary, if not essential, to provide support and guidance to the
junior ranks, exercise effective command and rnaintain an influential
lnlice coverage in the province. This is important in the case of those
subdistrict stations where the highest ranking policeman is a senior
constable.

The lack of visits by police commanderc to outlying stations
means that police located at the more rerrote stations, including most
along the border, are left very much to their own devices. Mor@ver,
the difficulty in providing timely assistance in response to situations
beyond the capacity of the local police discourages them from
beccming actively involved in policing activities, including those
designed to curb OPM activity.
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A PNGDF presenc€ is maintained in the povince by rotating
companie of the Wewak-based 2RPIR through ttre company base at
Vanimo on thrernonth deployments. From Vanimo, platoon-sized
groups are inserbd into the border area to conduct patrols.
Transportation ard conununications complications and the
and duration of individual patrols reduce the operational effectiveness
of the PNGDF and the exbnt to which governnrent influence can be
developed along the border.

In the years before and shortly after independence, patrols
were inserted into border airstrips using Australian C-aribou aircraft
capable of carrying platoon-sized gFoups (around 32 personnel). Of
the airstripe along the border that were important for border
insertions, only Wasengla and the missionowned trGmberatoro and
Turnolbil airstrips were unsuitable for C-aribou operations because of
their short lengths.$ The Australian decision to provide Dakota
aircraft for the PNGDF insEad of Caribou severely reduced the
number of airstrips into which patrols crculd be inserbd in a single
aircraft lift.35 The only aintrips in the province suitable for the Dakota
were Telefomiry Tadii and Vanimo. Consequently, there was not one
airstrip along the entire border in tlre province that could be used by
the main PNGDF transport aircraft to deploy pahols from Vanimo.

In 1974 Green River airstrip was lengthened and the
pavement upgraded by the PNGDF Engineers, a{gwing Dakota acoess

io at least one airstrip in the border patrol area{ Not only is Green
River 20 kilometres from the border, it is located some 35 kilometres
from the district headquarters at Amanab and is remob from
IGmberatoro and Imonda, which were mairr areas of OPM activity in
the province. PNGDF acress to all but one of the border airstrips was
then limited to the use of Nomad aircraft whictr, although they had
short takeoff and landing characteristics, could only carry 12
personnel and were intended primarily for maritime reconnaissance.

The airstdpe were between Z) and E0 metres too short.
It is undersbod that the decidon was basd on the percdved diftrculdes of
maintaining the Caribou in PNG. The six Dakotas that were rupplied (the last not
handed over tlrtil August 1982) were not equip'ped with the mct teclmologically
advanced equiFrmt that was noruully fitted to the aircraft.
Dakotas could land at Amanab but only with Ught lmds, ln ideal weather
conditions and with very experienced crew

35x
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Table 5.1

Distance of Airstripe
From the Border
(in kilometres)

With no roads along the border, access other than by foot is
limited to the use of airstrips. However, PNGDF aircraft have been ill-
matched to the available airstrips. These constraints have had an
adverse affect on PNGDF border operations in a number of ways. The
overall result has been a degradation of the effectiveness of the
operations and a constraint on the extrent of inlluence developed along
the border.

In the late 1970s, patrolling in the border area was conducted
on a regular basis. Patrols were usually inserted at Green River,
Amanab,Imonda, Bewani and,less frequently, at Yapsei. The selection
of the insertion and extraction airfield was dependent not only on
operational considerations but also on the availability of Nomad
aircraft, because of the limitations of the Dakota.

With border patrols tied to airstrips as their operational
insertion points, the PNGDF has found it difficult to disguise patrol
activity. A patrol's deployment into an airstrip is obvious and details
of is presence and possible intentions could be passed quickly
throughout the border community, thus forewarning the OPM, even if
unintentionally, of a PNGDF prerience.

G5 610 l1-15 7620 2r-25

Tunolbil

Wutung
(dcedlate
170s)

Wasengla
fliqrsed
December
1%2'

Kamberatoro
0ic€rsed
May 1984)

Yapcei

Bewani

Imonda

Green River

Amanab

Munbil
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Additionally, Poor access to the border arca, dependence on

air rnovement and limited availability of suitable aircraft has inhibited
the PNGDF in its r€sPonse to border incidents, the provision of
support to patrols and its ability to reinforce patrols should the need

arise.

Once deployed to the border, a patrol is essentially on its own.
Portable high frequency radios are used to rnaintain an unreliable
radio conta& wittr the company base at Vanirrn. Any sick, iniured or
wounded members of the patrol can receive first aid treatment from
orderlies travelling with the pahol or aid posts located in a number of

villages in theborder area. However, if they require furthel Eeatnent,
the patienS must walk or be carried to the nearest aintrig or health
centre (at district and subdistrict headquarters), which could be up to
25 kilometres from the patrol area. Casualties are usually then
evacuated and, in the Amanab District, this is sometirnes done by a
PNGDF airtraft, but nmre often by chartered civilian aircraft. From

Bewani, casualtie can be evacuated by road to Vanimo, once a vehide
is obtained.

Tenuous radio communications and an elementary casualty
evacuation system do not encourage active patrolling along the border.

A 1983 newspaPer artide described the PNGDF border patrols thus:

PNG Defence Force patrols iump off the track and
hide when they sPot their Indonesian counter-
parts at the Irian jayan border.

Standing waist deep in swamp and relying on air
drops for supplies, the last thing the patrols want is
confrontation.$

Despite the above comments, confrontation between PNG and
Indonesian patrols would achieve little. From PNG's point of view it
would be iufficient to detect Indonesian incursions and for the

Indonesians to know that they had been detected or at least stood a

strong chance of being detected. However, conditions should not exist
such 

- that PNGDF patrols ane reluctant to contact the OPM.
Unfortunately, the difficulties created by unfriendly terain, lack of
infrastructune, poor levels of support to deployed patrols and the

38 'Flide and Seek at Border', ParrloNcw GuhraPostlntder'2i AFn79&l.,p2-
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inability to provide timely reinforcernents to a pahol in need of such
assistance, do discourage active patrolling against the OPM.39
Indifferent PNGDF patrolling reduces the quantity and quality of
information collected, allows itre Opt"t greater freedom of rnovernent
and thus greater influence, reduces governnrcnt contact and pushes
the Indonesian miliAry into actions to deal with the OPM on both
sides of the border. The result is a decline in security along the border.

Before and immediately post independence, patrolling along
the border was conducted on almost a continuous basis. As one patrol
completd its two to three week long operation another was deployed.
The patrols either operated from supply bases they had established or,
preferably, received airdropped supplies. Supplies were augmented
with purchases of local food from villagers and, where available, the
shooting of game.

The deployment and resupply of patrols by air has been
difficult and costly, both in PNGDF aircraft operating tine and civil
aircraft charter hire. By the early 1980s the PNGDF was experiencing
difficulty in meeting the high cost of the airdependent border
operations and budget restrictions on PNGDF fl)mg time were
limiting the ability of the PNGDF to deploy and resupply patrols.4o At
that time there were unconfirmed reports of patrols being close to
mutiny because aerial resupply to deployed patrols could not be
undertaken. Pahols running low on supplies also ran the risk of
alienating villagers if they drew too heavily on local resources. By
mid-1983 pahols, already reduced to six a year along the northern
border, werc reduced even further to two a year because budget cuts
have cut available aircraft hours, which has severely restricted logistic
supply capacity'.4l Financial constraints on the operation oi the
PNGDF Air Transport Squadron (ATS) continued to affect its
operations and the deployment and operation of border patrols. In
April 1988 all operations of the ATS ceased because Lae airfield (the
location of the ATS base) was closed and all civil and military aircraft
operations were transferred to Nadzab,45 kilometres from [.ae. The
PNGDF claimed that it had insufficient funds to support flyrng

39

,10

47

The author is aware of occasions where PNGDF border patrols have sought to
avoid the peitdlity of contact with the OPM.
The operating ccts of the Air Transport Squadron are induded as a separate iterr
in the national budget (as are the haining land and sea elem€nts of the PNGDD.
'Dept "Hiding" Defene lulf;o' , Pque Nao Guina PostConricr, 20 June 1 983, p.3.
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operations from Nadzab and consequently support to border
operations ceased for several months.

As well as encountering difficulties as a consequence of
insufficient aircraft operating funds, the PNGDF has often claimed that
it lacks sufficient funds to meet aircraft rnainEnance rcquirements.
The daim made is that a shorage of maintenance furds in recent years

has significantly reduced the number of airworthy aircraft available for
operational support. Additionally, a heavy dernand for aircraft to
support operations on Bougainville over the last four years has

contriUutea to rising maintenance requirements. By late 1990, the
PNGDF had reached the point whet€, according to a senior officer:

The Force has four DC-3s which are unserviceable and
which it can't find a market for, two Aravas (one

stripped to service the other sitting on tlre ground),
and the Nomads, one flying between Buka and
Rabaul, another broken down on Nissan Island, and
the third grounded at lgham, Lae.42

In order to meet operational rcquircments for aircraft, civilian
charters are used. Over 1989 and 1990, such charters had cost the

PNGDF over K2 million. An additional K0.3 million had been spent in
the same perid on sea transport charters.6 However, air charErs
have not been without their own problems. When the PNGDF
deployed uoops to Amanab in response to the kidnapping !n
November 1990, it did so using chartered aircraft. The first aircraft,
after landing at Vanimq was recalled by ib owners to carry out pre-
planned civilian tasks. Time was then lost as a second charter was
iranged to complete the deployment to Arnanab.4

The high aost of aircraft operation, lack of funds, shortage of
aircraft and the diffiarlty of resuppllng deployed patrols has meant

that the PNGDF has now reduced the duration of ptrols to between

'Arury Air Squa&or is Unfit for Acdon', Pepu New Guina Por,t{-onti.r' 27

December 190, p.1.
'Air Transport S{uadron is Useless', Tinus ol PapwNao Guina,77 Deceurber 190,
p.4; and'Defmce Atief Confinns Air Squadron Crisis', PePu Nm Guiaa Put-
-hnier, 

24 Dec€mber 799O, p.3.
'Army Air Sqna&on is Unfit for Action', PePu Natt Guitu Post{nurb, 21

Decerrber l99O,p.l.

42

43
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10 and 12 days. Stores, mainly rations, are caried in the initial
deployment of the patol and resupply is therefore not nec€ssary.

The necessity to rely on fixed-wing air transport for the
deployment, resupply and extraction of border patrols has meant that
funding for ATS operations and aircraft charters, together with aircraft
availability, has dictated patrol frequency and duration. Reduced
patrolling has meant reduced information on OPM activity, reduced
goverrunent presence in the border area and an increased possibility of
Indonesian incursions. Poor access to the border area has therefore
resulted in a poor government presence and, more particularly, poor
security for workers and villagers in the area.

In order to overcome the short airfield capabilities of the
Dakotas, the PNGDF purchased three Arava 201 aircraft in 1984 and
1985. According to the prime minister, Michael Somare, the Arava:

can land on a short airstrip such as those in the border
provinces and ... can carry a significant number of
troops and equipment.4s

The Arava could carry twice as much as the Nomad and had a
passenger capacity of 20 compared with the Nomad's 12. All airstrips
along the border were of sufficient length for Arava operations but
runway surface conditions were such that the number of operations
and aircraft weight were restricted. The Aravas provided much-
needed air access into the border area but they were not a popular
aircraft because of their slow speed, short endurance and poor
maintenance record.

The PNGDF has begun replacing both the Dakotas and the
Aravas with Airtech C-asa ChI-235M aircraft, the first of which was
delivered in early 1992. Although the Casa has a heavier payload
(three times that of the Dakota), it will only be able to operate into
Vanimo and Green River.

In late 1989, Australia supplied four Bell UH-1H Iroquois heli-
copters to the PNGDI primarily for logistic support on Bougainville.

45 'NewPlanesMarkChangeof C-ourse', Titrusof PapaNeutGuinca,l5Augustlg84,
p3.
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Figure 5.1

PNGDF Iroquois Helicopter
at the Vanimo Company Base
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Figure 52

PNGDF Arava Aircraft
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Figure 53

PNGDf Nomad Aircraft
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However since late 1990 the helicopters have been used to support
border operations where, according to senior PNGDF officers, they
have been effective in improving the defence force's ability to deal
with theOPM.45

Using the helicopters, routine border patrols can now be
inserted directly into the patrol area. Although landing sites are not
numerous, they ale of sufficient number to avoid most villages and
areas of habitation, thus disguising the actual insertion point and, at
times, the fact that a pahol has been deployed. During the
deployment patrols now routinely avoid contact with the local
population.

The helicopters have improved the ability of the PNGDF to
conduct patrols with some secrecy, respond to OPM activity, reinforce
deployed patrols and carry out medical evacuations. Funding of the
operations, especially the use of the aircraft, remains a problem.
Additionally, the use of the helicopters has not improved the degree to
which govemment influence is projected into border localities. Indeed
the PNGDF tactic of avoiding the local population during patrols,
whilst providing some rneasure of security for the patrols, provides
even less contact and inlluence with the border population: PNGDF
patrol influence and presence can now only be described as fleeting
and ineffective.

The limited infrastructure along the border has limited the
ability of the PNGDF and police to deal with the OPM and establish
government influence in the area. The lack of activity on the part of
PNG against the OPM has, over the years, contributed towards
Indonesian military incursions into PNG. Police and PNGDF
deployments to the locations of Indonesian incursions and OPM
activity have often been limited and tardy because of the difficult
terrain and the lack of access to the border area. Premier Yalu has
summed up the situation:

The transportation and communication problems
greatly restrict the operations of the disciplined forces
and therefore much of the OPM activity is unchecked.
Our responsibility is to ensure that there is efficient

M Augtralia also p,rovided $3 million to pay for ontract civlian pilots, maintenance
and the haining of ground crew over a two-year period.
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infrastructure developnnnt in order to imprcve the
intensity of the disciplined forces oPerations.

The OPM operations on the Indonesian side of the
border are totally controlled because they [the
Indonesiansl have prioritised and allowed
infrastructure development in their border arcas. This
has helped them increase the intmsity of the
operations of their security personnel along the
border. The implication is clear, if we can achieve the
same status of infrastructurc development on our side
of the border, our disciplined forces can control the
activities along the border. This rnay reduce threats
and fear which inhibit positive attitudes along the
border.47

Internal Secuity

Conventional crime and lawlessness are little of a problem
throughout most of the province. The areas which are exceptions are
Lumi, Nuku and Aitape districts.

It is a common practice in rnany parts of PNG for miscreants to
hold up vehicles and steal property and cargo, although the practice is
more cornmon on the more heavily used roads in the country. The

Coastal Highway east of AitaPe and the Sepik Highway have not been
immune to such acts of lawlessness, as a newsPaPer rePort shows:

Businessmen and the public in Aitape who travel to
and from Wewak .ue warned to look out for
'terrorists'...

... two Aitape vehicles, a PMV lPublic Motor Vehicle]
and an ambulance, have been stopped and money
demanded from the drivers and passengers.

47 Irtter from Egbed Yalu, Preurier of San&un Province, to the author, 74May 1997,
Sandaun Provincial C'overnmmt refermce PPU 29-1.
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The reports said that the terrorists wanted money as
payment for use of the road.€

The existenca of the two highways has helped give the eastern
districts the highest incidence of crime in the province:

Cunently, inter-provincial roads between East and
West Sepik provinces face a lot of Law and order
problems. There are numerous instances of armed
hold-ups and robberies.49

The crime problems arising from the construction of roads is
one of the less welcome results of infrastrucfure development. The
construction of a new road or the upgrading of an existing road to
provide all-weather access logically brings with the development an
increased traffic flow through the serviced area. with the increase in
traffic there is a conunensurate rise in the number of accidents
involving not only other vehicles and their passengers, but also
pedestrians, livestock and domestic animals. There is also an
increased risk of accident because of an increase in population along
the rgad as villages rnove closer to take advantage of the amenity.S
Accidents, especially those involving iniury or loss of life to people and
livestock, usually drag those involved into demands for compensation
and the inevitable disputes.

A reasonable road network in the Lumi and Nuku areas has
contributed to weakened traditional social structures in the serviced
villages. The roads allow much greater rnovernent and young people
in particular have been able to take advantage of the improved
mobility to seek employment. The wages earned, while often
supplementing the village economy, have also provided the wage.
earners with a non-traditional source of power and prestige.
Traditional leaders have experienced difficutties in maintaining
authority and traditional social structures when sources of wealth for
some village nrembers lie outside the village. A breakdown in
traditional authority and 'law enforcemenf and the lack of a sufficient

'[.ook out for Terrorists, Travellers wamed', Tittus of paptuNcto Guinee,lg o*obq
19E8, p.4.

ldT froT Eqbert Y!lu, henrier of Sandaun province, to the author, l4May 1991,
San&un Provhcial C,overnmmt reference PPU 29-1.
This comment is based on the author's experiences with road construction in pNG.

I
49

50
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police presencE arui capability to replace that traditional authority has

resulted in increased liawlessness.

The increases and changes in nature of crirne following the
development of road networks arc aPParent and expected. However,
it is considered important to highlight them because of their impact on

local security and the lack of consideration given to security rnatters

when infras-tructure Programs have been developed, not only in the
province but in the country as a whole. Indeed, infrastructure
ievelopments have rarely been accompanid by expansions in police

capabilities to deal witn tne associated increase in police work
resulting from the develoPments.

A Final Comment

An inadequate level of transport infrastructurc developnrent
in the West Sepik severely limits the ability of government agencies to

provide services to centres throughout the provincg. In addition,
ilong the border, the security situation is such that government

servi-ces and presence are further degraded. Furthermore, security
problems are exacerbated by the lack of infrastructure, which hampers

ihe security forces who have insufficient manlx)wer, financial and

suitable transport resources to overcome the infrastructure deficiencies

to meet the provincial security rcquircments.



CHAPTER 6

DEVELOPMENT AND SECURITY
PROGRAMS

Developrnent planning in PNG has swung from narrowly
based schemes that concentrated on the maximum economic gain but
neglected underdeveloped areas, to processes where aftempb at
extensive rural developnrent were funded from overseas borrowings.
Project planning tirne frames varied from annual budget allocations of
funds to more ambitious five-year planning cycles. Throughout this,
the different processes have thrown up a variety of programs that have
affected West Sepik Province. Two programs in particular have
shaped administration and development in the province: the Border
Developrnent Program (BDP) and the West Sepik Provincial
Development Program (WSPDP).

long-term planning of measures to meet the security
problems along the international border has been met almost
exclusivelyby the BDP. The PNGDFoperations against the OPM have
been conducted on an irregular basis with the level of activity
dependent more on the commander of the PNGDF at the time and the
availability of resources than on any overall operational strategy.

There appears to havebeen no planning in the past for internal
security measures to counter efsting levels of crinre, although this is
not surprising as the province does not have the high levels of crime
experienced in many other areas of the country. Nevertheless, there is
no indication that there has been any planning undertaken to meet the
probable increase in the crime rate as greater numbers of the provincial
population are able tro move more freely around the province using an
improved road network.

Two youth servicr programs being iniloduced, the National
Youth Senrice and the National Service Corps, could have an impact
on law and order in the province and the extension of governrnent
influence in rcmote areas. A third, the PNGDF Youth Service Plan has
the potential to influence the border area but is most unlikely to be
established in the province.
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This chapter will examine the impact of the BDP and the

WSPDP on the development, administration and security of the
province and also comment on the likely impact of recently
implemented or devised development and support programs. Other
programs with a potential to influence infrastmcture development will
also be discussed.

Nadonal Planning Processes

Regional planning in PNG began around 1965, when a

modified Malaysian sysbm of rural development was inboduced into
districts. However, the more rernote and underdeveloped areas such
as the West Sepik remained disadvantaged because nesources,
particularly funding, continued to be directed to the more developed
and advantaged areas.l Despite attempts at decentralisation, planning
continued to be dominated by the centralised colonial administsative
structurc and a 1965 report of the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Developrrcnt, which advocated the invesEnent of
resources in areas which would give the fastest and greatest return.2
Notwithstanding the centralised nature of development planning, the
compilation of the 7973-74 Interim Improvement Plan and the
development of a program of expenditure under a Rural Improvement
Program did signal an attempt to pay doser attention to regional
planning.

A series of documents produced imrrrediately before and after
independence set national developnrent aims and strategies, wNch in
turn led to more detailed development plans. The eight national aims
announced in December 1972 provided the basis for the formulation of
the national development strategy, which was tabled in parliament in
October 1976. That strategy concentrated on the relative lack of
development in rural areas and called for:

Robert Crittmden and David A.M.La,In/rlglahdFl$el Dcaclorytrt hognmrcs in
Papu I,lcu Guina: Extcttul Aid and Ptooirciel Planning,MonoSf"P! 28 0nstihrb of
Applied Social and Emnomic Research, Boroko, Port Moresby, 19E9), p.6.
The report was writtm at the request of the Australian governm€nt and published
as: Th-e lnternational Bank fq Reconstruc'don and Develo'pnqt, Tlu F-cotottric
DcoclopnLnt q ,fu far@ 4 Pery Nan Guina (The Iohra Hopkins Precs,
Baltimore 1!)65).
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an inoeased propofion of the nation's resources to be
directed to rural areas in order to reduce inequalities
and allow the maprity of the population who live in
rural arreas to participate mote fully in the
development of the nation.3

The next step in the governmenfs planning pr(ress was to
develop a program of specific proiects and intended financial
allocations using the existing system of annual budget allocations to
pjoiects and a new four-year planning base to give sorne continuity to
the planning proc€ss and proiect implementation. The l9Z8 National
Public Expenditure Plan (NPEP) was the first of those plans.

A chapter in the 1978 NPEP identified and discussed less
developed areas and the intended process for providing assistance to
the disadvantaged provincm. This concept supported the 1926
national development strategy and its first two obptives, which were
directed towards improving rural welfare and helping the less
developed areas of the crcuntry. Of all the counby's provinces, Enga
was considered to have the lowest smallholder incomes and the ftweit
governlnent services. It.was followed by the southern Highlands and
West Sepik Provinces.a Special assistance progranu were then
planned to assist the disadvantaged provinces to achieve levels of
development similar to those of the more developed areas in the
country. The method derived to provide the special assistance was the
'integrated development program', five of which were begun over the
p".id 7977 to 1982 including the west sepik Provincial Development
Program.

The use of successive NPEPs as tools to plan and implement
development proiects continued until 1983, although the decline in
their,use began a number of years earlier. crittend-en and Lea point
out that, in the 1979 NPEP, 'funds were allocated more according to
"sectoral progr.lrnmes" than to the strategic obtrtives'.S The allocation
of funds to individual sectors of the government administration, such

3 c4ttmdel, and Lea, InEgmtat trutnt Dculon Ent programmes in pevua Ncut Guinca,
p.4.

* qu ry-""i"go -were rated in retation to four development criteria: health,
education, land transport and snrall-holder agrictrlhral inconre. Nationai
llT.*g Affte, llltittnat public Erpct ttiturc pl,i lg78-tgg7 (Wards Srrip port
Moresbn 79781,p.85.
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as agriculture, health, transport and education, essentially directed

condol back to national government departsnents at the expense of
national aims to develop the disadvantaged areas. Despite this, the

development of the sectoral programs did provide the west sepik with
additional program support in the form of the BDP.

The 1983 Medium-Term Development Strat'egy (MTDS) and

the Medium-Term Development Program (MTDP) were developed on
sectoral lines with a five'year time frame. This change:

simply served to reemphasise the centralist nature of
natibnal planning and budget control. The provincial
goverrurlents became even more peripheral to the
process...5

The 1988 budget put the seal on the changes to the planning
and budgetary proc€ss rvith the establishment of the Public Inveshnent

rrogram GIP), a rolling five.year development plan,which- contained

an ilndicative medium-tbrm expenditure Program and definitive short-

term program and proiect proposals developed on a sectoral basis.

The emphasis was, and continues to tre, placed on output and

economic growth.

At first glance it would aPPear that the PIP was a return to the

pre.independenie approach of developing thgse areas-showing the

greatest potential for-a return. However, in the case of the PIP, the

6conomii growth is planned to take place in the rural areas and an

inclease in rural employment opporhrnities is one of the criteria
against which a proposed proiect is assessed. Furthermore, particular
sectoral progfams, such as the BDP and the Telefomin Development
Agreement (tOA), have been continued or developed yndel the PIP

ap=proach. The PIP, unlike the NPEP process, is funded from increased

int-emal r€venue rather than increased borrowing and shows a change:

from nesource allocation through short-term
budgetary control of recurrent expenditures, to the

medium-term planning of output oriented activities./

5

6
7

crittenden and Lea, lnbgrutcit ktml Dcoclopnat Programmcs in Pepu Nant Guhua'

P.l1.
ibid., p.13.
ibid., p.14.
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A possible result of this approach b programming and
budgeting is that recurring operating expenditure will have priority
and expenditure will be rcduced in sectors such as infrastructure
development and security, where it is difficult to show a definitive
output.

The Border Development Program

The Indonesian annexation of East Timor in 1975 and the
review of a border agreement between the two countries focussed the
attention of the PNG governrnent on the border, and especially the
lack of development and government influence in the PNG border
provinces. 1n1979, PNG and Indonesia ratified an agrreement on the
administration of the border in which both countries:

Determined to further foster cooperation, goodwill
and understanding between the two counbies and to
cooperate in the administration and development of
the Border Area for the mutual benefit of their
peoples.E

The signing of the agreement, the first to be negotiated by an
independent PNG goverrunent, followed the planned five.yearly
review of a similar 1974 agreement and was seen as marking a new
perid in the relationship between the two countries.

That border agreement has often been quoted as committing
both to a program of development along their respective sides of the
border. However, although Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
(DFAT) representatives often spoke of balanced development', the
agreement makes no such provisions. None the less, the examination
of the 1974 agreement, the signing of the 1979 version, discussions
with Indonesian counterparts and the establishrnent of a irint border
committee did direct political and bureaucratic attention towards the

The'Basic Agreeurent between the Governmmt of Papua New Guinea and the
C-overnment of the Republic of Indonesia on Border Arrangements'was sigped at
Diakarta on 17 December 1!179 and canre into force on 6 Rbruary 1S0. For details
see Edward P. Wolfers (ed-), Beyond tlu Boriln: Irulorcsia anil Papu Nat Guitu,
fuuth f!4 Asb onl tlu 9outh Pacilir (University of Papua New Guinea, Waigani,
Port Moresby, 1988), p.152.
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border area. The heightened inbrest in the border by the PNG
government and its departments highlighted the area arxt its relatively
undeveloped state.

A proposal to establish a program directed towards
development of the border area originated in 1975. This was followed
by a PNG interdepartnental border committee propooal that a border
development program be induded in the 192 NPEP. However, it was
not until August 7979 that a specific provision of funds for border
development was made.9 Details of a border development Program
first appeared in the 198G1983 NPEP.lo

The program was administered pintly by a number of national
deparEnents until 1980, when a government decision transferred the
responsibility for border administration from the Deparbnent of
Provincial Affairs to the Departrnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade
(DFAT), at the same time adding the responsibility for border
communications and development. The Program was then
administered by a division of DFAT as one the departrnent's sectoral

Programs.

Under DFAT, the BDP was intended to:

stimulate developnrent along the border region of the
Western and West Sepik ProvincEs, to improve the
standard of administration in that region and to
coordinate a number of separate developrnenal
projects submitted by the two provincial
governments.ll

The program was to be directed towards security, health and
quarantine matterc and would firstly establish the minimum
infrastructure necEssary for the development of the local economy and
government presence. This would in turn be followed by'extensive
assistance' to promote health programs and an agriculturally based
economy at village level. A further program aim was to:

Se 'Border Developnmt', Tirrus of Pepu Nan Guinu, 18 June 19E1, an artide
prepared by DFAT.
National Pianning ofifrcr., Tlu Netlnral Public Errynatu'r- Pbn 79807983 (Waigaru,

Port Moresbn 1979).
ibid., p.111.

9

10

11
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ensurre that development on both sides of the border
proceeds in a balanced way in order to minimise the
risk of mapr inlluxes of refugees and dissident
activitY'12
In the first year, K1.45 million \ilas allocated to the program, of

which about K7!),5,000 was intended for proicts in West Sepik
Province, K6,140m for Western Province and K40,00 for DFAT
administration. Expenditure for the following three years was
planned to be in the order of Kl million but would depend on the
progress, and presumably the success, of the program in 198O its first
year of operation. The decision whether or not to proceed with the
program would be made after discussions with the two border
provinces and the national deparfrnents involved in the proirb
whictu according to the 198G1983 NPEP, would include Primary
lndustry, Police, Health, Post and Telegraphs, and Works and Supply.
Despite the fact that the program would 'concrentrate on s€curity'l3
matters in the border area and despite the involvement of the PNGDF
in border security, the NIO, and probably also the DFAT, did not
appear to see the PNGDF as playing anything more than a minor role
in the development and conduct of the program:l4

It is expected that the Defence Force will also have
some input to the program during 198Q as part of
their Gvic Action Program will involve construction
of the Green River to Irnonda road in the West Sepik
Province.l5

For the West Sepil the early propct components focused on:

o infrastructur€ - roads, Sepik River transport, housing
and radio communications;

. administration - staff coordination and supplernentary
patrolling and living allowances;

12
13
14

15

ibi4
ibid
The detailed NPEP submissions on the program would have been prepared by
DFAT for National Planning Office approval and indusion in the NPEP. 

-

National Planning Offie, Ttu Nationel Public Experuliture Plair 1980-7983, p.ll7.
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. agncultural economy - expansion of srnall holder
rubberproduction in the Amanab district; and

o health - preventative measurcs associated with the
border quarantine zone.

The program components of most relevance to infrastructure
development and security were:

o the construction of the Vanimo to Bewani road with a
feeder road to Ossima;

o the construction of the Green River to Imonda road, to
be undertaken by the PNGDF;

the introduction of a Sepik River barge service to
service centres as far upstream as Dio Landing (and
hence Green River);

the provision of new policn housing at some cenbes
and specifically at Imonda; and

the provision of radio communications to selected
border stations.

The Border Development Dvision of DFAT had the prime
responsibility for establishing the aims, budgeting and outline of the
program and the coordination of participating national departments.
A border development officer located at Vanimo (there was also one at
Daru in Western Province) was responsible for preparing submissions
bas€d on the input from the provincial government and the divisions
of the Department of Sandaun and for authorising expenditure on the
individual proiects. A provincial-level committee comprised of the
administrative and provincial secretaries,lS the provincial planner, and
the border development officer. The implementation responsibilities
for individual proiects werle divided between local government
councils and development teams established at each of the border
stations, consisting of the district manager, the district rural
development officer and the district health extension officer.

Provincial involvernent in the shaping of the BDP has varied.
At times there were complaints from the West Sepik about a lack of

16 The workings of the provincial structure with two secretaries has bqr descriH
in Chapter 4.
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consultation, inadequate coordination with provincial programs and
political interferencn in the program. At other times the provincial
government preferred not to become involved, daiming that the
program was directed solely towards security issues and therefore
beyond the provincial government's scope of interest and influence.
Such fluctuations in provincial government attitudes and interest,
together with its suspension and changes to the provincial
administrative structure, contributed to changes in the program's
administration which discouraged provincial participation in program
formulation.

The present administrative arrangements for the program
provide for a ministerial committee, consisting of the national
provincial affairs minister and national politicians of the border
electorates, to consider the allocation of funds to proiects. However,
according to Stack (one of the committee members) the committee
does not sit. Rather, the annual program is based on submissions from
the provinces through the Department of Provincial Affairs. It would
appear that provinces identify those development proiects which fall
within the aims of the BDP and submit them rather than fund them
through their own programs. Whilst this rneans that some measure of
coordination is achieved with provincial programs, such an approach
to program development indicates that few long-term strategies are
being developed to meet border security problems.

Although expenditures in the program were comparatively
high in the early years, detailed plans and program structures were not
developed and, as Crittenden and Lea point out in their critique of the
program, the situation did not improve. In 1983 the project content of
the program changed away from infrastructure development to'very
srnall development proiects'l7. In 1985, internal border administration
rnatters were transferred from DFAT and the Departnent of the Prime
Minister to the Border Administration Branch of the Depa.rfrnent of
Provincial Affairs. However, the actual program remained with the
Depaflxnent of Finance and was not transferred until 1987.18

Key aims of the BDP were to provide greater access and
government prcsence along the border. Together with an improved

17 Crittmden and Lea, Inbgread f.a;nal Dcoetoptttctrt Prcgmmnes in Papu Neu Guince,
p.101.lE iuia., p.roz.
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local economy, it was considered that these rneiasures would improve
security in a troublesome area along an intemational border- The
program was, therefore, well placed to tackle a number of obstades to
administration and security identified in the previous chapter.
Unfortunately, because of a combination of complicated and
ineffective administratioru a lack of coordination and a conflict with
some political aims, the program was unable to realise its stated
objectives.

The fragmented responsibilities for both the planning and
implementation of the program wet€ an impediment to its success.

The West Sepik Integrated Development Study (WSIDS) pointed out in
its 1982 report that:

Coordination among FA and T, Frovincial Govern-
ment and the Department of West Sepik has been
poor. The Frovincial level working grouP does not
function.19

Far from coordinating agencies as originally intended, national
departrnents centralised the planning and budgeting in Port Moresby
and showed a rcluctance to integrate Program proiects with national
deparfinents and provincial development planning. To some er(tent it
is understandable that, during the mid-1980s, ttrere would be a
reluctance on the part of DFAT to involve the provincial government
and the Departrnent of Sandaun in the Pro,{tram planning and
implementation because of the administrative, management and
financial problems both provincial agencies were facing at the time.
Nonetheless, even from the corunencement of the Prcgram, DFAT
revealed a propensity to plan and manage individual proiects by itself.
Proiect funds were often directed shaight to local crcuncils and district
development teams, thus by-passing the provincial administration.
Furthermore, DFAT representatives often ananged and managed
construction proiects despite the lack of DFAT staff with suitable
experience and qualifications in construction crcntract administration
and supervision.

Despite the use on some propcts of the Department of Works
and Supply (DWS), the national governrnent's construction agency, it
appears that DFAT could have rnade better use of DWS expertise in

19 West Sepik Integrated Development Study, Wcst ScVikDacloVnatt,p.2ES.
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proiect construction management. The seventeenth report of the
national perrnanent parliamentary crcmmittee on public accounts noted
that contracts for the construction of 11 aid posts had been let to West
Sepik Development Corporation (Wesdeco), a business arm of the
Provincial Government 20 dtlrough tenders had not been invited
publicly. The committee also nobd that payments made to the
company appeared to exceed the value of actual cronstruction.2l

In hindsight, the number, scope and value of projects was
beyond the capabilities of local contractors and local DFAT and DWS
staff. It was a situation not helped by DFATs unwillingness to involve
other agencies in the planning and management of program
components.

In the early stages, the administration of the program was
further complicated by DFATs insistence that national security was at
stake and hence program details should not be made freely available.
Indeed, during the 1981 public accounts hearing, DFAT argued, and
the committee agreed, that the hearings dealing with the BDP should
be held in private because the departrrcnt considered that 'national
security would be endangered if certain information was published'.22
It is difficult to s€e how disclosures on the construction of lowdass
roads, housing and aid posts and the development of small+cale
agricultural proiects could be a threat to national security, especially
when details of the program and its component proirts had been
published in the press and freely available goverrunent publications.
However, the secretive attihrde of DFAT towards the program
continued for some tirne and it is tempting to suggest that it was
driven more by a desire to disguise the shortfalls occurring in the
program ratlrer than a wish to ensure that national security was not
compromised, if indeed it ever was under threat from disclosurcs
about the program.

Wesdeco was established in early 199 with a provincial gov€rnment grant of
K80,Cm. The coarpany very quickly ran into financial problems and wmt into
voluntary liquidation in November 1981 with debts of around Kl.7 rrillion.
Papua New Guinea National Parliammt Permanent Parliammtary C-ommittee on
Public Accounb, *ocrrtecnth Fqrt on Dryrtnwttal Ezperuliture for tlv Paiod Eruled
37 Decntb 1980 (Port Moresby, 1982), p.92. The hearing into DFAT expmdihrre
was held on 20 Ocrober 1981.
ibd.,p.91.
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A factor contributing to the difficulty in undertaking proiects

within the BDP was that program planning ard the allocation of funds
were carried out on a year-by-year basis (although that practice was
not restricted to the BDP or to the province). The effect of this was

most noticeable in the road constmction pnrgram, wlrere the annual
provision of funds was insufficient b allow work b proceed on a
continuous basis or at least during the driest npnths. Consequently,
those few contractors who were willing to undertake the work found it
to be a costly o<ercise, as they had either to leave expensive equiprrcnt
on site when the available funds were expended or to relocate their
operation to another proi€rt, if indeed further work was available.

Road propb in remote areas requiring the deployment of large and
costly machinery are best undertaken with the provision of sufficient
funding to allow the work to be carried out on a continuous basis until
proiect completiory not only because of the savings which can be

achieved but also because the rnapr benefib of the proiect are usually
not realised until the proiect has been completed. This point was not
missed by the WSIDS team which, when commenting on the border
development and provincial planning, considered the year-by-year
planning and funding a 'significant shortcoming' and further noted
that:

The partial allocation of funds on a year{y-year basis
fragments proiect implementation and often adds to
the total long-term cost.8
The problems associated with the partial allocation of funds to

individual projerts and the lack of proiect continuity rnay have been
overcome if funds and effort had been concentrated on one ProFt at a

time. Such an approach, while sound from an economic and
rrnnagement point of view, is rarely acceptable politically. The
preferred political solutiory both at a provincial and national level, is to
provide at least some development funds to as rnany individual areas

or projects as possible each year. This approach is manageable as long
as contractors are able to redeploy from one Proiect site to another
within the year without undue restablishment costs. The difficulty
in gaining acctss to sites along the border in the West Sepik would
have precluded such an option in most cases.

23 West Sepik Integrated Developmmt Study, Wcst SapikD@cwcrrr,P.285.
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It was perhaps unfortunaE that the prcgram began at a tinre
of instability in the national government and during the lead-up to the
1982 national elections. One member of the DFAT Border
Developrrrent Divisiory Peter C,all (campaigning as Pita Gol), resigned
from the public service to contest (unsucceesfully) the Wmt Sepik
Provincial seat. As Herlihy has noted:

The defeat of the Somare governrnent half-way
through its term focused political activity earlier than
might otherwise have been the case on the 1982
elections. By 1981 the border development
programme had been caught up in the politiking for
the next election ... Through 1982 the prograrnme was
largely subordinated to party campaigning ...24

In spite of the various problems associated with the conduct of
the BDP, a number of proiects have been completed, although few
appear to have been cornpleted on time, within budget and in the case
of the roads in the Amanab District, to the standard planned.

The road from Amanab to Kamberatoro and sections of the
road from Green River through Amanab to Imonda were completed,
but only to a standard suitable for four-wheeldrive vehides in dry
weather. The use of the PNGDF to construct the Green River to
Imonda road did not eventuate since the PNGDFbecame committed to
other tasks. I-ocal councils were grven the responsibility of
maintaining the roads, but maintenance work was ineffective and
sections of the roads became impassable to all traffic except motor
cycles. These roads were later transferred to the WSPDP.

The road to Bewani and the lateral road to Ossima were
completed despite rnaFr difficulties with the instability and
ruggedness of the terrairy the weather and the lack of contractors and
suitably experienced supervisory staff. The road to Wutung was also
completed under the program.

The Sepik River barge service commenced operation in 1983
but did not provide the service expected. Although intended for the
carriage of both passengers and cargo, the barge purchased (in excess
of the estirnated cost) was not designed to carry passengers. The cargo

24 Herlihy, 'Border Developmenh A "Political Necessity" again', pp.t96-197.
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capacity of the barge was well in o<cess of that required. The planned
lX barle trips each year provided a capacity mory thln twice the

histori&l cargo movement into the serviced area and well in excess of
that required for return cargo. There werc also problems_with the

vessel's draught at tinps of low river levels. Tlre Sandaun ftovincial
Government has refused to contribute to the operating exPenses of the
barge, which has now fallen into disuse.

The BDP continues despite ib many problems, not the least of
which has been the lack of coordination with Programs of the province

and other national departrnents. Over recEnt years the program has

been directed towards the funding of smaller proiects. Funding under
the program, for both border provinces, in 1989 was K055 million and
in f-990 X0.375 million. In 1991 K0.75 million was allocated to the
prograrrt with an emphasis on the provision of housing at border
itations for police and public servanb.25 As far as mairr infrastructure
proiects are concerned, the BDP has failed to meet ib aims. Road

proiects have been transferred to other Programs and completion times
have far exceeded those planned. The BDP was well suited to provide
development along the border but has so far failed to meet

expectations.

The West Sepik Provincial Development Program

The West Sepik Provincial DeveloPment Program (WSPDP)

has been the mapr attempt at development in the province. It was

developed from a study of the province's state of developmenf
resources, economy and administration - the West Sepik Integrated
Development Study (WSIDS) - which was begun in October 1980

under the auspices of the National Planning Office (NIO). Funding
was provided from the national government's Less Developed Areas

Sectoral Program, which was partly directed at providing less

developed provinces in the counhy with the planning and
management expertise to identify suitable measunes and proiects to
assist developrnent. The study team of three expa.triates (an

economist, a social planner and an agriculturalist) was tasked to:

25 'K750,000 for Border hojects', Papue Nao GuinaPost-htrier, 5 February 1997,p3'
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. examine the existing state of development of the
province;

o identify and assess opportunities for and constraints
on provincial development;

. develop an integrated development strategy to
achieve provincial self*ufficiency and hence self-
reliance;

o submit a five'year development plan for provincial
goverrrment implementation; and

o assist in implementing the initial stages of the
development plan.

The WSIDS team examined in detail and reported on the
human and physical resources of the province (including the
infrastructure), primary industry, cornmerce and industry,
administratiory health and education together with a proposed
development prograrn The completed study was presented to the
NIrtO and the provincial government in late 1982, with the lafter
acrepting the report in March the following year. The development
program was then submitted to the NIO for projert listing in May
1983, with the intention of gaining World Bank loan funding. In
October 7984, a World Bank appraisal mission prepared a report on the
program proposal and recomrnended acceptance of the program and a
reorganisation of the provincial administration. The World nant toan
agreement was signed in fanuary 1985 and, after some delay, a
program coordinator was recmited the following September. The
components of the WSPDP that were finally accepted consisted of:
agricultural development; improvements to health, nutrition and
education; infrastructure developmeng and institution building.

Acceptance of the recommendations of the WSIDS team on the
restructuring 9f the Department of Sandaun was made a necessary
condition by the World Bank before loan funds would be provided.
The restructuring was, at least at provincial level, implemented. The
institutional building component of the WSPDP included an
augmentation of the new Division of Planning and Coordination to
strengthen the province's planning and rnanagement capabilities. The
restructured and strengthened departrnent now appears to be
functioning well, despite some problems associated with staff
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inexperience and the ever-present problems associated with the naturc
and state of development of the province. The political and stmchrral

of the eailier years have been resolved, at least for the time
being.

Despite its wide aoverage of ttrc staE of Provincial
development, the WSIDS report aPPears to have disregarded_some of
the constraints on provincial developnrent. Although a thorough
examination was made of the structure and workings of all levels of
provincial administratiory the study offered little comment on the
impact of the lack of physical infrastruchrre on the administration of
the province, especially at district and subdistrict level. while the

repoit commenied on the BDP, it avoided crcnsideration of both
iniernal and external security matters. Indeed, the report failed to
identify the border problems as a cronstraint on provincial
development from the point of view of both economic development
and the delivery of governnrent services. Furthermore, the report also

failed to evaluate the impact of an underdeveloped infrastmcture in
the province and does not include comment or discussion on the

impict on the staffing and administration of subdistricts of the

uniertainty and insecurity arising from oPM activity and Indonesian
incursions. Finally, no rscorrunendations were rnade on the expa.nsion

of government influence in the more rernote areas of the province.

The approach of the WSIDS team, in coniunction with
consultants, to the evaluation of the viability of road development

proiects was generally along traditional lines. The worth of roads was

ialiulated by comparing agricultural, mobility and freight benefits
gained against the road construction and maintenance costs, and the
iinal value depreciated over twenty years to grve a net Present value.

While allowing for the extent of acress by the popllation to

government facilities, such an approach does not adequately- take into

iccount the less tangible asPects of both internal and external security.
Howevet the team and the consultants recognised that the strict
application of the methodology'counts heavily against-the selection of
trlnsportation proiects in less developed areas such as the West

Sepik.20 Accordingly, assessments of the worth of road proietts were

tempered by considerations of directing funding to those roads with

26 West Sepik Integratred Developnrmt Study, Wcsl fiikDaclopatt'p.40.
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potential benefits and minimising losses on road expenditures already
made.

The infrastructure component in the program allowed for the
upgrading or rehabilitation of four provincial roads and six district
roads, including the Imonda-Wasengla and Amanab.Kamberatoro
roads in the border area. All roads were intended to connect
population centres with main goverrunent administrative centres and
assist in improving incomes from cash cropping. Seven airstrips (none
in the border area) were also listed for upgrading. Accordingly, the
reconstruction of existing roads and tracks features highly in the 15
recommended road projects. In the border area it was recommended
that reconstruction and extension work be carried out on the Green
River-Imonda, Imonda-Wasengla and Amanab-Kamberatoro roads.
None the less, the standard envisaged (all-weather, four-wheeldrive)
was low, difficult to rnaintain and would provide rudimentary access
only. Furthermore, the proposals concentrated on using unreliable
Sepik River transport as a means of moving goods to and from the
Amanab District.

The WSIDE report concentrated only on those national
deparbnents represented as divisions with the Department of West
Sepik. Although the terms of reference were aimed at provincial
development they did not preclude an investigation of the purely
national departrnents and the impact of their activities on the
province's planning, development and level of self-sufficiency. The
team members did conrrrcnt on the fragmented approach of the BDP,
and their recommendation that the program be integrated into
provincial planning, as were other sectoral programs, was sound and
logical. Unfortunately, as we have seen, the BDP continued in relative
isolation despite the transfer of some projects to the WSPDP. Two
national functions not reported on were Police and the Deparhnent of
Works.

The report provided an examination of the construction
capability within the province and determined that:

the complete dependence on NWA for road
construction and for building outside the Vanirno,
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Aitape and Lumi areas is expected to continue
throughout the planning Perid.z

Considering this comment, it is PerhaPs surprislng that no

examination was made of the existing capacity anc capability of DWS

Vanimo and no assessment was made as to whether or not the

organisation could handle the additional workload resulting from a

ndirt protnt. In the event, the organisation was barely capable of
haiafing its routine workload let alone an increase caused b_y the BDP
and a new development proiect. Crittenden and Lea noted that:

The Departnent of Works and Supply in West Sepik

Province was inexperienced in implenrenting a large

works progranune and no provision was made to
increase their capacity to do so.

Perhaps the most significant lesson to come out of the
WSPDP so far is that the capacity of the Deparbnent of
Works and Supply varies a great deal from province to

province. While the departnents in Southern
Highlands and Enga provinces were able to cope with
the capital works prqtranunes of their developrrcnt
proiects, this is not the case in Vanimo. In part this
might be related to the poor communications between
the districts of the West Sepik, the lack of
infrastructure, the high cost of tsansport, and the
difficulties in obtaining supplies. To assume that the
Departrnent of Works and Supply in Vanimo was
sufficiently geared to coPe with the extra work load of
the WSPDP capital works Programme might have

been presumptuous.T

Problems with the finalisation of the capital works component
of the WSPDP caused delays in gefting the propct started. DWS had
not been included in the initial stages of the propct compilation or

The report oftm refers to the 'NWA' (National Works Authority), although the

department had changed its name to the Departrrmt of Works andSup'ply severd
yeirs beforehand. 

"West Sepik Integrated Developnent Study, Wcsl *pft
Daelopnctrt,p,lES.
Tlre DWS in ihe Southern Highlands is run by Aushalian Arrry mgineers and in
Ensa was operated by consulting engineers' Crittendm and Lea, InEgmbil Rurel
O&toVrrvni fnplamtrus in Papu Ncttt Guinee, pp.7E and E4-85.
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costing and, as a result, the capital works component was still
unconfirmed by late 1987, while work continued to obtain reasonable
estimates of the individual components.

After a somewhat le"gthy and shaky start and continuing
problems with cmrdinatio& nranagemenb staff recruitment and
implementation of the capital works program, the project coordinator
reported in a handover report in Novernber 1991 that 'overall prolect
implementation has been satisfactory with all nrairr projects
complete'.2g The new departrnental structure became-effective in
fanuary 1991 and all project activities had been incorporated into the
new structure. All agricultural proiects had been established and
integrated into the Pri-ary Industry Dvision and the health, nutrition
and education components are continuing. Most of the road and
airfield upgrading works have been completed.

Despite the apparent optimism of the coordinator, sorle
proiects failed or were of little benefit. The Inronda-Wasengla and
AmanabKamberatoro roads will need extensive additional work if a
reasonable level of all-weather acress is to be provided. Some projects
failed because the level of infrastructure provided was inadequate to
meet the needs of the proiects. The cash cropping project failed
because th9 crops produced could not be marketed. The marketing of
agricultural products from Amanab requires heaqy freight subsidies,
since suitable road acc€ss to the area, to be completed under the BDp,
has-not been completed. Although the WSPDP did improve planning
and coordination within the Deparfinent of Sandaun, throughout the
life of the program the provincial secretary experienced problems with
a lack of cooperation from project coordination staff.s

The WSPDP has been the largest single attempt at
development in the province. The program was not intended to
resolve the underdevelopment of the province but rather to
complement gdsting prograrns and begin the development process
with sonrc base level proirts and the establishment bf the

29

30
Pyl"l -9f Yh*Tg and- C-oo-rdination, Departnrent of Sandaun, Deprtnuntel
\ric{ srrd H::tdryt Reprt Noocttr}rr 1991 (Vaniiro, Novenrber 191), i35.'
Project-staff at-V:nimo refused to-provide opies of world Bank 

"p]2r"i""t 
reports

and sub'mitted inaccurate arurrrel rqrorts (ftrictr ttre secretary .6r"*a to 6ien).
bterview with Vihrud, Secretary 

-of 
@artnrent of Sandaun, Vanimo,"2g

Noverrber 191.
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administrative stmcture to plan and manage future development. The

initial World Bank appraisal rcport

states explicitly that rnrny of the PrograTme- benefits
will be rionquantifiable and ttrat any gains should be
viewed as actming in the long term. The reasons for
this ane that 

- the province is o<tremely

underdeveloped, isolated and tribal and that the
progranrme is multi-sectoral and Prynarily desrgn*
io deliver goods and services. Also the programme is

designed as the first stage of a longer term investment
programme.3l

None the less, as far as this study is concerned, the proiect has

had a maix beneficial impact on the administrative stmcture of the

province. It does not, how-ever, redress issues associated with the lack

bf security in the border area and its impact on the administration and

extension of government influence in that area. That omission rnay be

reasonable, s-ince the World Bank has not been involved in security

issues, either internal or external, in other proiects in PNG'

Furthermorc, it was considered that such issues were tro be handled by

the BDP. The development of the physical infrastruchrre throughout

the province, especialiy in the border_arca, could have received morc

"*ph"rir 
although, as shown above, the WSPDP was considered to be

only one element of what was expected to be an ongoing development

program for the Province.

The Telefomin Development Agreement

The Telefomin Development Agreement (TDA) was drawn up
in the early 1980s to provide benefit from the ok Tedi mine (in

western Prbvince) to the ok people living in the west sepik. The

agfeement provided for the prbvision of K0.5 million each year from

rJy"tti"r p"ia to the national government-bv_ok Tedi Mining Limited.
Tliu ugt**nt is administered through the Department of Provincial

Affairs and, in 1991, was allocated Kl million.

31 crittenden and Lea, InEgmEd Rwel DacloTnart Progmmnus in Pavu Ncttt Gtbua,
p.84.
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The funding of projerb under the TDA is determined by a
committee (the Telefomin Developnrcnt Committee) composed of the
national member and provincial rnembers from the district and the
presidents of the district's local governnrent councils. An 'area cG.
ordinator' administers the program. Despite its autonomy, the
committee does appear to be cnnscious of provincial govemment
requirements and plans. Similarly, the provfurial government has not
sought to interfere with TDA propcts, although this could change if
the committee were to contemplate far more ambitious proiects. The
proiects undertaken to date have ranged from the supply of village
water tanks to community school classrooms, footbridges, airstrip
maintenance and minor road construction.

The TDA is popular and has been successful in funding those
srnall+cale proiects considered important to the residents of the
district.

A Defence Engineer Unit For Vanimo

Since PNG independence, Australia has continued to provide
defence cooperation assistancre to the PNGDF. Included in that
assistance has been a range of engineer proiects directed principally at
improving PNGDF base facilities. In the mid-1980s the ADF began
questioning the lack of long-term and strategic planning for such
proiects. Coupled with this was the question of whether or not an
Australian Army engineer unit located in the Southern Highlands,
12th Chief Engineer Works, had fulfilled the purpose for which it had
been established. The unit had been providing the bulk of the
managerial and senior supervisory staff for the DWS organisation in
the province for some 15 years and it was thought that another
underdeveloped province might benefit from the unit's expertise.

An ADF team visited PNG in May 1988 to identify possible
long-term ADF engineer support to PNGDF and national government
proiects and PNGDF engineer training.32 Dlring its consideration of
possible projerts the team placed emphasis on the strategic nature of
the individual projects and the PNGDF involvement in them.
Discussions were held with senior representatives of DWS and the

32 The author was a meurber of that reconnaissanc€ team.
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Departrnent of Transport. The team vigited,"tg!,t of the-mainland
p-nit"o, although aitention was c€ntred on the Southern Highlands

and the two border Provinces.

In respect of the West Sepik Province, DWS exp:essed its

concern with ihe difficulties of recruiting staff for the Vanimo office,

rnanagmg the increased nunrber of proiects - particularly lhe
rnpu.Csio. of the border roads cpnshrction - and attracting

contractors to the province. The DWS representatives were keen to

have an Australian Army engineer unit established at Vanimo and this

view was reinforced by the wsrpp coordinator at vanimo, who had

been requesting such assistance.

The reconnaissance team recomrnended ADF involvement in a

number of construction and training proiects in PNG and also the

establishment of a pint ADF and PNGDF engineer unit at Vanimo to

run the provincial-DWS office. That recrcmnendation was accePtd

and the first two Australian Army engineers were deployed to Vanimo
in early 191. The unit will progressively expand over the ns(t few
years to a total strength of around 15 personnel.

considering the success of the unit in the southern Highlands,

the establishment or ttttr chief Engineer works at vanimo should

provide both the DWS organisation and the province as.-a whole with
much needed propct rnanagement and supervisory skills. It is also

possible that a siable and competent construction agency in the

province may attract additional development funding or, at least, an

icceleration of the provision of funds for planned proierts. The

development of an effective DWS organisation in th9 province,

managlng a continuing construction program, is also likely to attract
more competition from contractors.

Transport Infrastmcture Development

Throughout 1990 and 1991 the national Deparbnent of
Transport employed a consultant to examine the existing transport
infrasiructure-and transport needs of the country. Based on these

investigations, a government White Paper on sea- and road

infrastructure development was presented to the national parliament
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in November 1990.3 The paper described the existing national road
and sea transport infrastructure, identified its deficiencies and
recommended solutions in the form of a transport plan.

The paper pointed out that expenditure on roads over the
preceding decade had concentsated on the impncvement of the
edsting system and stressed the need for that policy to continue. It
also emphasised the need to improve periodic maintenance of existing
assets in preference to the extension of the road network:

Construction of the missing links should, in our
opiniory wait u-ntil the large surpluses of the expected
mining boonrr4 are actually realized and the
opportunity cost of capital drops to the point at which
such proiects can be said to be viable.3s

Although this approach would appear to disadvantage the West Sepik
Province, the proiects listed in the document do complement the
provincial government's plans.

Included in the development plan are the completion of the
Aitape-.Vanimo road, pardy constructed under the timber rights
agreement, by 1988, and the completion of the Green River-Vanimo
border road by mid-1993. Also included is a border road between
Wutung and Skotiaho, planned for construction in 194. This road has
not previously been included in the mapr studies or proposals. Both
centres presently have road acc€ss to Vanimo, although the Skotiaho to
Bewani section is of very low standard. There ane no settlements along
then route between the two centres and although the road would open
access to areas for timber operations and agriculture, the iustification
for its indusion must therefore be based on a need to gain access to
that area of the border. Unless the construction can be iustified under
the aims of the BDP, the road is one which is likely to assurne a very
low priority in the overall national plan.

The construction times given in the report are optimistic, at
least for the West Sepik proiects. The Green River road is yet to reach
Imonda and the continuation to Bewani crosses the difficult terrain of

3?
4
35

Departm€nt of Transport Developmmt Plan.
covernment revenue from mining is expected to increase five-fold between 1990
and 195. Parsons and Vinqrt, Higrr Stl,kzs, 9.7.
Departrrmt of Transport Development Ptan, p.6.
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the Bewani Range. It is most unlikely that the remaining 75 kilometrcs
of the road could be completed by 7993, as anticipated in the white
Paper.

The report does not provide cost etirnate for individual
rcads but rather annual predictions by region. Estimating road

construction costs in PNG, especially in areas such as the west sepik
with its variable and difficult geography and geology, is a notoriously
difficult exercise. It would not be surprising to find that the final
design cosb for the planned roads are well in excess of the report's

pred-ictions, thus leading to delays in fun{ing approval and

ionstruction. Any extension of the completion dates for the projects

has the potential to cause friction between the provincial government
and ths national government and its departrrrents when provincial
expectations ar€ not met.

A ltovincial Transport Assistance Program has been included

in the white Paper to provide technical and financial assistance to
improve provincial roads throughout the country. Felibility shrdies

have been undertaken to determine the cost and suitable standard of
roads between Telefomin and Tabubil (in western Province) and

between Lumi and Aitape. Funding has also been provided to
complete the road between Tadii and Mai (east of Lumi on the sepik
Highway). Under the program, 1992 funding on 50/5Gbasis
arrlngemet t with the provincial government is also intended on a
number of other provincial roads.

Access to Kiunga via Tabubil and the Ok Tedi mine compler<

would provide a markel for agriorltural produce from the Telefomin

area as-well as rnarkedly reducing the sense of isolation and the cost of
goods and services at Telefomin. The Aitape-Ltry_ "$ Tadii-Mai
l-inks, together with the completion of the Coastal Highway, would
provide, for the first tinre, road acc€ss from Vanimo to the three

Lastern districts, the most densely populated areas of the province.

lmprovements to Vanimo port, described in the White Paper

as'significant" wer€ programmed for completion over the period 191-
f992. The work does not, however, meet the provincial government's

desired level of imProvement.

The Department of Transport intends to assist in the

investigation and development of suitable facilities to 'prornote socio-

econotiic development in the rural areas of the coastal and island
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provinces'!6 This will help rrreet the provincial government's pro-
posals to develop ptties at coastal settlements.

The national governrnent's transport infrastructure develop
ment plan was prepared after a thorough investigation of the edsting
structure. The national and provincial plans complement each other.
Once completed, the national plan will have provided road access
from Vanimo to all the maFr border subdistricts and to all but one of
the district centres. The time frame for mmpletion set down in the
plan is optimistic and unlikely to be met. Delays in the provision of
funds for proiects and the completion of work could well impact on
the relationship between the national and provincial governments.

The National Youth Senrice Program

Youth unemployment has been a growing problem in pNG,
and as early as 1981 the governrrent had begun a National youth
Movernent Program (I{YMP) to involve youths in the development of
their communities and to encourage participation in the economic,

lTial, political, cultural and spiritual development of the country.
Over the ensuing years a total of 12 schemes to meet the prograrns
aims were developed and implemented, with varying and limited
degrees of sucrces. Iate in 1988 a task force was established to review
the NYMP and formulate a structure for a National youth Scherrre
(f{YS) within the Department of Home Affairs and Youth. The
formation of the NYS was approved in 1990, for introduction in 1991,
based on the departnent's five-year implementation franrework.3T

The NYS program is intended to involve youths between the
ages of 12 and 15 years on a voluntary unpaid basis. The aim of the
program is:

To develop instill and maintain a sense of
nationalism, responsibility, discipline and voluntarism
amongst the youth populace through appropriate

ibi4,p.28.
Departnrerrt of Home Affairs and Youth, Natinal yottth fuoie Fiw (il ylzlr
Implenailetior Fmncuark (broko, Port Moresbn 1 990).

%
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training and meaning Isrcl Pa{grpation in the
developmenal Process of the nation.so

It is hoped to achieve this with the implementation of a

number of sctrerrres induding vocational training, crime prevention

and discipline training scherrcs. The vocational training scheme will
provide youths with Laining in areas such as agriculture (hcluding
hsheries and livestock managernent), businese Inanagement, carPenlry
and other practical skills, using the existing facilities ,of other

government agencies. The police, PNGDE Scouts and church grouPs

iill provide training under the discipline training scheme, to develop

-enlal and spiritual discipline in the participating youths. Under the

crime prevention schenre, youths will be organised into 'brigades'
trained by the police and PNGDF to carry out crime surveillance to
assist the police to maintain law and order.

So far there have been no serious attemPts to establish NYS

programs in West Sepik Province. There are perhaps two principal
ie"ro"s for the lack of interest. One possibility is that the province
does not have the crime problem amongst youth found elsewhere in
the country and hence it *y be perceived that there is no great need

for the sclieme. secondly, the vocational training component of the

scheme relies for its sucress on the availability of existing training
facilities which are in short supply in the province and, except in the

case of missions and high schools, are centred on Vanirno.

The NYS could provide benefits for the province and its youth
but it would have littlL impact on the overall development of the
province. under present circumstances it would be unlikely to have

any impact on the OPM presence.

The PNGDF Youth Service Plan

The same 1988 national executive council decision which
approved the NYS proposal-.also approved, in principle, the

introauction of national service.39 The PNGDF began planning for a
form of national service based on the relocation of the companies of
the Engineer Battalion. under the youth service plan developed, the

38 ibid.. para.5.1.1.
39 Natioiral Executive Council decision 9418/d of 2l Novesrber 1988'
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government would support and staff a centre for the training of cadres
identified by the prwincial governrrcnb. Participation in the plan
would be voluntary.{0 Essentially the plan was an extension of the
Battalion's Gvic Action Frogram funded by the government, and it is
understood that participants would be employed on projects under the
continuing Civic Action ltogram. Ministerial reshuffles delayed
acceptance of the plan; however lab in 190 the Cabinet approved the
regional bases necessary for the establishment of the scherne when it
approved the revised structure of the Department of Defence.4l

The engineer bases are planned to be established at Buka in
North Solomons Province, Kimbe in West New Britain Province,
Hatzfelhafen in Madang Province, Barlz in Western Highlands
Province and Kupiano in Cenbal Province. Work has begr. on the
Banz base and it is planned to move the Battalion headquarters to Iae
later in 1991, once the PNGDF Air Transport Squadron completm its
re-location to new facilities at Port Moresby.

Despite the advantages which could have been gained by the
province, the rcluctance of the PNGDF to establish a base in the border
arca is understandable. Firstly, there is already a defence presence at
Vanimo and many provinces would argue that PNGDF units should
be shared amongst provinces. Furtherrnore, the PNGDF would face
difficulties persuading families to move to a rernote and relatively
insecure locality with few facilities. Finally, once it was positioned, it
would be laborious and expensive to deploy the company on tasks in
other areas of the province, let alone other parts of the country.

The National Service Scheme

A submission presented to the national cabinet in ]une 1991
recommended the introduction of compulsory national service for
citizen males between the ages of 15 and 19 years selected through a
ballot system. Voluntary service was proposed for 18.and-19-year-old
females. It was proposd that the scheme be conducted by a newly
formed, unifornred, unarmed National Service Co"ps which, when

'Defmce Foce Moves on Youth Senrie Ylan', Pclr,re Nao Guina prr;t4.aricr,3O
April 191,p.2.
ibid

40
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fully established with the intended 2m training Posts, would_have a

strength of around 3200 and train up to 30,00 yguths each year.

Training posts would be located in rural areas and training would
concentrale on the areas of human developrnent, diripline and

employment skills. Military training was not to be induded.

The cabinet agreed to the implennntatiory in 1992, of a pilot
proiect for lGto-19-year-old male volunteer trainee. The
LstaUtistrment of 19 training posts, one in each province, was also
approved and an allocation of K6.2 million was rnade for the pilot
ptoiect. In early 1992 the national government approved the scheme

ind around the same tinre the NSC was transfened from the Ministry
of ttre Interior to the Ministry of Education.

The scherrre is directed towards reducing the problems of high
youth unemployment, the erosion of Law and order and ttre lack of
iiripline, phde and resPect among the youth of ttre country. In
addition the schenre would aim to improve the delivery of services to

rural areas, reduce the urban drift of youth and male improved use of
a presently underutilised mapr human resourc€ SPup in the country.
T'lne NSC is seen by its proponents as a way of developing government
influence in the more remote areas of the country. The establishment
of NSC haining posts in the border townships and villages wouldgive
a more permanent and rnore visible Soverilnent Pg91:e in those

areas tnrhile providing a counter to OPM views and belieft.az

A Final Comment on the Programs

This chapter has dealt with those Progranrs which have had or

could have a mapr impact on the security and infrastructure of the

West Sepik. There are a number of minor Programs which have not
been discussed but which make small contributions to infrastruchrre
development. The TDA was included as an example of a Program
specifically designed to respond to district developmental needs.

42 For a detailed discussion on the scheure see T.M. Brc,ye, Thc Inttothtclfun S tlv
Cioitba Netbtrol *roilz Schane lor Yatth k Pepu Ncu Guitu, Working Paper

No37 (Strategic and Defence S'tuaies Centre, Awtralian Nationd University,
Canberra, August 1991).
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Of dl the programs impacting directly on the province, only
the BDP deals directly with secrrrity issues. TtE NSC and the NYS do
have some potential for meeting security conc€rns but cannot be
expected to rneet the security needs along the border. There do not
appear to be any other long-term security plans or p(grams.

One aspect comrnon b dl developnnnt planning in the
province is the lack of coordination between programs and the
implementing agerrcies.



CHAPTER 7

SECI,JRITY AND DEVELOPMENT:
WHERE TO NOW?

Previous chapters have discussed the interelationship
between security, administration and infrastructure developrnent and
problems for the West Sepik which have arisen from those issues. The
relationship between the three considerations is not simple but rather
one of interdependency. An examination of these considerations
across the province is further complicated by the fact that the nature of
the problem varies between districts of the province. Some past
developmental, administrative and secrrrity planning has suffered
from a lack of coordinatiory funding and appropriate direction. On the
surface, present proposals appear to cater for some of the
developmental and administrative shortfalls in the province but, on
closer examination, they also contain many of the deficiencies of earlier
planning.

This chapter summarises the mapr security and
administrative concerns affecting provincial development and the key
shortfalls in the supporting infrastructure. An alternative
development strategy for the province is suggested.

The Major Security Issues

The principal security problem in the province is that of the
OPM. The rebel group's activities are essentially limited to the border
area although other parts of the province have suffered indirectly,
primarily through the redirection of tesources to the border area.

Firstly, the PNG security agencies, the police and the PNGDI
have been unable to deal effectively with the OPM because of a lack of
physical, financial and manpower nesoutrces. A lack of national will to
deal with the OPM has also reduced the effectiveness of these agencies
in their counterOPM mdeavours. Furthermore, the nahrre of the
terrain in the border region has hampered security operations and,
more particularly, the lack of an appropriate administrative and
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physical infrastructure along the border has placed the security forces
at a dernonstrable disadvantage.

The resources of the national goverrunelrt, including the
security forces, have been diverted from the border area since 1990 to
deal with the problems on Bougainville. This is understandable for a
country with limited resourc€s facing the proopect of secession of one
of its provinces. Until that issue is resolved and nesources released,
effort can only be diverted to deal with the most pressing border
problems. However, once it becomes clear that the Bougainville issue
is nearing resolution it would be prudent for the national government
and its deparhnents to develop plans to meet security concerns along
the Indonesia-PNG border.

In the eastern districts an increasing crime rate is the nrain
security concem. The situation is likely to deteriorate as road access
throughout the districts improves. To the south, Telefomin Dstrict has
so far been spared from OPM disruption and the levels of crime found
elsewhere in the province. Tribal fighting remains the main security
issue in the district.

Both the eastern and southern areas suffer from a lack of police
resources. In an effort to staff police stations along the border,
personnel have been relocated from those districts. sations have been
either operated significantly under strength or, in sorne cases, closed.

The provincial government does not have the charter nor the
capacity to maintain security throughout the province. That
responsibility lies with the national government. However that does
notmean that the province should be excluded from security planning
or that provincial conc€rns and plans should not be taken into account
by those agencies dealing with security matters.

One of the rrpst obvious measures that can be instituted to
meet sorne of the security issues in the province is to bring each police
station up to full strength and to provide the necessary facilities for the
full complernent of staff at each police station. But in the light of the

Td-ut--rt"qing of police stations in other provinces of the country and
the lack of governncnt funding to support the desired personnel ievels
of the police throughout the country, it is unlikely that national
goverrunent lrcliticians would allow the establishnrent of fu ll-strength
stations in the west sepik at the risk of even further reductions in
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police numbers in their own electoraEs. Full-stengF polttttations
could also be justified in the other border province, Wetern Province,

further adding to personnel requirernnb.

However, there needs to be some recognition at national

government lenel of the particular requirernerrts for police ul9"g tt9
Sordut. It should not be left to the provincial PolicE commander, as it
is now, to balance provincial resourcies to meet a national security

problem. It is appreciated that additional pollce resourc€s are

ileployed to the Uast Sepit when the sihration dernands, but the

pt6"ii.r"" should be in a pooition where smdl-scale border and OPM-

related incidents can be dealt with by locally based police.

Failing the provision of additional funding for increased Poliq
numbers an 

-acceptable compromise, to provide full personnel

complements at thb border police stations, could be to bring those

sations to full strength at the expense of stations throughout the

country. Other stations in the West Sepik could then be maintained at

persormel levels comparable to stations-in other provinces. In any

ivent, while it continues to maintain a heavy police commifinent to

rnapr problems elsewhere, the governncnt will find it difficult to
improvi police numbers in ttre border provinces without additiond
funding.

Administrative Issues

A number of factors combine to limit effective administration
and government influence throughout the province. The nature and

influence of the restraints vary betweetr districts.

A cornmon administrative problem is the lack of contact,

support and management shown between staff at Vanirno and those

otr th" outstations.- The lack of an appropriate oornmunications and

transport infrastructure is a contributing (but not necessarily the only)
inhibition to improved administration. The standard and lack of
facilities, such as living and working actommodatiory dirourages or
prevents the posting 

-of 
personnel to a number of centres. The

remoteness of the Telefomin District and its high cost of living
dissuades governnrent employees from taking up appoinbnents in that
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district. The insecure nature of the border is a disincentive to those
rcquired to work in that area.

Many populated localities in the province have little contact
with administrabrs or access to services. Consequently, governnrent
influence is patchy throughout the province. Access to such areas is by
aircraft or rxrre often by foot. There is very strong support amongst
politicians, administrators and people of the province for the
restitution of kiapstyle patrols. The belief is that such patrols,
conducted on a regular basis and accompanied by magisbates, police,
health workers and other government employees, would distribute
servic€s and extend government presence and influence.

It is questionable whether governrnent agencies could afford
the cost of regular patrols or would be able to make staff available for
them.l Furthermore, administrative patrols in the border area, unless
acrompanied by a stsong police or PNGDF contingent, would be at
risk from the OPM, who could well see their influence threatened.
None the less, as a means of providing services and developing a
goverrunent presence in areas not served by regular transport or
contact, there is much merit in the concept. Whether or not an
administrative patrol system is developed will depend very much on
the amount of popular pnessure for its introduction and the political
will of the provincial and national governmenb to find the necessary
funds

Planning Aspects

Past efforts at developrnent in the province have attempted to
provide services and economic opportunities to outlying population
centres by linking them with governrnent posts and minor trading
celrbes. The BDP attempted to resolve border security issues by local
development but continued to rely on east-west acctss via the Sepik
River. The WSPDP sought to develop village-based agricultural
economies but failed to provide the complete infrastructure to ensure
the viability of the projects, many of which relied for their success on
the export of the produce beyond district and provincial boundaries.

The additional funds would be needed for sudt items as pabol allowance, rations,
carriers, sup'plies, ete
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The maprity of the WSDP road proirts reinforced an east-wet bias.
This program recognised the intention of ttre BDP but the integration
of both projects to mutually support each other was incomplete.
Furthermore, both these maitr proie'cts relied heavily on a bottom-to-
top development approach when implementing the infrastructure
components, without having the middle or higher levels of
infrastructurc in place to support the lower level development.
Components were therefore left without the higher level structure
necessary to ensure their success.

More r',ecent development planning, especially the national
transport infrastructure plary caters for higher level infrastmcture
development. However many do not, as planning continues to be
carried out on a sectoral basis; that is, run by government deparhnents,
often at a national level. Current provincial government plans are
based heavily on the provision of infrastructure with economic
development to follow. The obictive in this case is the development
of the province as a single entity.

Overall there are a number of plans and proposals covering a

range of developnrent aspecb in the province but, other than the
narrowly directed BDP, there do not appear to any plans at either
national or provincial level to resolve either existing security problems
or those likely to arise in the future. One must question the ability of
the national and provincial governments and administrators to draw
the elements together to provide coordinated, balanced and structuled
development. One must also question whether the obiectives of the all
the plans are compatible, complementary and directed towards at least
similar obiectives or levels of development.

An East-WestBiag

Layered on the considerations of security and development is
the east-west nature of West Sepik Province, which has determined
much of the province's trade, development and administration.
Traditional hade and mntact was far less constrained than later
European crolonisation, which initially dung to the coastline. Colonial
contact with and administration of the interior of the western Sepik
worked its way along the Sepik River, which continued to dominate
thinking and developrnent as lately as the WSPDP. Development in
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the Nuku and Lumi distsicts has loolced east to Maprik and beyond to
Wewak. Along the border, OPM activity has flowed east and west.

The dominant east-west dynamic has isolated the provincial
capital and districts from each other. A developrrcnt stratigy based
on correcting this bias through a north-south development emphasis
may well refocus development and security planning b better effect.

An AlErnative Development Strategy

consideration of the source, path and destination of functions
throughout the province is important if worthwhile services are to be
provided and a governrnent presence established and maintained.
Administration, originating for the most part from Vanimo, needs to
reach out to the rnost remote of setuements, if neoessary through
subordinate adminisbative centres. correspondingly, thi outlyiig
settlemenb themselves require acress along the patn-to increasingl|
higher levels of sentce. This holds particutariy for employment
opportunities and rnarkets, if local economies are to grow. Hbwever it
is not necessary for c€ntres of administration, services, production and
conunerce to be centralised or collocated. The important point is that
the administrators need acress to population centr€s at a secrr.ity
forces need acress to trouble spots. ln turn, the population requires
acress to services, employment and commercial activity.

- Having identified the important and interdependent links
between s1_uri$', adminishatiory and infrastructure devblopment andtogg-ry the disruptive east-west bias in the provirrce, itis possible
to formulate an alternative development stsategy utilising both past
and proie'cted programs. A strategy should also provide tf,e basis fot
the establishment of specific obiectives towards which all programs
q* f dir€cd, to provide coordinated and appropriate securif and
development measures.

within the province, three separate zones or corridors can be
delineated: vaninro4rcen River, Aitapelumi-Nuku and oksapmin-
Telefomin. It should be possible to isolate and identify each zone's
particular problems and development needs and postulate specific
solutions.
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Figure 7.1
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Within each zone the initial aim should be to resolve local
security issues and administration shortfalls and then develop an
administrative and physical infrastnrcture to senre that zone. A local
eonomy established firstly to serve the zone has the best chance of
success until such time as the infrastructure and levels of enterprise
and output are developed to allow export frorn the zone.

Infrastructure development within the zone should aim to
spread services and government influence, drawing the population to
employment opportunities without creating an unwanted urban drift.
A later development would see the connection of the zones and
subsequent amalgamation into a development shategy for the
province as a single entity. Fresent provincial adminishative
structures need not necessarily be changed. Any move to establish a
zone administration would need to be resisted strongly, since the
purpose of the strategy is to focus coordination and develop relevant
solutions to problems peculiar to the zone. At a later stage it rnay be
possible to remove or amalgamatre some district or subdistrict
administration.

Overall zone development objectives should be set by the
provincial goverrunent and the Department of Sandaun in consultation
with the national goverrunent and its departrnents. For example, the
provision of national road links would fall into this category. Minor
development proierts within the overall obirtives could be left to the
zone and its districts to determine, in a similar fashion to that presently
used by the TDA. Provincial divisions and, to a lesser extent, national
departnents, would still need to provide an input of specialist advice
and direction. Coordination of proiects at zone or district level could
do much to ease the difficulties facnd by staff in Vanimo in the
rnanagement of proierts in outlying areas.

The Bordu Zottc

Vanimo and Amanab districts comprise the suggested border
zone.

The OPM dominate security conc€rns along the border. Not
only do their presence and actions threaten the area's administration,
development and day-today life, but OPM activity across the border
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has stren$hened the east-west dynamic along the border's entire

length.

Vanimo will probably face a rising crinp rate in the futurg
especially with the eslauishment of the Indonesian consulate and the

ful manning of the Australian Army unit. If Vanimo follows the
pattern of other urban centres in PNG, it can be expected that the
iomparatively affluent expatriates will be ssen as attractive targets for
thieves and an increase in the crirre rate will follow. Additionally, it
can be expected that the oPM would contemplate taking some form of

action against the Indonesian consulate staff or their families.

The most pressing administrative problem in the zone is that
of the security threat posed by the OPM against governrnent workers
in the area. However, access to and movement throughout the
Amanab District also inhibit effective administration and the

establishment of a government presence. The coordination and

management of proiects in the border area remain the responsibility of
Vanimo-based staff, who are both unwilling and unable to undertake a
satisfactory level of on+ite supervision and liaison.

Amanab District is dominated by an east-west bias. Attention
has been centred on the Sepik River as a means of communication with
the outside world. Development and administration of the arca has

been directed via the sepik River through Green River (which has the
largest airstrip along the border) to the district head_quarters at
Amanab. Roids in the district, emanating fiom Green River, have

been developed to draw on the Sepik River as a means of
transportation. The dominant effect of the Sepik on the development

and idministration of the distsict has reinforced the east-west bias in
the zone.

The BDP plan to use a Sepik River barge as a floating
administrative post helped reinforce the links to the sepik. so also did
the programs plans to service the border area with a road from Green

River to Imonda, a road which has fallen well behind schedule and is

now not likely to be completed until some 10 years after it was begun.

The wsDP maintained the east-west bias in the region. The success of
agricultural programs established by the WSPDP relied on the
completion of the Green River road and the 800 kilomebe purney
dowh the Sepik River. Contributing to the east-west dynamic have

been the uaditional cross-border land ownership and family
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rclationships and the Dutch administration of the Warris and Jaffi
enclaves.

The principal needs in the border zone ar€ a corrrection of the
east-west bias and the removal, or at least annlioration, of the impact
of theOPM.

The key to correcting the east-west bias in the zone is the
construction of the Bewani to Imonda road link. The completed north-
south road from vanimo to Green River would overshadow the part
played by the Sepik River in the life and development of the Arnahab
Dstrict. Moreover, providing the present poor standard lateral roads
are upgraded, a road connection between all existing subdistrict
headquarters in the two districts would have a significant positive
impact on the zone's administratiory economy and, ultimately,
security.

The freight cosb of goods transported to the southern areas
would be reduced substantially. Exports from the same area, such as
rubber, would follow a much shorter route and be ship@ through a
provincial port rather than the port of another province. Further
economic benefits would accrue from access to additional local
markets and large forestry and agricultural areas.

Road acress to the Imonda area and immediate localities, the
area of much OPM activity, would markedly reduce the dependence of
the PNGDF and police on costly air movement for deployment to
incidents and patrol areas. A change to cheaper road movement
should mean that available funds cnuld be stretched to allow the
conduct of a more exbnsive patrolling prqilam.

The Bewani to Imonda road is of utrnost importance to the
administration and security of the border area. It should be afforded
tle highest p-nority of all infrastructure development in the province.
conversely, the wgtungto skotiaho road proposed by the Departnent
of rransport, which would pass through a presently inpopurited area,
is of little, if any, administrative or security signifiiance a[ this stage of
the province's development.

The govemment and administration in the province have
embraced an increasingly harder line towards the opM over recent
years but the province does not have the wherewithal to back their
views with actions. Border security is a national problem which must
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be tackled at that level. However, amongst national politicians,

regardless of any understanding of 
-th" 

border security issles or any

aiire to resolve matters, little -can be achieved without the political

will to take unambiSuous and definitive action. National politicians

have so far appeard more ambivalent towards border security than

ttreir provincial counterparts along the border'

Indonesian experience, despite a more concerted effort on their

part, has shown the'difficulty oi -elimi:rl!"g- 
OIY influence and

l"ti"ity. However, regardlesi 9! thit, PNG should aim to at least

minimise the influenc';of the OPM and any symPathisers on PNG

t"rrito.y. At the very least, the prevailing seqritl environment in the
ptqC Ulrraer areas slhould equaie to that on the Indonesian side and

should be such that government influence overshadows that of the

OpM. There should 6e a minimum of risk to those living along the

border or those going about govemrnent business'

AnotherimportantconsequenceisthatamoreactivePNG
effort against tfre OPM should lead to less frequent Indonesian border

violatiJns. This in turn should mean fewer differences of opinion

between the two countries and improved security and peace of mind

ior residents of the border precincti. Above all else, at a national level

the aim should be to ensuri that conditions in the border zone do not

encourage tensions between the two countries to materialise over

border issues.

A strategy to deal with the oPM and establish a permanent

pnesence and aulhority along the border will need to take into account

; ;";b"t of considerationJ. First and forernost a defined plan of

action needs to be established, one which goes beyond the present

ineffectual patrolling and response to oPM incidents. Provincial

authorities t*a to & invotved in developing arul implementing the

,t 
"tugy, 

as it is they that have the first-hand experience of the

pro6Jm. National departrnents-not normally concerned w{\.seculty
irr.ro need to be involved in the planning Pro(€ss, especially when

programs of their departments are likely to impact on security plans'

Attention will need to be given to closer cooperation between

the Indonesian and PNG security fbrces along the border. During ilint
border talks Indonesian has consistently expressed a desire to conduct

1oi"i uota"r patrols and to have the right of hot pursuit across the

torder. fof its part, PNG has so fir refused to accede to the
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Indonesian proposals. Increased PNG security force border activity
and coordinated patrols could well be a satisfactory answer to the
Indonesian proposals.

Probably the most important consideration in obtaining a
more secure border is the mobility of the security forces and access to
traditional OPM'hot spob'. Tlre constmction of an all-weather road
link between Vanimo and Green River must feature highly in the
priorities for dealing with the OPM. Lateral roads between Bewani
and Skotiaho, Imonda and Wasengla and Kamberatoro must also
feature highly in an analysis of access rcquirements.

At least in the border area, the Deparhnent of Transport needs
to be placing more emphasis on security issues in its calculations on
the worth of individual roads. Correspondingly, security agencies
would do well to highlight infrastructure requirements of national
security signif icance.

The PNGDF helicopters, despite their high operational cost
and rnaintenance difficulties, have made a substantial contribution to
irnproved mobility of the security forces. Dedicated aircraft support to
a continuous patrolling program would be most desirable. But it is
recognised that national government financial constraints and security
force commitnents to Bougainville will prevent any increased
availability of aircraft support for the next few years.

The PNGDF company base at Vanimo is effectively only a
staging base between Wewak and patrol areas on the border. It
provides a degree of security for the Vanimo area when occupied by
the onduty company and a rest base for elenrents of the company
when they arc not deployed to the border.

PNGDF inlluence along the border is limited to that gained
from the presently infrequent patrol activity. It is thus of liftle long-
term or lasting consequence. A rrpre useful presence could be gained
from the establishment of a base at one of the inland border localities,
for o<ample Amanab or Imonda. However the establishrnent and
operation of the base would not be practical until such time as the road
from Vanirno reached the area.

When considering possible locations for the engineer company
bases, the PNGDF dismissed sites in the West Sepik because of the lack
of suitable transport infrastructure and border security concerns.
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Notwithstanding these considerations, thele b merit in the

employment or pNcpr engineers on civif cpnstmction proiects dolg
theborder. An involverrent in srnall village proiects would provide

close contact with the local populatioU develop influence and prcvide
a service. Akhough the soldiers would be involved in non-combatant
tasks, the mere presence of PNGDF personnel would _generate a

measure of local- security. Tasks could be rnanaged Fry"gl U'9

Vanimo office of the DOW which is to be manned by both PNG and

Australian defence engineers.

Under-strength police stations at border stations do need to be

brought to full strength. Non-border stations in the province thould
not dremselves carry manning deficiencies to achieve this. Border

s€curity is a national problem and the burden of manning border
police stations should be borne nationally.

Any strategy for dealing with border sectrrity should

incorporate provisioris for the establishnent of NSC training posts in
the border environs, should the rheme expand beyond the trial of one

post per province. It would not be realistic to develop a training post

It one olthe border settlements in the Present insecure environment.

However, once suitably secure crcnditions had been gained, the posts

could contribute to stability, security and minor local derrelopment.

The combined PNG and Australian defence engineer unit at
Vanimo by itself will have only a malginal impact on p-rovincial

security. its value lies in the stability and competence it will blng !9
tte pow and its tasks throughout the province. This in turn should

lead aid agencies, including the Aushalian International Development
Assistance Bureau (AIDAB), to look more favourably on the provision
of development assistance for the province. A further value of the
organisation will be in its ability to foster, overcee or nunage
engineering development proiects undertaken by the defence forces of
PNG or foreign crcuntries.

A development plan for the zone, including security plans,
could be rnanaged or coordinated under a revised BDP stmcturc
administered a[ provincial level. Security obictives should be

included in the development plan, although the planning and conduct
of security operations to meet the obirtives should be left to the

security iorces. The aim should be to provide for sustained,
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coordinated and manageable development ancl restoration of security
along the border.

To the extent that there is significant east-\ 'est interaction
acro$l the border it is important that as far as possible it should be
focrrssed between ]ayapura and Vanimo, thus giving the government
greater conbol over the rnanner in which border developments irnpact
on the PNG and lndonesian relationship. This means that national
policy institutions will need to be integrated much more dosely with
the practical cornnercial connections already being developed at the
provincial level.

EastetnTnne

An eastern development zone would include the Aitape, Lumi
and Nuku districts.

The primary security concern in this zone is one of crime,
chiefly that r€lated to theft and hold-ups along the two highways. The
area has the highest incidence of crime in the province, although it is
still well below the level of crime in most other areas in the country.
With the crirne prevention and detection means presently in place in
the province, the curent level of crime is unlikely to be reduced.
Centainly, if the area follows the trend in other c€ntres of the $untry
(and there is little to prevent it from doing so), an increase in crime can
be expected.

All police stations in the east are under-manned. At least two
have been closed because of the shorage of personnel.

Although there is no direct road connection between Aitape
District and the two southern districts, the road network within the
thrce districts is comparatively good. All three are connected by road
to Wewak, the provincial capitai of neighbouring East Sepik Province:
Aitape by the Coastal Highway and Lumi and Nuku by the Sepik
Highway.

The quality of governrnent administration in the eastern
districts is affected by their remoteness from Vanimo. Access is by air
or sea and the region experiences shortfalls in administrative
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rnanagement and support found throughout otlrer areas of the

province removed from Vanimo.

The east-west bias in the zone is especially stsong. Except by
air hansport, all acress to exFrnal goods, rnarkets and services from
the two lnhnd districts is through Wewak AitaPe has air and sea

connections with Vaninro but a road link witfr Wewak. Historical
inter-provincial migration data has shown high levels oJ movement
from the districts to the east. That flow is likely to continue as more

localities in the districts are connected to the road network.

The most important infrastruchrre developnrent in the zone is

the construction of one or more road links between Aitape District and
the two southern districts. This would provide s@port actess within
the province for the inland districts, assist the Slowth of crommercial

activity in the zone and help correct the bias to the east. Construction

has begun on one interconnecting road between Tadii and Mai, but
difficulties have been encountered in crossing ttre Torricelli Range.

The construction of the rernainder of the coastal highway to Vanimo,
planned for completion over the next eightyears, will provide a road
link between Vanimo and the three eastern districts.

In order to meet the rising rate of crime in the east, additional
police manpower is required. The area should not suffer because of
ihe greater police need on the border to meet a national security
problem. The full manning of all police stations cannot be expected

when all provinces face deficiencies in police numbers. However it
would not be unreasonable to expect a level of rnanning consistent

with the rest of the country.

As the road network in the zone grows, consideration will
need to be given to at least providing additional police vehicles iin
order to deal with an increased traffic volume, accident rate and
probable rise in crime. It is also likely that additional manpower will
Le required. Where possible, the additional resources should be

provid-ed as the need arises and not, as has been the case for the rest of
ihe country, when the problem reaches levels where the situation is

difficult, or indeed impossible, to manage.

There is no program or organisation in the east which could be

adapted readily to rnanage and coordinate development in the zone. It
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may be appropriab to consider the appointsnent of a crcordinator or
coordinating team for the arca.

TelefominZntu

The geography, traditional trading and cultural affiliations
and consanguinity of the Telefomin Dstrict have a dominant east-west
alignment. There is little that can be done to change that dominant
interaction in the district. Indeed it is probably expedient to reinforce
the bias in order to provide development for the district.

The dominant perception of the districg by both those looking
in and those residing in the district, is one of isolation. The disbict lies
on the country's western extremity astride the central mountain range.
There are no road, river or sea links with any neighbouring district or
province. Similarly, the only rneans of movement about the district is
by air or foot.

The development of highest priority is the construction of a
road from Telefomin to link with Tabubil and Kiunga in Western
Province. Such a road would ease much of the sense of isolatiory at
least in Telefomin and district centres along the road, reduce the cost
of imported goods, and provide greater access from the district
headquarters to a larger area of the district.

The lack of development in the district has spared it from an
increasing crime rate but has also helped maintain the highest level of
tribal fighting in the province. Of the three proposed zones, Telefomin
zone has the fewest security problems and is therefore of the lowest
priority in the allocation of security nesources. A road connection
through to Tabubil would, however, necessitate an increased police
presence and capability in the district.

Deparbnent of Transport plans for transport infrastructure
development show proposed road connections between Tabubil and
Telefomin and Oksapmiry between Green River and Telefomin and
between Oksapmin ind Kopiago and the Highlands Highway in the
Southern Highlands Province.2 However, the investigation, disign or
construction of the roads is not planned before 2000. Even after that

2 Oep.tto,mt of Transport Development Plan, pp.lt22.
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date the cpnstmction of the roads b Green Rirm and I(opiago would
bemany years off.

Although road access to ard through the Telefomin District is

of key importaice, other measur$ are neoessary to contribule to the

overitt divelopmmt of ttre digtricL The Telefomin Developrrnnt
Agr€ernent tmal is already in place and co-uld ppvide-the structure

uider which development is determined and coordinated.

Austsalian Intcrest end AsElstence

The international border is a potential source of friction and

tension between Indonesia and PNG. It is in Australia's interest that a

rapport and spirit of moperation over the border is rnaintained
Uet*eet the lwo countries. Australia has acknowledged the

importance of the border with the establishment of the Australian
ariny unit at Vanimo. Yet there is more that Australia could do to
encourage a secure environment in the West Sepik.

Whatever approach Aushalia may rnake, care needs to be

taken to eruure ttrit Australia is not perceived to be meddling in
PNG's inbrnal problems or directly seeking the destmction of the

OPM. Suppoh would be best directed towards Ppviding
developmenf lssishnce b the border areas. The aim would be to
enhance PNG efforts to provide development and a secure

environment on the eastern side of the border, comnEnsurate with
that occurring to the west in Irian faya.

Australia has been moving away from providing aid in the

form of budgetary assistance to PNG and towards a system of ploie'ct

aid. With this in-mind, it should be possible to structut€ an ADF and

AIDAB assistance package to undertake proiects to meet some of the
province's security and development needs. In the case of
infrastructure improvernents, many of the Proiects needed for
development have been identified and included in governmmt
planning. Australian assistance cnuld aim to achieve an earlier

compledon of those protcts and thus lead to fasEr developrnent ard
stabiiisation of the border area. It would be best if any Australian
assistance to the province were developed as a coordinated package

prepared pintly by Australian defence and foreign affairs agencies and

invotving PNG at the national and provincial levels.
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The Austsalian Army unit, 11 CE Wks, could be the
foundation for much of the Australian support for the West Sepik. If it
is not, and if furthen Australian assistance is not forthcoming, then
there is little point in having the unit in the province other than io prop
up the DOW organisation. Furthermore, the unit's retention in ttre
province should be incorporated into the total assistance and
development package. This would help avoid the situation that has
occurred in the Southern HigNands province, where the extraction of
72 CE Wks has beconre politically difficult because of the somewhat
open-ended nature of the arrangements surrounding that unit's
pnesence in the province.

Any Australian developnrcnt and security package for the
!Ves! Sepik should therefore be built around a series of projects and 11
CE Wks. The intention would be to undertake the program in a
specific time frame, perhaps 10 to 15 years. Focus of attention and
support (and the unit, if required) could then be moved to another
location where similar assistance was deemed appropriate.

The construction of the Bewani to Imonda road is the most
important security propct in the province. The work could be
undertaken as a defence cooperation project either by an Australian
4*y 1rniJ 

(perhaps working with PNGDF engineers) or by contract
through the combined 11 CE Wks and DOW office. Other possible
proierts suitable for defence cooperation funding could include the
provision of facilities for a PNGDF border base and additional PNGDF
helicopter support.

Because of the strategic significance of the area, it may be in
Australia's interest to have AIDAB involved in the border road. rf
such funding was not considered politically appropriate, there are
other develop^u_"t projects which rnay be suitable for AIDAB funding.
Tlrese indude the provision of facilities and vehicles (with initfil
operating and maintenance support) for the police, the upgrading of
acress roads in the border area, financial assistance 

-with -the

construction of the Telefomin to Tabubil road and the construction of
health and educational facilities in the border area. The cost of the
most needed proiects, for example the Bewani to Imonda road, would
fp. resent a gmlll portion of the total Australian aid assistance already
being provided.
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Conclusion

A deficient transport infrastnrcture in west sepik Province has

contributed to inadequate adminishatiory goveTnlelt Presence,
development and security in the provirrce. In turn, the lack of security

along the border has constrained development and the establishment

and maintenance of government authority.

Throughout most of the west sepik a strong.east-west bias has

fragmented t[" province, both in its administration and its
deielopment. The incorporation into provincial plans of a strategy to

.o"r*ithir dynamic with north-south development.proiects would do

much to refocus development and coalesce the province. Analysis and

planning on a zone basis would be one method of developing

conective measures. Many of the comPonents of this solt of strategy

are already in place but the relationship between therr is not clearly

appreciat&, Srtiorlarly in the re*lty context. Nor is the need to

have all patles committed to a balanced developrnent plan fully
recognised or understood.

IntheWestSepiktheoPMistheprincipalsecurityproblem.
Security along the border is the most likely source of !"rytol between

fNG aira Ind-onesia, yet attempts by PNG to deal with the issue have

been inadequate. It is in the interest of the national government to

develop and implerrent a long-term counse of action to provide a

stable Security environrnent in ihe environs of the border. Although

border security is the responsibility of the national government, an

insecure border impacts heavily on the administration and

development of not only that area but also the province as a. whole.

Ttrerefore, the provinc" t e"ds to be included in security planning and

national government security plans should take account of provincial

development Plans.

The most important infrastructure proirb -requiring
development in the ptouit"e are the rylth to north links of, firstly, the

Bewani to Imonda load and, secondly, a road connection between

Aitape and Lumi and Nuku districts. Next in imPoftance is an

external surface link for the Telefomin District'

The lack of border security in the west sepik is an issue which

can impact on the national interests of Indonesia, PNG and Australia.

Therefore, there is iustification for Australia to become involved in
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pncviding assistance to ensure stability arul development, in the
province. However, that does not necessarily rnean a direct military
involvement, which could bring vyith it unwanted international or
domestic political prcblems. Rather, there is considerable scope for
greater Australian support for projects which could assist in
developing the province while at the sarrre time meeting some of the
security concerns. Support could build on that alrready being provided
through the Australian Army, recently established in the province.

Infrastruchrre, administration and security have been
inextricably interwoven in the developrnent of the West Sepik. And
overlying these issues have been the geographical, historical and
national and provincial political factors that have further complicated
development planning for the province. The complexity of the
interrelationships between individual problems rneans that issues
cannot be tackled in isolation. However, despite these complications,
the development of the West Sepik must be coordinated under a single
strategy at all political and administrative levels, with common
objectives in mind, if the province is develop in a systematic and
sustainable nunner within a secure environment.
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Table A.l
Airfields in West Sepik Province
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Table .dl (continued)
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Table A.1 (continued)
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Table .{.l (continued)
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Table A.1(continued)
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Table .{.1 (contlnued)
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Table A.1(continued)
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Table A2

Mean Monthly and Annual Rrinfall
(mi[inetres)
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Table A3

Mean Monthly and Amual Temperature
(degrees centigrade)
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Table A.4

Mean Monthly and Anrrud Reladve Humidtty
(pcr cent)
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TableA5

Mean Monthly Total Cloud
(oktas)
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Our responsibility is to ensure that there is efficient infrastructure
development in order to improve the intensity of the disciplined forces
operations.

Thc OPM operations on the Indonesian side of the border are totally
controlled because they lthe Indonesians] have prioritised and allowed
infrastructure development in their border areas. This has helped
them increase the intensity of the operations of their security personnel
along the border. The implication is clear, if we can achieve the same
status of infrastructure development on our side of the border, our
disciplined forces can control the activities along the border. This may
reduce threats and fear which inhibit positive attitudes along the
border.

Egbert Yalu
Premier
Sandaun Provincial Government


